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A FEW WORDS FROM CONFERENCE COMMITTEE

The 1986 US Air Force Structural Integrity Program (ASIP/ENSIP)
Conference, hosted by Sacramento Air Logistics Center (SM-ALC),
2-4 December 1986, at the Capital Plaza Holiday Inn in downtcwn
Sacramento, Califronia, was a success. The theme of this year's
ASIP/ENSIP conference was "The Impacts of Nondestructive Inspection
(NDI), Corrosion Prevention, and Advanced Composites Usage on
Weapon Systems Structural Integrity." The theme was recommended
by the Air Force General Officers' Steering Group for the Air Force
NDI, Corrosion, and Advanced Composites Programs. We are thankful
to the steering group members for this recommendation. Also, this
is the first year we have officially incorporated the Engine Struc-
tural Integrity (ENSIP) Program with the ASIP conference. We
appreciate the support from the engine community.

We thank Brigadier General James W. Hopp, Vice Commander, SM-ALC,
for his opening remarks, and Mr. Earl W. Briesch, Assistant Deputy
Chief of Staff fir Material Management, Headquarters Air Force
Logistics Command, for his remarkable keynote speech. We want to
apologize to those who submitted presentation proposals which were
not selected for presentation at the conference. In trying to
hold the conference to three days, there was insufficient time
available to present them all. We also want to thank each partic-
ipant -n this year's conference, especially those outside the US
Air Force. The quality of the presentations were absolutely out-
standing. We are looking forward to seeing you at next year's
conference.

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE

Fred Chuang, Chairman.. "/$
Jack Lincoln

Tom Cooper
Grover Hardy
Dave Bell, Secretary
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It's a real pleasure to be here th, ,ing. Aircraft and engine
structural integrity are certainly i" ant links in maximizing aircraft
availability and flight safety. I knj,, edch of you has an important role
to play in aircraft readiness. Today, I hope I can share some of my
thoughts with you on the importance of readiness issues in the Air Force
mission. Certainly, these missions in maintaining the security of this
country deserve the very best that each of us can contribute.

First, let me set the stage by sharing with you the magnitude of the
challenge that we face today. Despite a significant and sustained build-up
over the past six years, our forces still face a potential adversary that
has been and continues outproducing us by almost any measure of military
capability. For example, over the past twelve-year period, while we were
building 3,500 new fighter/interceptor dircraft, the Soviets were building
8,400, outproducing us by a 2.4 to 1 rz*io. Similar comparisons exist
today in almost all categories of weapon systems.

Despite the statistics, there are already signs of arosion in the public
support for the continuation of our defense build-up. The state of the
economy and the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Deficient Red;jction Law make defense
expenditures an inviting target for those who would ignore the threat.
Clearly, the path to peace through deterrence is built on the foundation of
a strong defense. This philosophy is as valid today as it was upon the
founding of this republic, when president Washington observed that "To be
prepared for war is the most effectual way for peace." Unfortunately, many
in our society have lost sight of, or choose to ignore the wisdom in that
observation.

I am pleased to report to you that our six-year defense build-up has not
been wasted, and that we have made significant progress since 1980 in
correcting many of the serious short falls that had accrued in our defense
posture. The increased emphasis on readiness and sustainability has
allowed us to improve aircraft mission capabilities--to significantly
increase flying hours and to improve combat readiness through more
realistic peacetime scenarios. Another very positive sign is the continued
lowering of the Class A aircraft accident rate to its all time low in 1985.
Today, with increased sustainability and availability, we can surge both
tactical and airlift sorties to much higher levels, and can sustain those
surges for much longer periods of time. Despite these improvements,
challenges exists throughout the whole logistics spectrum. Our weapon
systems-support requirements have never been greater. Today, we face some
truly awesome tasks. One problem which should be of particular concern to
this group is the growing age of our weapons systems. Our total Air Force
aircraft inventory averages 16.5 years old. This figure is increasing by
almost six months nr veAr, Our strategic rnmpnnent of that fnrr, the R-
52 bomber, averages more than 25 years of age. V.eny of these aircraft were
bought under the assumption that they would be replaced after ten years or
so. Up until the 1960's, that was the pattern, with few aircraft remaining
in service beyond a ten-year life. More recently, however, we have been
unable to replace aircraft within these time frames and, as a result, have
kept them in service much longer than anyone ever expected at the time they
were designed or built. It is therefore, of paramount importance that we
gear our aircraft structural integrity programs to continuing support of
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this aging force. We must fully exploit all available technological

imDrovements to enhance readiness and sustainability of these forces.

I am certainly aware of the highly recognized successes which have
occurred in the past few years in the field of aircraft structural integrity.
Our shift from cumulative fatigue damage technology to durability and
fracture mechanics technology has provided very significant, positive
results for the Air Force. Certainly, continuation in service of the only
outsize airlift capability, the C-5A, was made possible only through your
development of advanced structural analysis and tracking techniques. This
technology allowed us to control and conserve remaining service life of
these unique and vital airlift resources until the wing modification
program was in place. In a similar fashion, the durability and damage
tolerance assessment technology, developed by the aircraft industry,
provided the Air Force with the capability to conduct a detailed
analytical review of the structural status of the C-141. The results of
that analysis provided the necessary visibility to justify what otherwise
would have been a very risky decision to proceed with the C-141B "stretch"
modification. The continued successes attained by that program certainly
attest to the validity of both the modification decision and the analysis
techniques used in justifying that decision. Additionally, the Air Force
is now routinely accomplishing critical structural modifications such as the
one we accomplished on the F-4, following an extensive durability and
damage tolerance analysis. This analysis accurately predicted widespread
fatigue cracking in the lower torque box skin attachment to the main spar.
Modification action was taken to cold work fastener holes and install taper
lock fasteners in that area, thus ensuring structural integrity of that
critical wing area until planned phase-out of those aircraft. This put us
in a proactive, fatigue-life-extending mode, rather than our previous
reactive mode of waiting for significant fatigue cracking to develop
before taking necessary action.

I congratulate each of you for these and similar developments over the past
decade. However, there is much that can be and should be done to improve
Air Force weapon systems readiness. We need to continually review the
lessons of the past and strive for usable technology developments in making
further strides toward higher levels of readiness and sustainability. From
my perspective, opportunities are unlimited for further significant
advances in this field. Let's look at just a few areas which would appear
to hold potential for additional improvements.

First, materials. Although we have made significant progress in this area,
much remains to be done. We have developed new aluminum alloys with
improved fracture toughness, and with reduced susceptibility to corrosion.
We are seeing incroaca rraptance and more widespread usage of advanced
composite materials in both secondary and primary aircraft structures.
Many of our older aircraft, however, still suffer problems, such asstress
corrosion, which severely reduce their readiness posture. Keep in mind
that these are problems that were not envisioned at the time the aircraft
were build, but which now are costing us dearly in terms of aircraft
readiness today. Certainly, corrosion and its insidious effects
constitute one of our major challenges to readiness in our aging aircraft.
Newer, more effective and less costly methods and materials for controlling
and preventing corrosion are absolutely essential in the near term.
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One of the key elements in a succebsful aircraft structural integrity
program is nondestructive inspection. Improvements have been and continue
to be made in NDI technology. And, I believe, the downtimes required to
accomplish NDI inspections can be further reduced. These downtimes
adversely affect aircraft readiness. The complexity and subjectivity of
many existing procedures require highly-skilled and experienced
technicians. We must keep in mind that we may not always have the luxury
of a laboratory environment in which to conduct our required NDT
inspections. We should have our aircraft structural inspection program
designed and ready for the wartime scenario. Our goal, therefore, is clear.
We should strive for NDI techniques that require minimal training, are as
near foolproof as possible, require minimal aircraft downtime to
accomplish, and provide highly-accurate inspection results. Eddy current
II and Retirement for Cause/NDI for engine components are examples of the
NDI equipment designed along these lines. These improvements are
absolutely necessary to improve aircraft readiness through reduction of
inspection downtimes.

My final point coacerns quality of workmanship during manufacture and
repair. The science of fracture mechanics has taught us a great deal over
the past several years about the origin and development of structural
fatigue failures. It has been shown that clear correlation exists between
quality characteristics of fastener holes and fatigue crack initiation.
Even though much progress has been made in improving fastener hole
workmanship in critical structure, I am convinced that more opportunities
exists for further dramatic improvements that will minimize the problem of
fatigue crack initiation from fastener holes. As a corollary to this
development, we need better quality assurance techniques to reduce the size
of the "rogue flaws" which drive too many inspections and are responsible
for too high aircraft downtimes. These improvemenots, coupled with
necessary advanced and wider acceptance of structural damage analysis
techniques, will provide significant and much-needed enhancements to
aircraft readiness throughout the Air Force.

The objectives of these challenges which lie before use are clear. Aircraft
structural integrity support, particularly to fielded systems, is at
present, a logistics burden which is too cumbersome to provide the
necessary combat capability to out operational commanders. Therefore, we
in the logistics business must exercise every opportunity to simplify that
logistics support and thus improve combat capability. We must constantly
strive for a logistics infrastructure that allows air power to pursue its
greatest attribute - flexibility. Let us keep that thought firmly in mind
as we design the aircraft of tomorrow, and as we develop new and improved
techniques to deal .ith the problems of the aircraft today. The challenges
are there. We must meet these challenges. We have come along way
together. Let us press on to even greater achievements to do our part in
ensuring the security of this great nation.

Again, it is a great pleasure to be with you today.
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Major D. Jirele

Air Force NDI Program Office

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper provides a broad overview of the Air Force Nondestructive
Inspection (NDI) program as it is affected by the Aircraft and Engine Structural
Integrity Program requirements. It briefly addresses what is NDI, and how we
should work together to support the present ASIP/ENSIP technology thrusts.

II. DISCUSSION

First of all, Nondestructive Inspection (NDI) is the process of inspecting
materials arid components for the presence of flaws, discontinuities, and/or
cracks without in any way altering or changing the material's properties or
characteristics. Although numerous NDI methods exist, the major methods in use
today are X-ray, Ultrasonics, Eddy Current, Magnetic Particle, and Fluorescent
Penetrant. Each of these methods has been used extensively by the Air Force
through a comprehensive NDI program for all major weapon systems, commodity
items, and support equipment.

The Air Force NDI Program Office, located in the Engineering Division at the
San Antonio Air Logistics Center (ALC), is responsible for managing and sup-
porting all NDI activities throughout the Air Force. The office operates under
the authority of AFR 66-38 (AF NDI Program) and is assisted by NDI managers at
each major command, each AFSC product division, and at each of the five
Air Logistics Center (ALCs).

Having presented this background information, let me proceed to the main
objective of this presentation. NDI methods traditionally have been applied
throughout industry as a method of quality control. In the Air Force, NDI
is part of the maintenance function. Basically, we use it to inspect components
for flaws/defects and provide a cost effective way of determining whether the
part is to be repaired/rejected. If no flaw is detected the part is placed back
into service. NDI is also used to verify that a repair has been properly
completed, which is a process control function. Example, welds on engine oil
coolers are x-rayed before repair to determine where defects are and afterward
to verify the welds are repaired.

The present use of NOI extends beyond mlaintenance of the weapon system. It
is now into extending the service life of aircraft and missiles beyond what was
originally planned., Life extension has placed a greater responsibility on NDI
to identify pending structural failures tnereby preventing a catastropic frac-
ture. These inspections are usually in limited access areas requiring special
NDI fixtures for the detection of small defects. In some cases, we are
inspecting to determine that small flaws are not present, thereby extending the
life. This is clearly illustrated in the T-38 wing inspection. To extend the
wing life until a new wing could replace it, an inspection of the lower wing
skin fasteners was required. It is inspected using a special rotational ultra-
sonic scanning system. The inspection is for .100 inch cracks around fasteners.
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Not finding this defect can lead to a catastrophic failure. This inspection
provides for both life extension and safe flight. Prior to the life extension
program the size of flaw detected was not considered a serious factor, inspec-
tion was just to determine their existence. In the seventies NDI began to deal
with extending service life of aging aircraft and the newer systems with higher
stresses and smaller defects. The Air Force NDI Program office decided to eva-
luate the capability of NDI on aircraft structures. The program, completed in
1978, revealed that using the manual method, we had a 50% dete:tion probability
of 1/2 inch cracks with a confidence of 95%. However, using semiautomatic eddy
current and ultrasonic, which was incorporated late into the program, indicated
a 90-95% reliability of detecting smaller than 1/2 inch cracks.

This NDI evaluation became the catalyst for two other programs, engine
reliability and technician proficiency. The engine reliability program,
completed in 1981, showed an imnrovement in detection capability, however,
there was an opportunity to do Letter. Capability determined at the engine ALCs
is illustrated in the table below.

ALC FACILITIES NDI DETECTION CAPABILITIES

(CAPABILITY/CONFIDENCE LEVEL)

INSPECTION METHOD BEST DEPOT

ULTRASONIC SURFACE 0.180 / 90% 0.375 / 80%

MAGNETIC PARTICLE 0.125 I 65% 0.300 / 60%

EDDY CURRENT - STATIC 0.150 I 30% 0.200 / 30%

EDDY CURRENT - DYNAMIC 0.130 / 98% 0.090 / 90%

PENETRANT - AUTOMATED LINES 0.175 / 85% 0.230 / 75%

PENETRANT - HAND PROCESSING 0.125 / 90% 0.240 / 85%

PENETRANT - ELECTROSTATIC 0.175 / 90% 0/220 / 90%

PENETRANT - BATCH PROCESSING 0.125 / 90% 0.190 / 75%

Technician proficiency is now an on-going program. Prototype inspection
kits have been developed for all five methods. These kits are devised to be
similar to aircraft structure with inspection sites arranged in a holding con-
tainer or rack. The rack consists of ten 2 inch wide by 12 inch long, 1/4 inch
thick aluminum plates with 1U fasteners arranged in a row. A collection of 10
or more are put into a rack to allow for inspection similar to an aircraft.
Fatigue cracks are initiated at selected fastener holes for the defect simula-
tion. Technicians will practice on the racks to improve their proficiency in
detecting flaws.

These programs have also prompted the development of a Process Assurance
function. It will relate to all NDI procedures; equipment, personnel, and
process control. Process assurance will provide the means to assess the NDI
cabilities and provide an immediate solution to bring the NDI back "on line"
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should there be shortcomings. This means immediate feedback on how well the job
is being performed, and therefore will create an incentive to do better and thus
improve capability. Improving capability leads to improved reliability.

Having explained some background of the NDI process and how it is affected
by maintenance, life extension, and safe flight, let's relate this to structural
integrity. The Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) and Engine
Structural Integrity Programs (ENSIP) provide great benefit to the newer weapon
system developments. Through the use of fracture mechanics engineering, we can
predict usable life and determine allowable flaw sizes. MIL-A-83444, "Airplane
Damage Tolerance Design Requirements" assumes that flaws are inherent in any
material and the design must account for them. Designs with flaw sizes smaller
than specified in MIL-A-83444 require the contractor to demonstrate his capabi-
lity to find them with a documented and controlled NDI method. This specifica-
tion also defines in-service flaw detection limits. And IL-I-6870, "NDI
Requirements for Aircraft and Missile Materials and Parts" requires the manufac-
turer to classify and inspect components and materials using NDI for acceptance.
Therefore, NDI supports the aircraft system during design, development, and
acquisition, as well as throughout its service life. Similarly ENSIP uses the
same approach. For these programs to mesh with the operational Air Force, it
will require a great deal of teamwork between the NDI community and ASIP/ENSIP
community.

An example of how we are working together toward a common goal is
illustrated with the requirement to do whole field inspection of engine disks.
The engine designer wanted to inspect the whole disk and reliabily find a 0.030
inch flaw using fluorescent penetrant inspection (FPI). Our assessment showed
the best we could achieve was 0.20 inches and greater. In the dialogue and com-
munication that followed we, the Air Force NDI community, stated that with a
diligent effort we could detect 0.100 inch flaw. The designer agreed to live
with the 0.100 inch detection capability without too much extra risk for now,
but a 0.030 inch flaw detection size capability will be needed in the 1990's.
The NDI community agreed to work towards an R&D program to find a 0.030 inch
flaw by the early 1990's. The basis of this agreement came as a result of com-
munication and dialogue with the Air Force NDI community and ENSIP.

In summary, NDI is an important technology tool which must be recognized and
used if we are to achieve ASIP/ENSIP goals, both now and for the future. The
Air Force must undertake a continuing, systematic NDI capability assessment for
airframes, continue its efforts for engines, and provide feedback onl both to the
acquisition community early during the design/development phase. ASIP and ENSIP
must also continue to work toward introduction of materials with improved damage
tolerance. Finally, we must become smarter and more effective in implementing
and managing a true life cycle NDI program for all systems and engines. In this
regard, NDI Advisory Boards and other AF NDI Program Office objectives can be of
significant value in enhancing our management approach. We must all work
together as a team with the same objectives for program improvement.
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Air Force Corrosion Control
Program

By

Lt Col Ronald C. Hoch
WR-ALC/MMEM
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SLIDE 2

I WILL DISCUSS FOUR MAJOR TOPICS CONCERNING AIRCRAFT PAINTING AND

STRIPPING.
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SLIDE 3L/R

THE U.S. AIR FORCE'S AIRCRAFT PAINT POLICY IS ESTABLISHED UNDER

AFR 66-34 AND T.O. 1-1-I4. THE PRIMARY PURPOSE FOR PAINTING

AIRCRAFT IS FOR CORROSION PREVENTION AND CONTROL. ALSO, RECENTLY

ESTABLISHED IN AF POLICY IS THE REQUIREMENT TO PRESERVE A

PROFESSIONAL PAINT APPEARANCE AS AN INTEGRAL PART CF A WELL-

MANAGED CORROS.ION CONTROL PROGRAM. THE AF AIRCRAFT PAINT POLICY

REQUIRES EACH WEAPON SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGER TO DEVELOP A WEAPON

SYSTEM SERVICE LIFE PAINT PLAN WHICH LAYS OUT THE CRITERIA FOR

PAINTING, THE TYPE OF PAINT, COLOR SCHEME, WHEN WILL A COMPLETE

STRIPPING AND REPAINTING BE DONE OR A SCUFF SANDING AND

OVERCOATING. THE SLIDE ON THE RIGHT GIVES A BREAKDOWN OF THE

INTERVAL FOR PAINTING U.S. AIRCRAFT. THE STRIPPING AND

REPAINTING AND SCUFF SANDING AND OVERCOATING ARE PRIMARILY DONE

AT A DEPOT FACILITY (ORGANIC OR CONTRACT). THE DEPOT PAINTING

CURRENTLY COST $50 MILLION AND WILL EXPAND $95 MILLION WITH NEW

PAINT PLANS. SECTIONALIZED PAINTING (WING OR STABILIZER) AND

MAINTENANCE TOUCH-UP PAINTING ARE ACCOMPLISHED AT OPERATIONAL

UNITS.
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SLIDE 4L/R

THE AF AIRCRAFT PAINT POLICY AND THE MILITARY STANDARD 1568A

STATES THAT THE STANDARD PAINT SYSTEM FOR U.S. AIRCRAFT IS TWO

COATS OF EPOXY PRIMER (MIL-P-23372) AND TWO COATS OF POLYURETHANE

TOPCOAT (MIL-C-82836). THIS COATING SYSTEM HAS BEEN USED ON U.S.

AIRCRAFT SINCE 1972 AND HAS PROVIDED EXCELLENT CORROSION

PROTECTION. SOME EXCEPTIONS DO EXIST.

THE EPOXY PRIMER AND ACRYLIC LACQUER SYSTEM IS USED ON THE

F/FB/EF-111 FLEET. PRIMARY REASON FOR ACRYLIC LACQUER IS TO

PREVENT HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT OF THE STEEL STRUCTURES ON THE

AIRCRAFT BY NOT USING HARSH CHEMICAL STRIPPERS TO REMOVE

POLYURETHANE IF IT WERE USED INSTEAD OF ACRYLIC LACQUER.

POLYSULFIDE PRIMER ALONG WITH POLYURETHANE TOPCOAT IS USED ON THE

B-52, KC-135, C-141 AND C-130 AIRCRAFT. THE POLYSULFIDE PRIMER

IS A MORE FLEXIBLE COATING THAN THE EPOXY PRIMER AND DURING TESTS

IN 1974-76 SHOWED IT PROVIDED BETTER PROTECTION ON THE UPPER WING

SURFACES OF LARGE AIRCRAFT.
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SLIDE 5L/5R

THE DEPOTS FOR THESE AIRCRAFT (B-52, KC-135, C-141, C-130) ARE

EVALUATING THE USE OF A POLYURETHANE KOROFLEX PRIMER TO REPLACE

THE POLYSULFIDE PRIMER. THE KOROFLEX PRIMER HAS SEVERAL

ADVANTAGES.

SINGLE COMPONENT PAINT

INDEFINITE POTLIFE

REMOVABLE WITH EXISTING CHEMICAL STRIPPERS

USEABLE IN ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING

THE KOROFLEX PRIMER HAS BEEN USED ON SEVERAL TEST AIRCRAFT BY

OKLAHOMA CITY ALC SINCE 198,4 AND WARNER ROBINS NLC RECENTLY

PAINTED C-141/C-130 AIRCRAFT.
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SLIDE 6L

THE NEXT TOPIC I WILL DISCUSS IS THE U.S. GOVERNMENT'S

(ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AND LOCAL DISTRICTS) REQUIREMENT

TO MEET CERTAIN AIR QUALITY STANDARDS TO REDUCE AMOUNT OF OZONE IN

THE AIR. THE CLEAN AIR ACT OF 1977 IS REQUIRING THE DEPARTMENT

OF DEFENSE AND AEROSPACE CONTRACTORS TO REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF

SOLVENTS (VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS) EMITTED FROM ORGANIC AND

CONTRACT DEPOT AIRCRAFT PAINTING.
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SLIDE 6R

THE SOLVENT REDUCTION MAY BE ACHIEVED THROUGH SEVERAL ACTIONS:

A. INSTALLATION OF ABATEMENT DEVICES ($1.8 MILLION PER

DEPOT IN AFLC)

B. CHANGE OUR CURRENT PAINT FORMULAS - PRIMERS FROM 600

GRAMS/LITER OF SOLVENT TO 340 GRAMS/LITER OF SOLVENT AND

POLYURETHANE TOPCOAT FROM 580 GRAMS PER LITER OF SOLVENT TO 420

GRAMS PER LITER OF SOLVENT. IN THE PAINT FORMULA CATEGORY, THE

AIR FORCE MATERIALS LABORATORY HAS TESTED AND APPROVED A

WATERBASE PRIMER WITH A CORROSION INHIBITOR WITH 340 GRAMS OF

SOLVENT PER LITER TO MEET THE EPA STANDARD. A HIGH SOLIDS

POLYURETHANE WITH 420 GRAMS/LITER OF SOLVENT HAS BEEN TESTED AND

APPROVED IN THE LABORATORY. A B-lB AIRCRAFT AT ROCKWELL'S

PALMDALE PLANT WAS PAINTED WITH THE HIGH SOLIDS POLYURETHANE IN

JUNE 86..
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SLIDE 7L/R

C. ANOTHER MEANS TO REDUCE THE SOLVENT EMISSIONS IS THE USE

OF ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING. ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING USES AN

ELECTRIC CHARGE ON THE AIRCRAFT TO ATTRACT CHARGED ATOMIZED PAINT

AND PROVIDES BETTER PAINT TRANSFER EFFICIENCY FROM THE PAINT GUN

TO THE AIRCRAFT WHICH REDUCES SOLVENT LOSS INTO THE ENVIRONMENT.

OKLAHOMA CITY ALC HAS SUCCESSFULLY USED THE ELECTROSTATIC

PAINTING EQUIPMENT TO PAINT AN A-7, KC-135, AND B-52 AIRCRAFT.

HQ AFLC INSPECTOR GENERAL HAS, RECENTLY, APPROVED USING

ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING ON JP-5 FUELED AIRCRAFT. THEREFORE,

AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION WILL NOT HAVE TO DEFUEL AIRCRAFT FOR

PAINTING. OKLAHOMA CITY ALC PLANS TO USE ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING

IN THEIR PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT.
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SLIDE 8

NEXT, I'LL DISCUSS THE STEPS THE AIR FORCE GOES THROUGH TO

PREPARE AN AIRCRAFT FOR PAINTING AND ADDRESS SOME OF THE CHANGES

OR IMPROVEMENTS THAT COULD OCCUR IN THE PROCESS.

THE PRIMARY PROCEDURES FOR AIRCRAFT SURFACE PREPARATION ARE

ADDRESSED IN T.O. 1-1-8. THE SEQUENCE OF ACTIONS ARE:

- WASH AIRCRAFT TO REMOVE HEAVY SOILS (GREASE, HYDRAULIC

FLUIDS, ENGINE OIL)

- CHEMICALLY STRIP PAINT FROM THE AIRCRAFT

- WASH BARE AIRCRAFT SURFACE WITH ALKALINE SOAP

- PERFORM MAINTENANCE TO INCLUDE MECHANICAL CORROSION

REMOVAL AND REPAIR, AND APPLY CHEMICAL CORROSION REMOVER

FOR LIGHT CORROSION

- WASH THE AIRCRAFT

- APPLY CHEMICAL CONVERSION COATING (REFERRED TO ALSO AS

ALODINE) - AIRCRAFT MUST BE PAINTED WITHIN 48 HOURS OF

APPLICATION OF CONVERSION COATING

- PERFORM WATER BREAK TEST TO CHECK CLEANLINESS OF SURFACE

- SOLVENT WIPE DOWN OF AIRCRAFT (50% MEK AND 50% TOLUENE)

(USE OF CLEAN RAGS IS PARAMOUNT IN THE WIPE DOWN

PROCESS)

- PRIME/PAINT AIRCRAFT

49
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SLIDE 9L/R

THE AIR FORCE' CORROSION PROGRAM OFFICE CURRENTLY HAS THREE

CONTRACTS AMOUNTING TO $500,000 THAT ARE FOCUSING ON

IMPROVEMENTS IN AIRCRAFT CLEANING OR AIRCRAFT WASHING.

1. ONE CONTRACT IS REVISING THE MILITARY STANDARDS FOR

AIRCRAFT CLEANING COMPOUNDS, AND THE QUALIFIED

PRODUCTS LIST. ALSO, EXPERIMENTING WITH FOAMERS,

HAND SCRUBBERS, AND A HAND HELD VIBRATING CLEANER/

WASHER.

2. ANOTHER AGENCY, TRACOR-HYDRONAUTICS, HAS DEVELOPED A

PULSE JET HAND HELD CLEANER/WASHER WHICH WILL REMOVE

HEAVY SOILS FROM THE AIRCRAFT SURFACE. TESTS WERE

DONE ON A C-5, KC-135 AND F-4 AIRCRAFT WITH THIS

EQUIPMENT.

3. ALSO, FIELD TESTS ARE UNDERWAY AT THREE AIR FORCE BASES

USING HOT WATER/HIGH PRESSURE PORTABLE CLEANERS/WASHERS.

A MAJORITY OF OUR WASH FACILITIES DO NOT HAVE HOT WATER

AVAILABLE TO ENHANCE THE AIRCRAFT CLEANING. THIS

PORTABLE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT WILL PRODUCE HOT WATER AND

MIX THE CLEANING COMPOUNDS WITH THE WATER TO ALLOW MORE

EFFICIENT AIRCRAFT WASHING.
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SLIDE 11

ANOTHER AREA THE AIR FORCE IS EXPANDING SOME EFFORT IN IS TO

REPLACE CHEMICAL PAINT STRIPPING WITH ANOTHER TECHNOLOGY.
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SLIDE 12

THE MAJORITY OF OUR AIRCRAFT TODAY ARE STRIPPED AT ORGANIC AND

CONTRACT DEPOT FACILITIES USING CHEMICAL PAINT STRIPPERS. THE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY IS TIGHTENING THE RULES ON THE

DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL WASTES FROM AIRCRAFT PAINT

STRIPPING. CHEMICAL STRIPPING IS A MANPOWER INTENSIVE METHOD

OFTEN REQUIRING THREE OR FOUR COATS OF STRIPPER TO REMOVE THE

NUMEROUS LAYERS OF PAINT. ALSO, THE STRENGTH OF THE STRIPPERS

HAVE BEEN REDUCED WITH THE ELIMINATION OF PHENOLS AS AN

INGREDIENT IN STRIPPERS. THEREFORE, AF LOGISTICS COMMAND IS

TESTING SEVERAL DRY STRIPPING CANDIDATES TO REMOVE PAINT FROM

AIRCRAFT, COMPONENTS, ENGINES, AND RADOMES. THE CANDIDATES ARE:

LASER BEAM

XENON FLASH LAMP

CARBON DIOXIDE PELLETS

PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING
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SLIDE 13

THE LASER BEAM PAINT STRIPPING PROJECT IS UNDERWAY AT WARNER

ROBINS ALC. SOME TESTING OF THE LASER BEAM AS A STRIPPING DEVICE

HAS BEEN DONE AT THE AF MATERIALS LABORATORY AND BATTELLE

COLUMBUS LABORATORY. THE CONTRACT FOR THE LASER EQUIPMENT SHOULD

BE AWARDED SHORTLY. THE WARNER ROBINS PROJECT WILL USE THE LASER

TO STRIP PAINT FROM AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS.

AT OGDEN ALC, A PROJECT USING ROBOTICS AND A LASER BEAM WILL BE

TESTED TO REMOVE PAINT FROM THE AIRCRAFT AND AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS.

BOTH LASER BEAM PROJECTS SHOULD BE FUNCTIONAL IN 1988.
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SLIDE 14

TWO OTHER TECHNOLOGY CANDIDATES ARE:

A. XENON FLASH LAMP

SACRAMENTO ALC IS WORKING THIS PROJECT. A FLASH LAMP

PROTOTYPE HAS BEEN USED SINCE OCT 85 TO DEMONSTRATE THE

REMOVAL OF PAINT FROM AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS AND COMPOSITE

MATERIALS.

B. CARBON DIOXIDE PELLETS

OKLAHOMA CITY ALC HAS INITIATED A $210,000 PROJECT WITH

LOCKHEED SERVICES TO PROVIDE A CO PELLET MAKING MACHINE

AND A STRIPPING BOOTH. TESTS IN THE NEXT SEVERAL MONTHS

WILL BE PERFORMED ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT AND ENGINE

ACCESSORIES TO DEMONSTRATE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE

METHOD TO REMOVE PAINT WITHOUT LEAVING RESIDUE,

ESPECIALLY ON ENGINE PARTS.
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SLIDE 15

ONE OF THE CANDIDATES WHICH MAY PROVIDE US WITH A NEAR TERM

SOLUTION IS PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING. A PRAM PROJECT WAS APPROVED

FOR OGDEN ALC AND THE BLASTING BOOTH CONSTRUCTION COMPLETED IN

JUd 85. THE AF EXECUTIVE STEERING GROUP APPROVED PMB FOR

REMOVING PAINT FROM F-11 AIRCRAFT AT THE DEPOT IN MAY 85. THIS

APPROVAL IS FOR FOUR CYCLES OF PAINT STRIPPING USING THE PMB

METHOD.

PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING FOR GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT WAS ALSO

APPROVED BY THE STEERING GROUP. SAN ANTONIO ALC HAS DEVELOPED

THE PROCUREMENT PACKAGE FOR A SMALL PMB BOOTH FOR GROUND SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT AT OUR OPERATIONAL WINGS.

AT THE TIME OF PMB APPROVAL FOR THE F-4 AIRCRAFT, THE OTHER

AIRCRAFT SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS WERE REQUESTED TO IDENTIFY

CRITICAL/NON-CRITICAL MATERIALS ON THEIR AIRCRAFT FOR

TESTING. A $400,000 CONTRACT WAS INITIATED WITH BATTELLE

COLUMBUS LABORATORY TO DO VARIOUS TESTS ON THE EFFECTS OF

PLASTIC MEPIA BLASTING ON EIGHT METALLIC AIRCRAFT

MATERIALS.
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SLIDE 18

THE BATTELLE PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING STUDY WAS COMPLETED 3 JUL 86.

THE REPORT WAS REVIEWED BY AN AFLC/AFSC WORKING GROUP ON THE

28-29 JUL. A FORMAL BRIEFING ON THE REPORT IS BEING PREPARED AND

WILL BE PROVIDED TO THE AF EXECUTIVE STEERING GROUP IN EARLY

SEPTEMBER. FROM THE RESULTS, A DECISION WILL BE MADE TO

AUTHORIZE PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING FOR OTHER USAF AIRCRAFT BY

OCT 86 AND FOR DEPOT IMPLEMENTATION BY OCT 87 OR CONTINUE TO

DEVELOP OTHER TECHNOLOGIES FOR AIRCRAFT PAINT STRIPPING.
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USAF
Turbine Engine Structural

Integrity Program
(ENSIP)

By

William D. Cowie
ASD/YZEE
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T-37 Structural
Life Extension Program

By
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T-37 STRUCTURAL LIFE EXTENSION PROGRAM

ILt Brian J. Duddy

Aircraft Structural Integrity Branch
Fighter/Tactical/Trainer System Program Management Division

Directorate of Materiel Management
San Antonio Air Logistics Center

INTRODUCTION

As can be seen from recent news reports over the last several months, there
has been much uncertainty in the future of the selection of a primary
trainer aircraft for the U.S. Air Force. The Fairchild T-46A, once
designated as the Next Generation Trainer (NGT), now is the center of much
controversy. This uncertainty and delay has brought to the forefront the
need to reexamine the life of the aging Cessna T-37. This paper will
present the strategy being implemented by the T-37 System Manager at San
Antonio Air Logistics Center to extend the life of the aircraft in the
event that it remains in the active Air Force inventory.

Several different options have been proposed for the aircraft, ranging from
purely structural modifications to operational improvements auch as
reengining. This paper will mainly cover the structural aspects and those
other limited improvements that have been authorized by Air Staff. Included
will be a brief background of the aircraft and its usage, structural
history, the current Durability and Damage Tolerance Analysis program, and
a summary of the planning for life extension.

AIRCRAFT HISTORY/BACKGROUND

The T-37 has been operational since 1956, and has earned the best safety
record of any jet aircraft that the Air Force has had. The fleet has
accumulated over nine million flying hours; averaging almost 12,000 hours
per aircraft. The low time aircraft has exceeded 7300 hours while the high
time aircraft is nearing 16,000 hours. This means that at the present
utilization rate of 45 hours per month, the high time aircraft by the year
1990 will reach 18,000 hours.

The T-37 aircraft are primarily used by Air Training Command in their
undergraduate pilot and navigator training programs. In addition, ATC has
57 aircraft authorized for SACt s Accelerated CopiloL Enrichment Program. 51
T-37s are being used for the Euro/NATO Joint Jet Pilot Training Program at
Sheppard AFB. ATC has recently transferred 29 T-37s to TAC as part of the
O-2A replacement program, "Pacer Swap."

The structure is of the semi-monocoque type, with sheet metal skins,
built up spars, ribs, and longerons. There are major forged fittings at
at the primary connection points such as wing to fuselage, and vertical/
horizontal stabilizer to fuselage.
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The 18,000 hour figure mentioned earlier refers to the current "service
life" of the T-37. As we know, the accepted engineering design criteria of
the 1950s was the service life concept; which, through a program of fatigue
tests resulted in an airframe that was considered safe to fly for a finite
period of time. In the case of the T-37, the initial design goal for
airframe life was 8000 flight hours, with the structure only tested to meet
this target. Later on, the airframe was further tested for 60,000 hours,
resulting in 15,000 hours of service life, then to 72,000 hours of testing
resulting in an 18,000 hour service life using this fatigue testing concept.
Some components of the fatigue test article, such as the canopy rails and
wing spars, required repair prior to reaching 18,000 hours. This in turn
led to modifications of the aircraft to ensure safe operation to reach the
18,000 hour target. Beyond this figure, however, nothing is known about the
remaining life of the T-37 primary structure.

STRUCTURAL HISTORY

Durability testing and field problems have revealed six areas of concern
on the aircraft structure. They are: forward and rear wing spars, carry
through structure, canopy rails, horizontal stabilizer, and banjo fittings.
Each of these critical areas will now be discussed separately.

The forward spar lower cap on the wing in the area of W.S. 46 has been
identified as a critical area. In fact, ATC lost an aircraft in 1968 due to
fatigue failure of this spar. The spar was redesinged, tested, and replaced
fleetwide as a result of this accident. In addition, the lower forward wing
attachment lugs have been coldworked to extend the fatigue life. Now the
service life of the replacement spar is nearing its end; the efforts
mentioned here only served to get the spar safely to the 18,000 hour safe
life point. A new redesigned spar will be required for life extension,
unless completion of the DTA shows inspections will suffice.

The second critical location is the wing rear spar lower cap in the area of
W.S. 53 and W.S. 90. To certify these areas t3 18,000 hours, an inspection
of the spar at W.S. 53 has to be performed at 15,300 and 17,500 hours.
This inspection has been performed on eight aircraft that have reached the
first inspection interval, and 22 Analytical Condition Inspection (ACI)
aircraft. So far no cracking has been found in the area. The second
location at W.S. 90 will soon require a similar inspection and/or rework.
Replacement of the lower spar cap is needed to extend the life and
eliminate these costly inspections.

The third critical component is the wing-fuselage carry through structure.
The forward carry through has shown to be fatigue critical and work has
already been accomplished in the area of the outboard wing attach fitting,
Lo include ddiag doublers, shot peening, and even replacement 0M
cracked fittings (4.5% of the fleet) during the coldwork program. The
problem is that the center portion of the carry through is buried deep in
the aircraft and would require extensive maintenance (approximately 800-
1000 manhours/aircraft) in disassembly just to accomplish the required
recurring inspection in order to safely fly the aircraft. For life
extension it is more economical to replace the forward carry through rather
than accomplish the required inspections, but, the replacement timc will be
based on the DTA rather than the tests conducted with a 20 year old usage.
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The two empennage attachment or "banjo" fittings in the aft fuselage are
experiencing stress corrosion cracking in the horizontal stabilizer
attachment area. Over 60 of the fittings have already been replaced by the
field. We have also experienced an in-flight failure of a cracked banjo
fitting. Under most circumstances, this would have meant a loss of the
aircraft and possibly the crew, however, a safe recovery was made. The
only way to alleviate this problem is to replace all of these fittings with
new components made of superior material which is less susceptible to
stress corrosion. At present this area is being inspected every 500 hours.

The fifth area of major concern is the cockpit longeron/canopy rail. The
current canopy rails are actually repair fittings that were installed on
top of the original longerons because these longerons were experiencing
fatigue cracks. We are now seeing some cases of fatigue cracking in these
repair rails. The only repair possible merely slowe crack growth. These
repair rails are nearing the end of their design lifetime and installation
of a newer, more durable, rail is recommended for life extension.

The last structural component of concern is the horizontal stabilizer. An
earlier modification which added a doubler to the stabilizer extended its
life to 18,000 hours. At this time it is cheaper to install a new
stabilizer rather than overhaul the old one to extend its life.

These so called "six pack" areas have been identified by all the testing
and analysis to date. While they do incorporate most of the airframe's
highly loaded areas, we cannot assure that these are the only structural
members that will require attentionto extend airframe life. Because of
this, SA-ALC is currently performing a comprehensive Durability and Damage
Tolerance Analysis (DADTA) with contractual, support from Cessna Aircraft
Co. This may also show that the 18,000 hour point is not the time to begin

all of the modifications.

DURABILITY AND DAMAGE TOLERANCE ANALYSIS (DADTA)

As mentioned before, the 18,000 hour limit is the only known life figure
for the aircraft. To assure that the modifications are indeed necessary
for the aircraft, it was imperative that a complete DADTA be accomplished.
The current DADTA on the T-37 is the first such full-scale program ever
performed on the aircraft. Limited analysis has been performed on the wing
fronL spar and wing attach lugs, but the current program adaresses the
condition of the entire aircraft and is a major factor in the modification
planning for the fleet. Completion of the entire program is scheduled for
November 1987, at least two full years before the first T-37 reaches the
18,000 hour point.

The analysis will be based on MXU-553 Flight Recorder data gathered from
T-37s at Columbus and Williams AFB in the Air Training Command usage and
from Sheppard AFB in the Euro/NATO usage. Subsequent DADTA updates will
be possible for the Shaw AFB usage by the use of innovative usage analysis
software being developed for SA-ALC by Alamo Technology Inc. and Southwest
Research Institute.
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The Cessnt program involves several conventional DADTA tasks such as
spectrum development, finite element modeling, and crack growth analysis,
as well as a comprehensive airloads/strain survey flight testing to gather
data on the T-37 that was previously unavailable. All in all, it is a
sizable project, but one that is critically important to the future of the
aircraft as well as to the mission of the Air Training Command.

PLANNING FOR THE T-37 LIFE EXTENSION PROGRAM

The main thrust of the T-37 Life Extension Program is to enabl- us to
determine inspection requirements based on the current ATC usage (and
eventually the TAC usage as well) and determine what structural mods will
be necessary beyond the arbitrary 18,000 hour point. Several other mods and
operational improvements have been proposed to bring the aircraft up to
the requirements desired by ATC. Among these were cockpit pressurization,
improved avionics, air conditioning, improved ejection seat, liquid oxygen
system, single point refueling, an6 most importantly, improved performance
through an engine upgrading or replacement program. At present, the only
tasks approved for the T-37 Life Extension are the structural six-pack
mods, ejection seat upgrade, and a Depot Economy Repair Program or DERP.
The DERP tasks, such as minor structural repair, corrosion control, and
rewiring would not stand alone because of the expense of disassembling the
aircraft exclusively for these efforts. Historically, however, we save
about three unscheduled maintenance man hours for each hour spent on these
tasks. In a DERP, SA-ALC will look at some areas of the aircraft that have
not been touched for the thirty years that the T-37 has been in service.

The modification program for the T-37 is scheduled to commence in 1990.
This timing is planned to avoid potential grounding of the aircraft as they
reach the 18,000 hour point. Throughout this planning period, SA-ALC has
been working closely with Air Training Command to insure that the needs of
the user are met, and at the lowest cost to the Air Force. The options
examined cover the spectrum of what can be done from simply extending the
airframe life to full scale modification of the airframe with state-of-the-
art engines, avionics, and equipment. The program we have presented will
be providing a safer, more reliable aircraft to the user while awaiting the
acquisition of a new primary trainer for the U.S. Air Force.
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An Innovative Approach
To An OV-IO Usage Survey

By

Kurt H. Schrader
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas
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Today I will be discussing an innovative approach being used
to define current OV-10 operational usage and mission profiles.
This approach is believed to be the first of its kind and is a
logical, timely improvement over the older oscillographic recording
systems. What I want to describe is a small, simple, dedicated
system being used for this usage survey. Micro-processors are
being used during the airborne recording and data reduction phases
on this program.

This OV-10 survey program for San Antonio Air Logistics Center
at Kelly AFB, Texas, demonstrates this approach and highlights a
new tool to meet ASIP needs and can be tailored for use in a wide
variety of applications.
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A brief description of the OV-1O and its role in the USAF
inventory is in order. This survey program satisfies some basic
needs for the U.S. Air Force as they begin a full damage tolerance
program for the OV-1O.
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The OV-10 first entered the Air Force fleet in 1966. It is
a two-place, twin engine, high wing aircraft in the 10,000 - 15,000
pound weight class. Its primary role is that of an
forward air controller but it can also be used in a ground attack
mission and can carry a variety of weapons on its external
pylons. It can fly a range of missions and with external fuel
tanks installed can remain in the air for as long as 5 hours.

This aircraft was built to U.S. Navy specifications and its
service life was based on safe-life fatigue analyses. Generally
this approach is more conservative than the damage tolerance
analysis methods used today. In order to begin a total damage
tolerance program, some knowledge of the use of the aircraft must
be determined.

Typically, the Air Force performs a usage survey every 6-10
years in order to assess any changes in the aircraft's flying
environment. The last survey for the OV-10 was completed during
1976 with data recorded from aircraft stationed at two bases in
Florida - Eglin and Patrick.

In light of the 10 years since this survey and the need for
current airload information on the OV-10 for upcoming programs, a
new survey was required.



TECHNICAL TEAM

Southwest Research Institute (San AntonloTx)

Manage program
Final data reduction
Compilation of usage data

ESPRIT Technology, Inc. (Walnut Creek, Ca)

Design and install recorder systems
Provide long term system support

On-site Representative

Base level data collection
Preliminary data reduction
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A technical team was put together to effectively anu
efficiently carry out this survey program. The primary
organizations involved in this program are Southwest Research
Institute (San Antonio, Tex.) who provide overall management of the
program. They also perform the final data reduction, compilation,
and presentation of the analyzed data to the Air Force. ESPRIT
Technology, Inc. (Walnut Creek, Ca.) is responsible for design and
installation of the recording systems. ESPRIT supplied all
transducers and performed the complete installation in each
aircraft including hookup to the pitot static system. They provide
long term support during the recording period and at the
conclusion, will remove the systems and return each aircraft to its
original condition.

A final member of the team prtvides support services as
on-base representative for SwRI and ESPRIT. This individual
performs data collection and preliminary data reduction functions.
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The main objective of the program is to perform a survey of
current OV-1O operational use and mission profiles at both a CONUS
and PACAF base.

The results of this survey will be compared with previous
surveys to determine if the use of the OV-10 has changed
significantly enough to warrant more detailed examinations of its
predicted life. In addition, the results gathered at the two bases
will be compared to each other to assess the flying conditions
imposed by the different operating environments. The Air Force
ultimately plans to use this usage data in on-going damage
tolerance analysis programs conducted by San Antonio Air Logistics
Center.

The requirement is to collect a minimum of 750 valid flight
hours during a 9 month period from each base.
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One of the main goals of this program is to reduce the cost of
performing usage surveys. This can be accomplished in two ways:

1) improve the retrieval rate which means that the required
data can be collected in a shorter time period or that more
data can be collected in a required time period. The
former means the results are available more quickly if time
is critical while the latter provides a broader
statistical base from which to prepare the final results.

2) reduce manpower requirements both at the base level and
during the analysis stages.

A natural by-product of using the micro-processors will be
improved consistency in analyzing the flight "ata because th 1 human
factor has been eliminated.
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In order to gather the data, an on-board micro-processor
records significant peak/valley data and also records periodic data
on a time slice basis. For every data value recorded, the
micro-processor retains the velocity (V), normal acceleration (G),
altitude (H), and real time.

In addition to the automatically recorded data, supplementary
data is provided on specially prepared forms. These forms are
filled out by the pilot during debriefing immediately after each
flight. The data include mission, configuration, and gross weight
values that are used to correlate each recorded flight.

Desk top personal computers (PCs) are used to download the
data from recorder memory, convert the data to engineering units
and assemble and sort the data for final presentation.
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The heart of the data recording package is the ESPRIT Load
Assessment and Profile System (ELAPS) IIB which consists of a
multichannel airborne recorder, ground-based interrogator, storage
and transport medium, and a data transcriber. The recorder can be
configured to interface with any of a number of transducers to
measure, for instance, acceleration, shock, temperature, velocity,
and altitude. The system ranges and algorithms are software
controlled and can be changed in the field. In this application,
the recorder serves as a VGH package capturing normal acceleration,
velocity, and altitude on a time slice basis (every 1/100th of an
hour) and also peak/valley accelerations (and associated velocity
and altitude) under control of the algorithm stored in memory. The
flight data is stored in a removable data cartridge and the whole
system is compact and lightweight, weighing less than 15 pounds.

As mentioned, the peak-valley algorithm is stored on-board and
thus only significant data will be saved. The system has multiple
flight storage capability; depending on the amount of channels
being recorded, up to 20 flights can be stored to accommodate
cross-country or TDY flying. Menu-driven programs running on a PC
lead the field-level operator through the preliminary data
reduction process. No special operator skills are required to
perform any of the tasks during the data collection phase.

The output consists of flight data in engineering units on a
floppy disk which is easily accessible by a variety of software
programs or by programs written to read the flight data by the
analyst.
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Here is a picture of the recorder as installed in the cargo
area of the OV-lO. The system consists of the recorder (shown with
cartridge in place), base pallet, vibration isolators (to protect
the transducers), and a typical vertical acceleration transducer.
The module seen behind the recorder contains pressure transducers
which are connected to the pitot static system to provide altitude
and velocity pressure sources. If the OV-1O had an air-data
computer, these sensors would not be required. All equipment is
designed to meet military specifications and Is electrically
isolated to prevent damage to the aircraft electrical system. The
removable cartridge is about the size of a video cassette.
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It is the responsibility of the field-level operator to remove
the cartridges from the recorder on a periodic basis and install
fresh cartridges. In addition, he collects the necessary
sugplemental data forms after pilot debriefing. Menu driven
programs that run on a PC dump the data from cartridge memory onto
raw data files and clears the cartridge memory for later use.
These programs lead the operator through the process of converting
the raw data to engineering units files on floppy disks. The disks
can be easily mailed to any location for additional analysis. The
data can also be transmitted via the modem provided with the PC
over conventional telephone lines.
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The final reduction process begins with the use of a
spreadsheet program (such as SYMPHONY) on a PC to assemble the
flight data into a working file.

The processing steps are:

1) plot time histories on the same time scale one below
the other. The plots are of peak normal acceleration
(Nz), periodic altitudo end velocity.

2) identify phases of flight (climb, cruise, etc.) on the
plot. Basic guidelines are used to help define
when the aircraft transition from one phase to
another.

3) when the data has been properly marked, the flight
data is added to the data base of occurrence data and
associated parameters for each base.

Once the 9 month collection period has concluded, the data is
further analyzed and compiled in a final report.

The following charts give an indication of the quality of the
data being recorded and also illustrates the phase marking process
of data reduction.
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Shown is a typical plot of significant Nz occurrences during a
given tlight. Note the Nz activity at about 1800 seconds into
the flight and again during the flight at 2600 seconds through 4000
seconds. The approximate constant level of peak Nz of 5 gs and
valleys of 1 g is indicative of repetitive store-release passes over
a weapons range.
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This plot shows the altitude of the aircraft at periodic
intervals throughout the flight. There are large altitude
excursions near 1800 seconds hnd between 2600 and 4000 seconds into
the flight.
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The next plot further illustrates that at times other than
when the pilot was performing apparent store-release passes, he was
maintain approximately 1 g and not stressing the airframe.
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Generally the flight data is plotted as indicated on this
chart for use during the phase marking portion of the data
reduction. The top trace is the peak Nz time history and the
bottom two traces show the period altitude (middle trace) and
velocity (lower trace). The information at the top of the plot
details that the aircraft had a serial number of 0625 and the data
of flight was April 17 and engine start was between 5:00 and 6:00
am. The pilot indicated that he flew a weapon mission with a given
configuration.

Using the basic guidelines, the phase of flight are as
indicated. The aircraft took off and climbed to a cruising
altitude prior to a quick descent to set up for the weapons passes
on the firing range. After the pilot had completed his primary
mission, he climbed up to the cruising altitude for a
return-to-base followed by a descent for landing.
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The previous chart showed an active mission for the OV-1O but
occasionally the missions are benign as indicated by this plot of a
cross-country. Notice that there was one significant peak
and valley which occurred at about 3500 seconds into the flight.
This mission consists almost entirely of the primary phase,
constant altitude flying between destinations.
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In addition to the flight data being recorded, all parameters
about the health of the system and major activities within the
flight are also available. Informatioul in this health file include
the results of the self-test performed by the recorder, and time
associated with take-off, landing, the duration of flight and the
number of touch-and-goes flown during the flight.

This chart shows a typical health file from a flight. After
power came on, the recorder performed a self-test and calibration
of the transducers. The aircraft was involved in ground operations
for 30 minutes prior to take off for flight 1. That flight lasted
frr %bout 2 hours at which time the pilot performed a series of
tcA-C and goes at an auxiliary base. On the third landing, he
performed a full stop landing and spent 7 minutes taxiing into
position for the take off to return to his home ba3e.
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During the 9 month rocording pteriod, 6 airqrmft were equipped
with recorders and after about 7 and 1/2 months of dta collection
(Mar 31 - Nov 21, 1986), the praliminary reults are:

Total Air Force flight hours 1770.3

Total recorded hours 895.4 150.6%)

Total valid hours 793.7 (4.8%)

A better way to see these resu]ts is on the following bar
charts that show the recording history of all aircraft on a
month-by-month basis.
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The first four months exhibit lower than expected retrieval
rates due to a variety of problems. Infant mortality problems with
the new system rendered several installations inoperable for
extended periods. In addition, several recorders were experiencing
larger that expected power surges from the aircraft input power
line. These surges were greater than military specification and
the internai circuitry of the recorder absorbed these surges in
order to protect the sensitive electronics. 'The end result of this
protection is to prevent power from reaching the recorder and thus
no data is recorded.

Efforts by ESPRIT during August and September greatly improved
the retrieval rates as evidenced by the near doubling of the
percentages. Excellent recovery rates are shown for the months of
October and November where between 70-75% of valid data was
recorded. Problems encountered early on have been remedied and the
retrieval rate is approaching system capabilities.
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One of the strong points about this approach to flight data
recording is the ease and quickness with which data can be analyzed
using available software. For example, an indication of the
severity of flying can be quickly determined by examining an Nz
exceedance plot. This plot shows the number of Nzs that exceed a
given Nz value in 1000 hours of flying. Preliminary exceedance
data for the OV-10 fleet at George AFB is compared with data taken
from Eglin AFB and Patrick AFB. The amount of composite mission
hours for the 1975-1976 data is 505 hours and for the 1986 data,
193 hours.

This preliminary analysis shows tnat the current flying
environment for the aircraft located at George A.F.B. is more
severe than indicated by the previous survey. No attempt has been
made to consider the mission mix associated with each spectra. A
more detailed analysis will be completed and presented in the final
report to SA-ALC.
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CONCLUSIONS

Achieving objectives and goals

Advantages

Reduce human judgment
Instantaneous recording
Recording only significant data
Eliminate dependency on mainframes
Retain accuracy and reliability
Increase data retrieval rate
Reduced manpower requirements
Data stored on tape

Wide variety of applications
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In conclusion, the objectives and goals of this program are
being met. The early reliability of the system was not as expected
but the trend was reversed once the individual problems were
identified and corrected.

It can be seen that there are many advantages to solid-state
on-board recorders:

1) reduced human judgment in analyzing dynamic traces. The
recorder captures the exact peak and/or valley and all
associated data.

2) the dynamic parameters are recorded instantaneously.
3) only significant data is recorded.
4) dependency on large mainframe computers has been eliminated

while maintaining accuracy and reliability.
5) increased retrieval rates.
6) reduced manpower requirements.
7) data can be transferred to magnetic tape for future

analysis.

The main points to remember are that data reduction and direct
use of the flight data can begin almost immediately after
installation and retrieval of first flight data. This application
is a simple, dedicated VGH recorder system to meet ASIP needs.
Because the system is a multichannel recorder capable of
interfacing with a variety of transducers, the system can be
expanded to function in a wide range of ASIP activities.
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Use Of ASIP Instrumentation
For

Ground Loads Testing of Fl

By

Tony G. Gerardi
AFWAL/FIBE
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Abstract for Paper

on

"Use of ASIP Instrumentation for Ground Loads Testing of F-ill"

An ongoing program known as HAVE BOUNCE has been established to
determine the capability of Air Force aircraft to operate on rough, battle
damaged runways. The approach id to:

1. Develop a computer program capable of simulating the aircraft

traversing the rough surfaces during taxi, takeoff and landing.

2. Validate the computer program with measured aircraft test data.

3. Use the validated computer program to determine the roughness
capabilities of the aircraft.

Generally, under the HAVE BOUNCE (HB) Program, each aircraft is fully
instrumented and a test dedicated totally to the runway roughness problem
is conducted for the purpose of validating the ground loads computer
programs. This is an expensive venture requiring support from many Air
Force organizations and many times the aircraft manufacturer is contracted
to perform the test.

For the F-1lIA a different approach was taken. Approximately 20% of
the F-ll fleet is equipped with ASIP (Aircraft Structural Integrity
Program) instrumentation and recording equipment. By utilizing one of the
ASIP equipped aircraft on a paved surface of known roughness, it was
possible to obtain the measured data necessary for validating the HAVE
BOUNCE computer programs and consequently avoid a costly dedicated F-ll
test program.

The test was performed at Mountain Home AFB ID the week of 5 Nov 84.
Two ASIP equipped F-iIIA's belonging to the 366 TFW were tested (Serial
Numbers 67-0102 and 67-0086. The tests were performed on a
non-interference basis prior to routine training missions. Although the
quantity and quality of the data obtained were not as good as that for a
dedicated HAVE BOUNCE test, it was sufficient to validate the computer
models.

The purpose of this proposed paper is to illustrate a profitable spin
eff benefit of the ASIP program and encouraRe similar test programs.

The test was the result of a cooperative effort between three Air Force
commands, (1) AFSC: the R&D laboratory requiring the test data, (2) TAC:
the F-1liA operators and resident of Mountain Home AFB, ID, and (3) AFLC:
the ASIP experts who provided the instrumentation, recording and data
reduction.
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F-111 ASIP RECORDED P"RAETERS

RECORD I NG RATE
PARAtTER (SAMPLES PER SECOND)

I, MACH NUMBER I

2. PRESSURE ALTITUDE 1

3. OUTSIDE Air TEMPERATURE 1

4, WING POSITION 1

5, ACCELERATION, Z Axis 30

6, ACCELEPATION, AX Axis 15

7, ACCELERATIOI, Y AXIS 10

8. ROLL PATE 15

9, YAW RATE 15

10. PITCH RATE 15

11. FLAP POSITION 1

12, LAt4DING GEAR POSITION l

13, SINK RATE 5

14, LH HORIZONTAL TAIL POSITION i5

15. RH HORIZONTAL TAIL POSITION 15

16, RUDDER POSITIOrN 15

*17, FUEL FLOW, RIGHT ENGINE 1

18, FUEL FLCAW, LEFT ENGINE I

19, TRUE ANGLE OF ATTACK 5

20. RIGHT OUTBOARD SPOILER POSITION 30

21, LEFr OUTBOARD SPOILER POSITION 30

*29, LEFT MAIN I ANDIt:G GFAR O FO PRESSURE 1

*23, RIGHT MIAIn LAtNING GEAR OLEO PRESSURE 1

*24. NOSE LADirNG OLEC PRESSURE 15

USED 14 THE F-Ill GROLr',.D LOADS TEST,
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DEMONSTRATION OF A DURABLE HONEYCOMB CONTROL SURFACE

S. N. Vacca, A. C. Houston

LTV Aerospace'and Defense Company

Lt R. Fredell

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

ABSTRACT

Honeycomb structures have, in the past several years, received a bad reputation

due to problems with corrosion and early failures in service. This bad reputation

is mostly undeserved, because the problems experienced in service are not problems

inherent in honeycomb itself, but rather problems that result from design configura-

tions that did not consider the full range of environmental conditions to which a

honeycomb structure may be exposed. When a honeycomb structure's design considers

all possible environmental conditions, it can operate in a durable manner. This

paper outlines the environments that cause durability and corrosion problems, and

discusses the design elements that must incorporated due to these environments.

The application of improved structural designs, materials, and manufacturing

methods to achieve improved durability is discussed. The durability, cost, and

weight of an advanced design honeycomb component is compared to a baseline component

by analysis and testing. This comparison demonstrates the ability to increase the

durability of honeycomb structures without significant increases in cost or weight.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Honeycomb structures have gained prominence in applications such as aircraft

control surfaces because of their high structural efficiency and design versatility.

However, in recent years, honeycomb control surfaces have earned a bad reputation

due to problems with corrosion and early failures in service. Most of this bad

reputation is undeserved because the problems experienced in service are not

problems inherent in honeycomb itself, but rather problems that result from design

configurations that did not consider the full range of environmental conditions to

which a honeycomb control surface may be exposed.

A durable honeycomb control surface that was designed with consideration of the

full range of environmental conditions has been demonstrated by LTV Aerospace and

Defense Company under Air Force Contract Number F33615-81-C-3219, the Structural

Improvement of Operational Aircraft Program. In this program, it is shown by

comparison between a baseline and an advanced component that major increases in

durability can be achieved without significant increases in compinent cost or

weight. This paper presents the critical design criteria and a comparison of the

baseline and advanced components.

The baseline component is an F-111 outboard spoiler of conventional design and

fabrication. it uti izs chem-mi ied aluminum skins, bare aluminum core, multiple

piece edge closures with fiberglass patch doublers, and conventional adhesive system

with no surface treatment. The configuration is typical of many honeycomb control

surfaces found orn active fleet aircraft and offers an ideal opportunity to apply
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generic advanced design concepts. Figure 1 illustrates the baseline spoiler.

The baseline spoiler was redesigned and remanufactured using advanced metallic

design concepts to achieve major durability and reliability characteristics. The

advanced spoiler incorporates integrally damped laminated aluminum skins, an uncon-

strained layer damping treatment, a superplastically formed lower skin that incor-

porates edge closure dnd spar details, a CRIII coated aluminum microcell honeycomb

core, and an improved surface treatment and adhesive system. Figure 2 illustrates

the advanced spoiler.

HONEYCOMB CONTROL SURFACE DESIGN CRITERIA

A major contributor to honeycomb control surface damage is the fluctuating

pressure (or aeroacoustical environment) produced by turbulent boundary layer flow.

This fluctuating pressure can induce damaging vibrations at mechar, ical resonances of

the structure. Thus, once identified, these fluctuating pressure airloads must be

fully considered in the design process to achieve a durable honeycomb control

surface. Fluctuating pressure loads from jet engine exhaust blast are generally

recognized in the design process, but the fluctuating pressure loads that result

from turbulent boundary layer phenomena have been largely ignored. This can be a

major oversight in the design criteria, because it has been shown that these fluc-

tuating pressures cause fatigue of honeycomb structures. To illustrate the level of

fluctuating pressure that may be present in a turbulent boundary layer, consider the

analytical flow ralms illustrated in Figure 3. Here, the fluctuating pressure, P,

is defined as a fraction of the free stream kin tic energy per unit volume, Q

(1/2pv 2 ), for various turbulent boundary layer flow realms. For an attached

turbulent boundary layer of fluctuating pressure of up to 0.6 percent of the free
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stream kinetic energy per unit volume can be imposed on a structure. When there is

a local separat-ion in the turbulent boundary layer, the level of fluctuating

pressure can increase ten times, up to six percent of the free stream kinetic energy.

If the locally separated flow interacts with a shock wave, the level of fluctuating

pressure can increase five times, up to thirty percent of the free stream kinetic

energy. The level of fluctuating pressure is often expressed in terms of decibels.

For the case of a locally separated turbulent boundary layer interacting with a

shock wave, the analytically predicted fluctuating pressure is equivalent to a 183

dB overall broadband random sound excitation. The levels of fluctuating pressure

discussed above are for grazing flow. For incident flow, such as a deployed

spoiler, a fluctuating pressure of up to fifty percent of the free stream kinetic

energy can be imposed on a structure. It should be noted that these predicted flow

realms exist for only a small fraction of the total flight time, but can still be

extremely significant in terms of the design criteria for a structure.

To illustrate why these fluctuating pressures can be so significant and why

damping is effective in increasing structural durability, consider the resonant

response of a single degree of freedom system as illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4

illustrates the response of a single degree of freedom mass, spring, and damper

system in terms of a acceleration versus frequency normalized with respect to the

natural frequency of the system. The response of the system is illustrated for

varius sample loss factors, n. The sample loss factor is the damping coefficient of

the system normralizedt Wif rocnorf tn the critical damngn c^^-f-f4ient- of +he

system. At frequencies below the natural frequency of the system, the response is

controlled by the stiffness of the system, and at frequencies above the natural

frequency of the system the response is controlled by the mass of the system. At

the natural frequency of the system the response is controlled by the damping of the
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system. Notice that at the natural frequency the response is inversely proportional

to the sample t-oss factor. Additionally, the fatigue life of structure exposed to

resonant response is an exponential function of the sample loss factor. Identical

phenomena exist for continuous systems such as honeycomb control surfaces. Thus, if

the frequency of the fluctuating pressures from a turbulent boundary layer occurs

near a resonant frequency, the structure will respond in a resonant manner. Since

typical honeycomb structures have low sample loss factors (n=O.02), they often

respond to fluctuating pressure from a turbulent boundary layer in a damaging

manner.

Damaging resonances can be effectively controlled by increasing the damping of

the structure. Changing the weight or stiffness of a structure merely shifts its

resonant frequencies to new frequencies at which fluctuating pressures may still be

present. While this may reduce stresses to some extent, this reduction comes at the

expense of additional component weight.

Problems with water entrapment in and corrosion of the honeycomb core are

aggravated by the resonant vibrations. These vibrations can open or crack bondlines

and sealers allowing moisture to accumulate inside the component. Later, if a

structural repair is necessary due to skin or core damage from resonant vibrations,

corrosion may be found inside the structure and reported as the source of structural

failure. However, in many cases both the corrosion and the structural damage are a

result of the damaging resonant vibrations.

Damping can be incorporated into a honeycomb structure by the use of an

integrally damped laminated skin and an unconstrained layer damping treatment.

Here, a laminated skin is defined as skin material (typically aluminum sheet) that
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is bonded together with a viscoelastic adhesive material ,s illustrated by Figure 5.

In a laminated.-skin, the adhesive material is constrained by the skin material.

Thus, when the laminated skin is subjected to cyclic bending, the skins constrain

the adhesive and force it to deform in shear as shown by Figure 5. It is believed

this shearing action of the adhesive material dissipates energy of the vibrations.

Integral damping is provided by using an adhesive that has good damping properties

in addition to adequate structural properties. Integrally damped laminated skins

have proven quite effective in damping high frequency vibrations in honeycomb

control surfaces. However, the integrally damped laminated skin is not effective in

controlling low frequency vibrations.

One method found to be effective for controlling low frequency, high amplitude

vibrations of honeycomb control surfaces is the use of an unconstrained layer

damping treatment. Here, a damping material is applied to the surface of the

structure so that whenever the structure is subjected to cyclic bending, the damping

material will be subjected to extensional deformation as illustrated in Figure 6.

The extensional action of the damping material apparently dissipates the energy of

the vibrations.

Now with an understanding of how a honeycomb control surface can be affected by

various flow realms and why damping is effective in increasing structural durabil-

ity, consider how to design a honeycomb control surface to increase durability and

reduce corrosion. The key to the design of a honeycomb control surface for improved

durability and corrosion resistance is threefold. First, the design criteria must

define the full range of environmental conditions that a honeycomb structure may be

exposed to. This definition must consider not only maximum static load conditions,

maneuver fatigue cycles, and thermal cycles, but must also consider fluctuating
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pressure loads that may be introduced by turbulent boundary layer phenomena or from

jet engine exhaust blast. Once identified, these fluctuating pressure airloads must

be fully considered in the design process to achieve an integrally damped structure

that resists damaging resonant responses.

Second, the design must be of an improved configuration to reduce stress

concentration effects, provide improved environmental sealing, and improve the bond

strength between the skin and core. The use of laminated skins, superplastically

formed assemblies, and microcell honeycomb to achieve these goals are discussed in

the following section.

Finally, the "state-of-the-art" material and process systems need to be

incorporated. This includes a complete surface treatment before bonding, a

corrosion resistant honeycomb core, and an improved adhesive system. The following

section discusses the integration of these three key areas into the design of a

durable honeycomb control surface.

TECHNOLOGIES FOR IMPROVED HONEYCOMB DURABILITY

To illustrate the integration of the technologies for improved honeycomb

durability, consider a comparison between the designs of the baseline and advanced

F-111 outboard spoilers. As mentioned in the introductory section, the baseline

spoiler uses design and fabrication practices that were an accepted norm in the

early 1960's. The baseline spoiler has a history of service problems that include

delamination of the skins from the core, corrosion, cracking of the spar and over-

hangs on the inboard and outboard etids of the spoiler, and cracking of the skin and

core. The baseline spoiler often experiences service failures in less than 1,000
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flight hours. Although the baseline spoiler used what is now considered poor

surface preparation and obsolete adhesive bond processes, it should be noted that

just a switch to the best available adhesive bonding technology would not solve all

the service problems of the baseline spoiler. This is exemplified by the service

problems experienced by honeycomb structures used on the latest generations of

aircraft. As stated earlier, the design must use not only the latest adhesive bond

technology, but must also incorporate damping and design configuration improvements

to achieve a durable honeycomb structure. Now, consider how these technologies were

integrated together into the design of the advanced spoiler.

The first area considered in the design of the advanced design spoiler was the

incorporation of damping. Analysis and testing had shown that the baseline spoiler

had several damaging resonances that could be excited in flight by turbulent

boundary layer phenomena. Especially damaging was the observation that the body of

the spoiler, and the inboard and outboard overhangs respond at the same frequency

but 1800 out of phase. The resonant response of the advanced spoiler was controlled

through the use of integrally damped laminated skins. The damped skins not only

controlled the resonant responses, but additionally detuned the response of the body

and overhand of the spoiler resulting in a stress reduction of 2.5 times as compared

to the baseline spoiler at the root of the overhang. Critical in the design of an

integrally damped laminated skin is the choice of an adhesive that provides both

adequate structural strength and damping in the temperature range of interest. For

the advanced spoiler, AF-32, a 3M Company product, was found to be effective. A

side benefit of the adhesively bonded laminated skins was the reduction of stress

concentrations associated with chem-milled steps in the baseline skins. While the

integrally damped laminated skins were effective in controlling high frequency

resonant responses, they were found to be less effective at low frequencies that
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would be excited in flight. To control the low frequency responses, an uncon-

strained layer.-damping treatment was applied to a portion of the lower surface of

the advanced spoiler. The material used was LD-400 which is a product of United

McGill Corporation. This material was quite effective at reducing the low frequency

resonant responses and resulted in a stress reduction of two for all the resonant

modes.

The next area considered in the design of the advanced spoiler was improving

the design configuration. The baseline spoiler uses several detail parts to close

out the honeycomb core from the lower skin to the upper skin. This results in poor

load paths in areas and difficulty in keeping the core sealed from the elements.

The advanced design combined the details of the lower skin, the lower skin to supper

skin edge closures on the inboard and outboard ends of the spoiler, and the spar

into a single detail, the lower pan. This was done by using an advanced

manufacturing process, superplastic forming. The lower pan was formed from Supral

220, a material similar to 2024, by Superform (a leader in superplastic forming).

The lower pan provides a big inprovement in load path from upper skin to lower skin

and a large decrease in the amount of exposed bond line (or sealant) in terms of

linear inches.

Another area of improved design configuration on the advanced design spoiler

was the use of microcell honeycomb core to improve the bond strength between the

skin and core. The increase in bond strength due to the "footprint" of the core is

shown dramatically by the climbing drum peel specimens shown in Figure 7. Two

important observations are made from Figure 7. First, notice the difference in peel

strength between the baseline spoiler adhesive system (type I and baseline spoiler

specimen) and the advanced design spoiler adhesive system (type II). The baseline
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srCier adhesive system, without surface treatment before bonding, does not fully

,j ilize the coIhesive properties of the adhesive. This was shown dramatically by the

type I specimen that experienced adhesive failure. Although this was not considered

to e uniisual for an adhesive system without surface treatment, an attempt to ;heck

the type I specimen results was made by taking a climbing drum peel specimen out of

a sect ,on of a baseline spoiler. Unfortunately, because the piece of baseline

spoiler had a core density almost half that of the type I specimen, the results of

this test were not conclusive because the specimen failed in the core. However, the

baseline spoiler specimen did indicate somewhat better results than the type I

specimen. The second observation from Figure 7 is the increase in core to skin bond

strength attributable to microcell honeycomb core. The major difference between the

type II and type III specimens in the change from a 1/8 inch cell size in the type

II specimen to a 1/16 inch cell size (microcell) in the type III specimen. The core

density of the microcell core remains essentially the same because the foil

thickness has been reduced. The improved adhesive "footprint" due to the smaller

cell size improves the peel strength by over sixty percent.

The final area considered in the design of the advanced design spoiler was the

use of the latest technology available for adhesive bonding. All bonded parts are

produced from bare aluminum alloys. The parts are prepared for bonding by chemical

cleaning using the standard aerospace industry sulfuric acid-sodium dichromate (FPL)

etch. Following the cleaning, detail parts are phosphoric acid anodized and spray

coated on the appropriate surfaces with a corrosion inhibiting adhesive primer that

is heat cured. Finally, assemblies are laid up and autoclave cured with the appro-

priate adhesive. For corrosion protection, all bonded details and subassemblies are

protected with a heat cured corrosion inhibiting adhesive primer; a CRIII coated

honeycomb core is used; drilled holes and threaded inserts are protected by filling,
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draining, and coating cavities with a chromated polysulfide sealant; and all faying

surfaces of tre hinge and hinge shim assemblies are protected with a polysulfide

sealant.

DURABILITY

Two advanced spoiler components have been tested. The first advanced component

was subjected to a static and maneuver fatigue test. Results of the static and

maneuver fatigue test are compared to previous testing of a baseline component. The

second advanced component was subjected to an acoustical fatigue test. In addition,

a baseline component was obtained and subjected to an acoustical fatigue test. This

allows for a direct comparison between the acoustical durability of advanced and

baseline spoiler.

STATIC AND MANEUVER FATIGUE TESTING

The advanced spoiler was subjected a three part static and maneuver fatigue

test. First, the spoiler was static proof tested to 100 percent design limit load

of both stowed and extended flight conditions. Second, the spoiler was maneuver

fatigue tested for two lifetimes (8,000 flight hours) using a fatigue spectrum

composed of stowed and extended flight loads. Finally, the spoiler was static

ultimate tested to 150 percent design limit load for both stowed and extended flight

conditions.

Tables 1 and 2 present reduced strain gage data at 100 percent design limit

load and provide comparisons to the baseline spoiler at comparable loads. Drawing

conclusions from the stress comparison is difficult due to internal geometric and
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design differences between the baseline and advanced design spoiler. However,

examining the 1bad on the links (dumny actuators) proves that similar loads were

applied to the baseline and advanced spoilers.

The purpose of the static and maneuver fatigue tests was to qualify the

advanced design spoiler for flight evaluation. No structural damage occurred during

the proof test, the maneuver fatigue test, or the static ultimate test, so the

advanced design spoiler was qualified for flight.

Acoustical Fatigue Testing

The spectrum and levels of aeroacoustical excitation on which the acoustical

fatigue tests were based were derived from a combination wind tunnel tests, flight

tests, NASA data, and Air Force data. During the acoustical fatigue test, the

spoilers (both baseline and advanced) were excited with a simulated aeroacoustical

fluctuating pressure for a typical operational mode. The spoilers were mounted (one

at a time) in a progresbive wave tube and excited by electro-pneumatic transducers.

Because damaging aeroacoustical excitation occurs for only a small fraction of the

baseline spoilers life, no accelerated testing of the baseline spoiler was required.

Accelerated testing was required on the advanced spoiler to compress several

aircraft lifetimes into a few days of laboratory testing. The "state-of-the-art"

electro-pneumatic source of sound in the laboratory could not generate enough

acoustic energy to simulate the most severe excitations that a spoiler encounters in

service. In fact, no facilities in the US can provide the power level needed.

However, because of the low duty cycle of the excitation of the spoiler on a parent

F-111, it was possible to compress an airplane lifetime into a few days of testing,

using accumulated exposure to simulate the highest excitation levels.
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The baseline spoiler exhibited several levels of failure at different times

during testing, First, after 200 equivalent flight hours, the adhesive along the

spar failed cohesively. Rivets in the spar held the part together; but in actual

service, water could penetrate the failed adhesive and initiate corrosion of the

honeycomb core. After 1,360 equivalent flight hours of excitation, the inboard

overhan3 lost its stiffness. That loss in stiffness would constitute failure in

service, because static airloads and flutter of the overhang would quickly break the

part once stiffness is lost. In fact, with static airloads superimposed upon the

aeroacoustical excitation as it is in flight, this failure would probably have

occurred in less than 1,360 flight hours. The outboard overhang cracked at an

equivalent of 1,760 hours of flight, while the inboard overhang cracked after 1,900

hours. Most breaks of the overhang occur in service in the range of 1,360 to 1,900

hours.

An advanced spoiler was subjected to acoustical fatigue testing. The advanced

spoiler was tested for the equivalent of 98,000 flight hours before a crack

developed along the edge of the outboard hinge fitting. This takes into account the

"accelerated" testing which occurred on the advanced spoiler. Comparing the

acoustic fatigue life of the advanced design spoiler to that of the baseline shows a

tremendous improvement in the durability of the advanced spoiler.

Additional acoustic fatigue testing of an advanced component was performed

using the static and maneuver fatigue specimen. This additional acoustic testing

was performed to demonstrate the repairability of the advanced design spoiler. The

specimen was intentionally damaged and repaired with a plate and core patch. The

durability of the repaired advanced spoiler was demonstrated by testing for over

2,600 equivalent flight hours (over 1/2 an airplane lifetime), at which time the
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test was suspended due to a crack in the skin outside of the repair area.

The static and maneuver fatigue test of the advanced spoiler verified the

structural integrity of the advanced spoiler and thus qualified it for flight.

Additionally, the acoustic fatigue test proved that there is a tremendous increase

in acoustic durability for the advanced spoiler (98,000 flight hours) over the

baseline spoiler (1,360 flight hours).

IN-SERVICE EVALUATION

Between February and March 1986, six advanced design F-111 outboard spoilers

were installed on TAC eircraft at the 27TFW, Cannon AFB, NM, for a six-month

service evaluation. The spoilers were installed on F-111 aircraft performing

routine mission categories; for example: low level, low level bomb, and instrument

missions. During the six-month period, maintenance personal visually inspected the

spoilers after each mission for defects: inspection results were unremarkable.

Comprehensive inspections took place after the third and sixth month of spoiler

flight time.

After three months of service, the spoilers were removed from the aircraft and

subjected to a Bondascope inspection. The Bondascope is an ultrasonic inspection

device suitable for field use. No anomalies in the honeycomb structure of the

spoilers were located. In addition, the removed spoilers were visually inspected

for defects. There was evidence of interference with machine screws on the vane

guide near the inboard end of the spoiler. It was determined that incorrect

machine screws were used on the vane guide and the problem was corrected. The

spoilers were then reinstalled on the aircraft for further flight testing.
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The advanced spoilers completed their six-month service evaluation in Septem-

ber 1986. The outboard spoilers had accumulated over 950 flight hours when they

were removed from their respective aircraft and shipped to LTV for inspection.

There were three methods used to inspect the six spoilers: visual, Bondascope, and

real time x-ray. The real time x-ray is a filmless radiographic technique that

employs an extremely small point source focal spot (10-100 microns) which allows

the honeycomb structure to be magnified several times without any geometric dis-

tortion. The findings of the Bondascope and real time x-ray inspections were

excellent; no areas of disbond were found on any of the six service evaluation

spoilers. The visual inspection revealed a small discrepancy on one of the

spoilers: the forward outboard end of the spoiler where the lower skin had peeled

back due to interference with the wing skin. The part was repaired by re-bonding

the peel area with 3M EC-1614 adhesive. The spoiler trim was corrected to prevent

further interference with the wing skin. After finishing the inspections, the six

spoilers were returned to the 27TFW at Cannon AFB for reinstallation.

WEIGHT

Table 3 provides comparison between the weights of the advanced spoiler and

the baseline spoiler. The advanced spoiler has a small weight increase over the

baseline spoiler (10.9 percent). This increase is due to improvements in the

design of the skin, core, and spar, and to the addition of an unconstrained layer

of damping. The skin is heavier because it incorporates spar and edge closure

details into one-piece superplastically formed pans. The use of laminated skins

vs. chemilled skins also accounts for a weight increase due to the addition of

adhesives. The increased weight of the skin is offset by the advantages in damping

and reduction in stress concentrations, Also, the baseline core is composed of
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three different densities, while the advanced core uses a one-piece core of single

density whicT.weighs more than the baseline core. The decreased weight of the

advanced spar is dccounted for by the incorporation of much of the baseline spar

into the SPF skin pans. A layer of untorstrained damping, LD400, was added to the

underside of the spoiler for low frequency vibration control. The LD400 is respon-

sible for approximately one-half of the weight increase of the advanced design

spoiler. It should be noted that while there is a slight weight increase, the

weight comparison is make between a design that fails in service in a short time

(baseline - 1,360 flight hours) to a design that has demonstrated by testing a

tremendous durability improvement (advanced - 98,000 flight hours). If the

baseline was "beefed-up" by increasing its weight by ten percent, it still would

not match the durability exhibited by the advanced spoiler.

COST

Two comparisons betweer the costs of the baseline and advanced spoilers were

made. The first comparison considers the difference in production costs (or the

cost of the "new" technology). The second comparison presents projected cost

savings (life cycle cost) for a possible retrofit effort where baseline spoilers

are replaced, as they fail, with advanced spoilers.

PRODUCTION COST

This engineering cost analysis presents a comparison of production cost

between the baseline and advanced spoiler. The following assumptions made in the

analysis: First, a manufacturing technology estimate was made of the production

procedures fcr fabrication of the advanced spoiler, and procurement costs for spare
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spoilers manufactured by General Dynamics were obtained from Sacramento Air Logis-

tics Center.-:Then industrial engineering standard hours were applied to these

production procedures. The advanced spoiler's cost uses 1985 labor rates and

factors. Both the baseline and the adVanced spoiler prices were based on a lot

size of fifteen, as requested by Sacramento ALC. The advanced spoiler production

cost utilized a ninety-eight percent material learning curve slope and an

eighty-five percent labor learning curve slope. This analysis indicates that the

advanced spoiler costs 4.8 percent less than the baseline. This decrease is not

surprising when the baseline spoiler's makeup is compared to the advanced spoiler's

makeup. The chem milling procedure used in the baseline skins is labor intensive

and is as costly as the adhesively bonded laminated skins. Because parts of the

spar and close-out structures are incorporated in the superplastically formed pans,

the advanced spoiler has fewer detail parts which decreases costs. Also, rivets

are not used in the advanced spoiler which eliminates the cost of rivet installa-

tion. From a production cost comparison, it is evident that the advanced spoiler

is cost effective.

PROJECTED LIFE CYCLE COST

The cost benefits to be derived from the durability improvements of the

advanced spoiler consider three cost factors. These factors are the production

costs (both recurring and nonrecurring costs), maintenance costs (in-service), and

replacement/rEpair costs (component removal and reinstallation). These three cost

inputs are used to compare the life cycle cost of the baseline and the advanced

spoiler.
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The following guidelines were used in the life cycle cost analysis. There are

383 aircraftrin the F-111 fleet which accumulate approximately 103,788 flight hours

per year. The mean time between replacement for the baseline spoiler is approxi-

mately 1,000 hours. The spoiler hinges, a high cost item, are salvaged ninety

percent of the time. The fleet attrition was assumed to be two percent per year.

A production cost analysis gave costs for the advanced spoiler, with and without

new hinges. It was conservatively assumed that an advanced spoiler would last

5,000 flight hours before needing replacement.

The analysis projected a total cost savings of $5.0 million for the advanced

spoiler over a ten year period. Figure 8 illustrates the ten year cost trends of

the baseline and advanced spoilers. The sharp break in the advanced spoiler cost

line occurs when the fleet is completely retrofitted with the more durable advanced

design, near the three-year point.

CONCLUSIONS

The Advanced Design F-111 Outboard Spoiler demonstrates a gencric technologi-

cal advancement that is applicable to the entire Air Force fleet. The major

generic benefit is the deonstratior cf a durable honeycomb control surface design

that ircorporates integral damping and improved design concepts. The advanced

spoiler has demonstrated the utility of those concepts as a design tool, rather

than an after the fact fix.

The advanced spoiler illustrates that future designs of honeycomb structure

must consider the total design environment to demonstrate adequate life. Design

criteria must consider not only static load conditions and maneuver fatigue cycles,
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but must also include the aeroacoustic environment (or fluctuating pressure loads).

After the enwironment has been completely defined, the design can include those

elements necessary for adequate component life, such as integral damping.

Finally, the technology employed on the advanced flap is applicable to any

honeycomb structure. This technology could be incorporated on numerous fleet

components that are experiencing premature failures. Additionally, this technology

could be applied to the next generation fighter/attach aircraft or to honeycomb

structure utilized on large aircraft.
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- ABSTRACT -

This paper describes some applications of nondestructive
inspection technology and nondestructive inspection engineering
technology as applied to structural integrity concepts, design
engineering and systems management. Important concepts
discussed are: (1) the need for nondestructive inspection (NDI)
technology awareness, with respect to applications,
capabilities and applications boundary conditions; (2) the use
of (NDI) technology in providing confidence in structural
integrity and fitness for purpose; (3) that NDI measurements
are not absolute or single valued; (4) The methodology of NDI
application and process analysis and validation techniques; (5)
the boundary conditions in NDI applications; and (6) the
rapidly changing nature of the NDI science and engineering
base.

The paper concludes that NDI is an integral and essential
technology to the design, production, operation and management
of modern engineering structure and systems.
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NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION [NEINEERING

ITRODUCT ION:

Nol d'.:;t 1 uci. i V' i m:;pct. Loll (0NI) ) t kc l() I ogy i 1) C o1: i 11
increasingly important to Lhe development and management of
engineering components, structures and systems. The objectives
of this paper are: (1) to communicate a need for awareness of
NDI technology, its capabilities, applications and limitations;
(2) to impart a recognition that NDI is a distributed
technology and that no single NDI technique is capable of
providing either the necessary data that may be required to
characterize all engineering properties of concern or of solely
providing confidence in fitness for purpose; (3) to establish
recognition that the results of NDI are not absolute or single
valued; (4) to provide familiarization with NDI application,
measurement, analysis and validation methodologies; (5) to
identify some of the uncertainties and boundary conditions in
analysis and application; and (6) to identify that the science
and engineering base of NDI technology is dynamic and rapidly
changing.

NDI AWARENESS

NDI is a multi-disciplined, broad based technology, that
is applied to indirectly characterize and/or measure a property
of interest, without affecting the fitness of the test object,
structure, or system for service. Familiar nondestructive
inspection methods include: visual inspection; X-radiography;
liquid penetrant inspection ("Zyglo"); magnetic particle
inspection ("Magnaflux"); ultrasonic inspection; and leak
testing. Less familiar methods include: eddy current
inspection, neutron radiography; thermography; holography;
acoustic emission analyses; and nuclear magnetic resonance
inspections. Advancements in NDI technology include not only
increased understanding of known techniques, but also the
discovery of new techniques and methods.

Familiarity with NDI methods is often made by observations
(or experiences) in medical testing, testing in automotive and
machine shops and by industry use in process control and
process assurance applications. NDI is frequently used in
process assurance to provide an unquantified measure of added
confidence that a process has been completed in a desired
manner. Such applications are frequently carried out by
relatively unskilled ("quality inspectors") who follow recipe
type instructions and procedures. Process assurance

p a te a large portion OwDI technology
utilization and are important to various elements of our
economy. The characteristic of primary importance is that of
providing an unquantified measure of added confidence in
process adequacy.
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NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION ENGINEERING

Modern engineering structures have incorporated 1I1D
measurements and assessment into the quantitative measurement
and validation of materials properties or into the validation
of structures or system configuration. The requirement for
quantitative measurement, in turn, has required quantification
of the methods, procedures, and application capabilities and
uncertainties (reliability). Indeed quantification of NDI
performance capabilities and reliability are mandatory for the
life-cycle management of critical materials, structures and
systems.

NDI CAPABILITIES

NDI methods are used to directly or indirectly measure
materials, components, structures or systems properties that
can be related to a functional capability of interest. NDI
methods involve making a measurement of the application of a
process that will result in a capability to make a measurement
and/or decision concerning a property of interest. The types,
and required precision of measurements, to be made and the
required application environment, constitute the basic
requirements that must be met by the application of an NDI
procedure. For example, visual inspection may be applied to
confirm the presence or absence of an object (ie. an aircraft
on a taxiway), or may be applied to measure the surface texture
of a hardware component (ie. examination of a landing gear for
surface corrosion). The methods, and complexity of the
procedure to be applied, vary widely with the requirements and
operating conditions for application.

The most important facts governing all NDI applications
are: (1) that no method or technique is universally applicable
to meet all test objectives or to characterize all properties
of concern; (2) that the results of NDI are measurements and
are thus neither absolute nor single valued; and (3) that
variations in either the test object of the NDI process
parameters may require requalification and revalidation of the
specific procedure to be applied.

To emphasize these points, consider the application of a
liquid penetrant inspection process to detect surface connected
cracks in gas turbine engine blades. Application of a liquid
penetrant procedure will not provide assurance that the
blades do not contain any cracks, but can provide assurance
that the blades do not contain cracks greater the size for
which the procedure was validated (typically 0.150 inch long).
Further, if the liquid penetrant process is not carefully
controlled, the detection (screening level) capability may be
considerably greater than the validated value. The threshold
detection limit does not constitute the smallest fla" that can
be detected by the procedure, but rather the largesu flaw that
might be missed by the procedure.
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In developing NDI capabilities and requirements, it is
important to recognize the dynamic nature of the state of the
art of nondestructive inspection technology. A large portion of
NDI procedures are carried out to provide an unquantified
measure of confidence in process control or process output.
Such applications are procedure based and are often managed by
quality assurance personnel. The capability of such procedures
is usually unknown and the level of performance is often
accepted by testimonials of compliance with a specification.
Sure rote applications often by-pass the necessary NDI
engineering steps and result in the application of less capable
procedures. A less capable procedure may, in-turn, project an
unjustified level of confidence even though the procedure is
applied to specifications requirements. Variations in control
of procedures applications are also made for the convenience of
the production process and/or available personnel. Since the
applications are unquantified, no overt variance is observed or
recorded. The results cannot be considered to meet the
requirements of quantitative NDI.

Quantitative nondestructive inspection must be knowledge
and data based. Application, management and accountability must
be considered and must be disciplined as an engineering
technology. Variations in control of a procedure or application
must be based on analysis of NDI data and on impacts on the
verification of design / operating margins. Control parameters
and outputs must be quantified and variations must be observed
and recorded. Quantitative NDI measurement technology has been
rapidly increasing to meet the challenges of modern engineering
requirements. Technology used experience from past "quality
assurance" applications cannot be considered to be a basis for
judging quantitative NDI applications. NDI technology is
maturing and new methods are emerging. Awareness of such
developments are important to obtain producible, reliable and
economical designs; to initiate production using modern
engineering materials and design concepts; and to enable
life-cycle management of modern engineering materials,
structures and systems.

QUANTITATIVE NDI PROCESS VALIDATION

All NDI methods involve measurement or measurement of
process parameters to produce a measureable output. The NDI
detection / measurement process (for example, crack detection)
does not produce and absolute, single valued, or binary output.
Detection is dependent on the distribution of measurement
responses (signal and noise) that are generated by the
interaction of the interrogating energy field with the target
(flaw). Data interpretation and the decision process
constitutes a problem in conditional probability, in which the
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outcome is not a simple positive or negative response, but may
also be a false position (false alarm) or false negative (miss)
response. The outcome is governed by the statistical
distribution of signal plus noise (S+N) and noise (N)
responses, by the acceptance level applied to the signal (S+N)
and noise (N) distributions, and by the precision and
consistency in applying the acceptance criteria threshold to
the signal response data. The signal (S+N) and noise (N)
response distributions will vary with the size of crack to be
detected. For a large crack, the signal and noise responses may
be distinctly separated as shown in FIGURE 1. Little problem in
separating the crack signal response from the noise
(application noise) response would be expected in this case and
a high probability of detection (POD) would be expected with a
low probability of false alarms (POFA). Signal and noise
response distributions from an intermediate size crack will
overlap as shown in FIGURE 2 and a lower probability of
detection (POD) and a higher probability of false alarms (POFA)
would be expected. As the signal (S+N) response distribution
approaches the noise (N) response distribution (ie. small
cracks) as shown in FIGURE 3, the probability of detection
would be expected to be low and the probability of false alarms
would be expected to be high. For all cases (large cracks to
small cracks), the actual probability of detection (POD) is not
governed solely by the signal and noise response distributions,
but is also governed by the acceptance level applied to the
process.

Consider tae response distribution from an intermediate
size crack as shown in FIGURE 4. If the acceptance criteria
level is set too low (A-A), all cracks will be found (high POD)
but all parts will be rejected (high POFA). If the acceptance
criteria level is set too high (B-B), all cracks will not be
found (lower POD), but no good parts will be rejected (low
POFA). The optimum acceptance level (C-C) is that which
produces the highest probability of detection with the lowest
probability of false alarms. The point to be made from this
discussion is that the optimum acceptance criteria level is
inherent to both the nondestructive inspection process being
applied, and the noise response, that is characteristic to the
test object. Acceptance criteria cannot be an arbitrarily set
value. FIGURES 5 and 6 show the probability of detection by an
eddy current procedure at two different acceptance criteria
levels. Two different acceptance levels were applied to the
same set of inspection response data to produce the results
shown in FIGURES 5 and 6. It is clear from this data, that the
NDI procedure, being applied, is capable of screening smaller
flaws with no increase in inspection cost.
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Process validation may be accomplished by measurement of
the signal (S+N) and noise (N) response distributions from a
few cracks of a size near that to be screened. Acceptance
criteria are then applied to calculate the probability of
detection (POD) and probability of false alarms (POFA). The
probability of detection (POD) as a function of flaw size may
be plotted by one of several methods. For an inspection process
that produces only detection or miss type outputs (ie. liquid
penetrant inspection), the probability of detection may be
plotted by the maximum likelihood method [REF 11, by the
"Probit" method [REF 2], or by the moving average method [REF
31. Plotting by the moving average method (FIGURE 6) is
accomplished by passing a large number of test objects, that
contain a large number of flaws of varying sizes (large to
small), through an inspection process and recording the output
in terms of detection (+) or failure to detect (0). The
probability of detection, as a function of crack size, is
obtained by: (1) ordering the data from the largest flaw size
to the smallest flaw size; (2) selecting a sample size (from
sampling tables) that is consistent with the desired confidence
level of the output (for example, 29 observations are required
to attain a 95% confidence level that the calculated value is
correct); (3) counting down sequentially from the largest flaw
size to obtain a selected sample group of NDI observations; (4)
calculating and plotting the point estimate of detection for
the sample group (ie. the number of detections divided by the
number of observations); (5) calculating and plotting the lower
confidence limit based on the detection success in the sample
group; (6) dropping the largest flaw in the sample group and
adding the largest flaw from the unsampled data; and (7)
repeating the analytical and plotting processes until the data
are exhausted. Curve fitting may then be accomplished by
regression analysis or by fitting the data to a predetermined
function. The shape of the resultant curve is a measure of the
degree of control of the process. The detection threshold for
the process is the flaw size at the inflexion point of the
curve.

For inspection processes that produce quantitative and
discrete outputs, alternative analysis procedures can be
applied and more inferences can be made for the process. A

large number of test objects, containing a large number of
flaws of varying size, are passed through an NDI process.
Quantitative (discrete) data values for both the flaws and the
background (test object material and surface responses) noise
are recorded. The data may be analyzed by plotting the flaw
response and background response distributions to estimate an
acceptance level.
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The probability of detection curve may be plotted by the
moving average method or by an a/a' method as described by
Berens et al [REF 4]. The a/a' analysis method is initiated by
plotting the flaw responses as a function of flaw size (FIGURE
7) and using a regression method to obtain a best fit, linear
relationship. A test of the normality of the data (degree of
control of the process) is obtained by a measure of the scatter
of the data along the a/a' regression line. Acceptance criteria
are then applied to the data and the probability of detection
curve is plotted based on the scatter of data about the
regression line [REF 5]. The result is a calculated probability
of detection curve as a function of flaw size (FIGURE 8). The
a/a' method requires less data then other methods and is useful
in estimating detection capabilities when a linear NDI response
can be obtained.

The probability of detection data are useful in both
establishing engineering acceptance criteria and in the
validation of inspection process performance (demonstration of
fitness for purpose). Care must however be exercised with
respect to the indicated probability of detection and the
inspection acceptance level applied. A given procedure may be
capable of finding very small flaws, but if a small flaw is
present in a part that exhibits high surface response noise
(due to service pits, machining texture or other surface
texture) all parts submitted for inspection will be rejected.
The inherent surface response noise for the part to be
inspection may thus be the limiting boundary condition for
establishing a detection capability.

The relationship between signal (S+N) and noise (N) may be
graphically presented in the form of a signal/noise plot as
shown in FIGURE 9 or may be described by a detection
specificity plot as shown in FIGURE 10. The advantage of the
specificity plot is that of presenting both the probability of
detection (POD) and the probability of false alarms (POFA), as
a function of acceptance criteria, on the same plot. Such plots
enable optimum production decisions to be made in terms of both
quantitative error rates and design margins [REF 6].

Nondestructive inspection technology is being developed to
provide predictive modeling tools based on the calculation of
energy propagation, energy partition, energy scattering and
flaw interactions. Geometry corrections may be added to predict
the signal and noise responses that are used in generating
probability of detection outputs. The utility and practicality
of such models are dependent on correct modeling of both the
material / flaw interactions and the application test
conditions. In such modeling, it is necessary to account for
the noise that is inherent to each hardware appli~cation by
either predictive methods based on propagation and scattering
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theories or by the incorporation of experimental data into the
model. Each individual application of a nondestructive
inspection procedure requires validation, under the conditions
of application to assure the screening of critical defects
(flaws).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

Nondestructive inspection technology has a long history of
successful application to engineering hardware to provide added
confidence and validation of material / process control in
production and in added confidence in the continuing fitness
for service of engineering materials, structures and systems.
Modern engineering and life prediction methods require both
quantitative outputs and precision in the measurement of those
materials properties that are used to establish design margins,
confidence in fitness for service and life predictions based on
fixed maintenance intervals that are used to revalidate
continuing fitness for service. Materials measurement science
and engineering have advanced to meet the challenges of
implementing improved design and production tools and improved
life prediction tools. The effectiveness of implementation is
dependent, in part, on a clear understanding of the data /
information requirements necessary to establish and validate
nondestructive inspection procedures; on an understanding of
the capability and operating boundary conditions of
nondestructive inspection procedures applications; on an
understanding of the nondestructive inspection engineering
time, materials and test specimen requirements; on the boundary
conditions of access, specialized tooling and equipment; and on
the operating conditions necessary to make the measurements.

This paper has briefly identified some of the
nondestructive inspection methods and procedures that have been
successfully implemented to add confidence to the fitness for
purpose of modern engineering hardware. Some of the
methodology, data requirements and implementation boundary
conditions have been discussed with the objectives of
increasing a broad awareness and understanding of modern
nondestructive inspection technology and dispelling ideas and
past experiences gained from procedures based nondestructive
testing that were implemented as procedure based applications.
Significant points of the discussions included:

1. Recognition that no single nondestructive inspection
technigue or measurement is capable of providing confidence in
fitness for purpose in all applications. Nondestructive
inspection measurement tools and procedures are as varied and
complex as the other engineering design tools that are used to
establish the varied conditions and requirem nts for
measurement of materials, structures or systems properties.
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2. Recognition that nondestructive inspection measurements

are not absolute or single valued. If a nondestructive
inspection measurement is required, the measurement criteria
and precisior must be accurately stated. Designs which call for
measurement with a "no flaw" or "unattainable small flaw"
criteria are incomplete and are not acceptable for
implementation.

3. The concepts, rationale and methodology used in
nondestructive inspection measurements, analyses and validation
were discussed. No single methodology or validation procedure
is applicable to all nondestructive inspection methods or
applications.

4. Some of the uncertainties, error sources and operating
boundary conditions of nondestructive inspection implementation
were discussed. Each applica.ion has unique constraints and
boundary conditions.

5. Finally, the dynamic state of nondestructive inspection
measurement science and technology was discussed in terms of
the requirements, methods and practical considerations for
implementation.

Nondestructive inspection measurement is an essential
element in design, production, operating and maintenance of
safe, reliable and efficient engineering structures and
systems. Integration of nondestructive inspection requirements,
as primary considerations in conception, design and test, are
necessary to attain maximum engineering structures and systems
efficiency, reliability and service.
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PLASTIC BEAD BLAST MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION STUDY

R. D. Galliher and 0. L. Deel and R. B. Ivey2

ABSTRACT

The U.S. Air Force, in recognition of the need to determine the
effect that paint removal by plastic bead blasting (PBB) will have on
aircraft materials, initiated a comprehensive study of a pilot process

currently being used at Ogden Air Logistics Center (ALC) to remove paint

from F-4 aircraft and numerous small aircraft parts.

Two-foot-square panels of newly acquired material were painted,

artificially cured, and stripped up to 4 times by the PBB process
at the Ogden ALC. Tension tests, center notched and unnotched fatigue

tests, fatigue crack growth tests, and Almen type strip tests were
conducted on both the as-received and stripped materials.

The PBB process was found to significantly lower fatigue life
in unnotched specimens and to increase fatigue crack growth rates,

particularly in the 0.016-inch and 0.032-inch thick materials tested.

The process was found to have a lesser effect on materials with a

thickness of 0.063-inches or greater. No decrease in fatigue life was

observed for notched specimens with a stress concentration of 2.43.

Materials included in this study were 7075-T6, 7075-T6 (clad),
and 2024-T3 aluminum sheet in a thickness range from 0.016 to 0.190

inches; one thickness of 2024-T81, 2219-T81, and 7475-T761 (one side

clad) aluminum sheet in a thickness range from 0.063 to 0.080 inches; and

0.063 inch thick Ti-6AI-4V sheet.

An investigation of the stripped material found the blasted
surface to be covered with small crater like defects. An inspection of

1 Research Engineer nd Research Scientist, respectively, Battelle,
Columbus Division, Columbus, Ohio 43201-2693.

2 Warner Robins Air Logistics Center, Georgia 3109;
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the fatigue coupon fracture surfaces has shown the point of crack

initiation to be generally at one of these craters. These craters are the

likely mechanism for the decrease in fatigue life.

During the study, residual stresses produced by the plastic bead

blast process were measured. Based on preliminary analysis, the magnitude

of these residual stresses are high enough to account for the increase in

crack growth rates observed.

A follow-on study is in progress to reduce the cause of surface

craters and to reduce the residual stresses produced. The program will

investigate the process parameters with the goal of establishing an

operations envelope which will provide fatigue and crack growth rates that

are similar to those of virgin niaterials.

Key words: paint removal, plastic bead blasting, fatigue, fatigue crack

growth, tension tests, Almen strips, aluminum, titanium, surface

roughness, fastener preload.
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INTRODUCTION

In recognition of the need to determine the effect that paint

removal by plastic bead blasting (PBB) will have on fatigue-critical areas

of aircraft, the U.S. Air Force has initiated a plastic b6ad blast

characterization study at Battelle. A limited earlier investigation,

conducted Iy 4FWAL's Materials Laboratory 3, indicated the n'eed for a

comprehensive study of the effects of PBB.

The plastic bead blast paint removal process is one method

currently under consideration as a possible alternative to the present

chemical paint removal method. The present chemical removai-process

produces in excess of 10,000 gallons of toxic waste pe 'i ghter type

aircraft. Therefore it is important that an alternative stripping process

be developed.

The PBB process at Ogden ALC involves a pressurized system

through which a plastic medium is propelled through a hose'having a 3/8-

inch diameter nozzle. A 40 psi nozzle pressure is currently' used along

with a "Type II" plastic bead medium having a 30-40 mes sizd (0.023-

0.015 inches), a hardness of 3.5 on the Moh scale, and a dehsity of 1.5

g/cc. The medium is manufactured by U.S. Technology; in'ap5&rance, it

looks like a multicolored san with sharp edges. Nozzle standoff distance

and angle relative to the part being stripped are not controlled but are

generally 18 to 24 inches and 60 to 90 degrees, respectively. Velocity of

the medium, 18 inches from the nozzle measured by high :peed photography

was found to be between 525 and 625 ft/sec.

TEST PROGRAM AND PROCEDURES

Aluminum alloy materials studied in this program were purchased

in sheets 4 by 12 feet. The titanium sheet was 3 feet by 8 feet. The

large sheets were cut into manageable sizes, typically 24 by 25 inches,

and designated for testing in the as-received condition or for submittal

3 Childers, S., Watson, D. C., Sturjff, P., and Tirpak, J., "Evaluation
of the Effects of a Plastic Bead Paint Removal Process on Properties of
Aircraft Structural Materials", AFWAL-TR-85-4138, December 1986.
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I,

to one of several PBB conditions consisting of a number of paint-strip

cycles. Table I lists the materials that were obtained together with

their surface preparations and thicknesses. Also shown are the number of

paint-strip cycles to which each materia- 'qas exposed.

Panels designated for the paint-strip Lycles were sent to Ogden

ALC for painting and stripping. All panels were cleaned and alodined,
then primed with epoxy, painted with polyurethane, air cured for 72 hours,

and finally cured for 96 hours at 200 F. Each panel was then stripped by
the PBB process described above. This paint-strip procedure was repeated

for the number of cycles listed in Table 1.

Etch of the as-received material types were cut into Almen strip

specimens as shown in Figure 1. Almen strips, made from spring steel, are
used frequently in shot peening to provide a relative measurement of the
residual stresses being produced. The magnitude of residual stress is

indicated by the amount of curvature generated in the strip and is

measured in terms of arc height over a set span. Attempts at using
standard N gauge spring steel Almen strips, having a thickness of 0.031
inches, showed that the residual stresses produced by the plastic bead

blast process did not produce a measurable curvature. In an attempt to

find an adequote Almen strip material, two Almen strips made of the

material and thickness being stripped and two Almen strips each of .032-
inch-thick 7075-T6 bare and 2024-T3 bare aluminum were located around the
panel perimetgr and blasted. The panels and Almen strips were mounted on
a support fixtyre as shown in Figure 2 during the stripping process. Arc
heights were measured following each strip cycle with the intent of

establishing,, I) a low cost: quick method of measuring the amount of
residual stre~s being introduced into the material and 2) a method of
checking the effect on the surface finish prior to stripping an actual
part. The results showed that the 0.032-inch-thick bare aluminum was

adequately sensitive in providing measurable arc heights and is a

candidate device for future process control.

The as-received and the painted and stripped panels were cut
into tensile, fatigue, and crack growth coupons as shown in Figures 3
through 7, respectively. Three types of fatigue coupons were produced;
unnotched, notched with a 1/4-inch-diameter button head cap screw (NAS
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1578), and notched with a 1/4-inch-diameter countersunk head srcrew (NAS
1580). Materials with a thickness less than qr equal to 0.080 inches
contained the button head cap screw and materials with a thickness of

0.160 inches or greater contained the countersunk head screw. A 1/4-inch
centrally located hole in a 1.0-inch wide plate in tension trovides a 2.43
stress concentration based on net section stress (local stress = 2.43 x
net section stress). Each fastener was finger tightened with a nylon
washer between the specimen and nut to prevent a secondary source of
fatigue damage. In addition, all fatigue coupon edges were polished with
600 grit aluminum oxide paper, including the corner- along the test
section edges, to decrease the chances of crack initiation at flaws

produced by the machining process.

Fatigue and crack growth tests were conducted in
electrohydraulic and servocontrolled closed-loop test systems. Each
system had a load cell mounted in direct line with the specimen. The
calibration of all systems is traceable to the National Bureau of

Standards.

TEST RESULTS SUMMARY

Tensile Tests

Tensile ultimate strength, yield strength (at 0.2 percent
strain), percent elongation to failure, and Young's modulus measurements

were made for all of the as-received materials and for'the materials
exposed to the various PBB cycles. Typically, the as-received tensile
ultimate and tensile yield strengths were slightly higher than the
reported values listed in MIL-HDBK 5D. This was expected, since the
reported values are statistically derived minimum values. Static
properties for the PBB materials we rnmparaleo +^h prop.rties

measured for the as-received materials. All static properties are based
on results obtained from three samples for each of the conditions tested.
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Fatigue Tests

A major focus of this study was to determine the effects of the

Ogden ALC PBB process on the fatigue properties of metallic materials
common to U.S. aircraft. Figures 8 through 22 summarize the fatigue

results obtained for the materials and PBB conditions tested. Based on

the data, it appears that the PB13 process significantly decreases (in

several cases up to one 'log life) the fatigue life for materials with a

0.032 inch thickness or less. For materials having a thickness of 0.063

inches or greater, with the exception of the 0.063-inch thick 2024-T3 bare

aluminum, the fatigue life loss for 4 PBB cycles is significantly less and

is, in most cases, within the scatter for the as-received data.

An investigation of the PBB fatigue coupon fracture surfaces

found that the point of crack initiation was at a surface defect created

by the PBB process. A typical surface defect is shown in Figure 23 (Site

Number 3 in Figure 24) at a 400X magificdtion. These defects were

observed to be widely scattered on the PBB coupons, as shown in Figure 24

at a 15X magnification.

Samples of the plastic bead medium were collected during the

blasting of the test panels. A portion of the medium was mixed with a

solution of trichlorotrifluoroethane allowing dense particles to be

separated. A chemical analysis of the particles separated on the basis of

density showed a high concentration of silicon (probable SiO 2
characteristic of sand) and titanium together with traces of other

elements. It is these contaminants which are possibly responsible for the

surface damage and observed loss in fatigue life.

Crack Growth Rates

Figures 25 through 27 summarize the percent change in crack

growth rate produced by PBB for the three materials tested. Consistent

with the fatigue results, an increase in crack growth rate was most

evident in materials with a thickness of 0.032 inches or less. For

example, as shown in Figure 26, a mean increase in crack growth rate in

excess of 160 percent was observed for the 0.016-inch-thick 7075-T6 bare
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aluminum at a stress intensity range of 6 ksi in.1/2  Figure 27 shows a

106 percent increase in crack growth rate for a stress intensity range of

15 ksi in.1/2  Crack growth rate increases are less than 50 percent for

materials having a thickness of 0.032-inch or greater. For a material

with a thickness of 0.063 inch or greater (with the exception of the

0.071-inch-thick 7075-T6 bare aluminum), the effect of PBB seems to have

a minimal effect on crack growth rates.

During the program, 0.032-inch-thick 7075-T6 aluminum Almen

strips were instrumented with strain gages to measure the back surface

(surface opposite the bead blasted side) residual strain resulting from

the PBB process. An average microstrain in excess of 200 was obtained

after 1 PBB cycle and an average microstrain of 250 was obtained after 4

PBB cycles. These two strain values relate to a residual stress of 2000

and 2500 psi, respectively. Assuming that this residual stress increases

the stress ratio, a simple analysis, based on the crack-growth data in

Figure 3.7.4.1.9 of MIL-HDBK-5D, indicates that such an increase in crack

growth rate could be expected.

CONCLUSIONS

The plastic bead blast process to strip paint from aircraft

materials, as in operation at the Ogden ALC pilot facility, produces

measurable damage in the form of lower fatigue life and increased crack

growth rates particularly in thin materials.

(1) A reduction in fatigue life and an increase in crack

growth rates for less than 0.063 inch-thick materials

occurred as a result of plastic bead blasting of aircraft

materials for paint removal according to the pilot process

at Ogden ALC.

VL1 For materials gi.:ater Lhan 0.063 inch thick, the damage

observed is significantly less and may be within the

scatter expected for the data excpet for the 0.063-inch

thick 2024-T3 bare aluminum which showed definite fatigue

life loss.
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A follow-on study is in progress to determine the exact source of the

surface damage, to reduce the cause of the surface damage, and to conduct

a parametric study of the PBB process with the irtention of decreasing

residual stress effects.

TABLE 1 - MATERIALS INVESTIGATED

Material Surface Thickness Number of
Type Preparation in. Paint-Strip Cycles

7075-T6 Bare 0.032 4

0.071 1,2,3,4

0.190 4

7075-T6 Clad 0.016 4

0.032 4

0.071 1,2,3,4

0.160 4

2024-T3 Bare 0.016 4

0.032 4

0.063 4

0.190 4

2024-T81 Bare 0.080 4

2219-T81 Bare 0.063 4

7475:T761 Clad 0.071 4

Ti-6AI-4V Bare 0.063 4
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Figure 23 -TypicaL,.Surface Defect at a 400X Magnification
(Site Number 3 in Figure 24)
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IN-SERVICE INSPECTION OF COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS*#

F. H. Chang, J. R. Bell, R. W. Haile, T. E. Drake

General Dynamics/Fort Worth Division

ABSTRACT

Composite aircraft components are increasingly being deployed
in Department of Defense aircraft inventory. The demand for in-
service inspection of these components precipated the need for the
development of computerized ultrasonic inspection systems spec-
ifically designed for advanced composite materials. The In-
Service Inspection System (ISIS) is such a system to serve as a
prototype. The microprocessor-based semi-automated ultrasonic
system provides C-scan recordings of the inspection results for
manual inspection. System hardware was designed in a modular
format. Inspection schemes and algorithm were developed for the
inspection of composite laminates, adhesively bonded structures,
and honeycomb-core structures. System implementation and inspect-
ion algorithm were evaluated in several field applications.
Applications to repaired honeycomb-core structures were also
developed as an extension of the system specifications.

The modular ar'hitecture of ISIS is considered an important
feature for an in-service system. The portability versus trans-
portability issue remains a questionable item. System maintain-
ability and reliability are pre-requisite for test equipment of
field and depot usage such as ISIS. Inspection algorithms for
composites require a degree of sophistication for these complex
material systems such that a delicate balance must be reached
between inspection efficiency and ease in system application.
Data acquisition and analysis aspects of the system must retain
a link among production inspection data, in-service inspection
records, and repair information/post repair inspection results.
Integration of these needs in the inspection system will fulfill
the requirements of field/depot service inspection.

*Work supported by the Manufacturing Division of the Materials

Laboratory of Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory under
Contract No. F33615-78-C-5152.
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION (NDE)
SYSTEM TO IMPLEMENT RETIREMENT FUR CAUSE (RFC) PROCEDURES
FOR GAS TURBINE ENGINE COMPONENTS

USAF Contract No. F33b15-81-C-50O2

SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
NDE Systems Division
28U0 Indian Ripple Rd.
Dayton, OH 454U

INTRODUCTION

Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., with a team of subcontractors, has
developed an automated NDE inspection system to detect 0.005 x 0.010 inch
surface flaqs and 0.015-inch inclusions in jet engine rotary parts. The system
implements the USAF Retirement for Cause philosophy in which good, used engine
parts are returned to service, and flawed parts are "retired for cause." The
system also provides current capability for the USAF Engine Structural
Integrity Program (ENSIP), oased on anticipated ENSIP inspection requirements.
Emphasis has been placed on improving flaw detection and characterization by
using computer algorithms and removing the human decision-making process.

A typical RFC/NDE Inspection System consists of an operator console, a system
computer, and eddy current and ultrasonic inspection stations. The operator
console is used to monitor tne systea's operational status, track inspection
status at each NDE station, and generate inspection data reports. The system
computer performs advanced data processing, system-wide communication and
sophisticated, high-speed mathematical and scientific data analyses critical to
the inspection process. The NDE inspection stations perform the automated part
inspections, flaw detection and signal preprocessing activities.

Phase I Acceptance Tests were successfully conducted on the core inspection
system under simulated production conditions at SRL in October 1965. The
system demonstrated reliable detection of 5 x 10 mil flaws and exceeded overall
operational test objectives by demonstrating a >90% production "uptime."
Variability tests showed the system to be virtually unaffected by operator
changes, probe changes, loading procedure and flaw orientation. The core
system was shipped to the Kelly Air Force Base Engine Overhaul Facility on
November 27, 1985 and was operational within a week after delivery.

Phase II Acceptance Tests examined flaw detection capability and reliability
under production conditions at Kelly AFB. Tests included automatic scans of
engine disks and a statistically significant number of representative
fatigue-cracKed test specimens. Rivet noie inspection data snowea d 9U/97
level of confidence at the 4-mil crack depth range, which exceeded Phase I
results. Bolt hole and flat surface data indicated reliable detection in the
desired 5- to 10-mil depth range. A strong correlation between
apparent-versus-actual flaw depth data was seen in all test data. Ultrasonic
inspection data were similarly encouraging.

The RFC/NDE Inspection System began production inspections on selected F100
engine disks in October 198b, and has been in daily operation since then.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The tRFC/Ni)i;. Inspection System was~ Jesigned per structured analysis methodology.
A typical system (Figure 1) includes an Operator Console, a System Computer,
Eddy Current Insrection Stations, and Ultrasonic Inspection Stations.

NI'3Z ATCAL. LIN.A 2

--- -- re-- ic1

C MOVI f MODULE MODULE

I II IIoV CMUE CMUE

MCC MIA. NOT 111's ~ NITA EC" . I$I

Figure 1. Typical RFC/NDE Inspection System

The Operator Console (Figure 2) is a passive station used to monitor overall
system operational status, track the individual part inspections at each RDE
Station, and generate inspection data reports.

Figure 2. Operator Console.
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The console has 4 color CRTs functionally dedicated as follows: The Main Menu
is a command-driven display used to generate inspection data reports and
graphic displays from previous inspections; the Defect Graphics Display
provides color images of inspection results as they are generated at the NDE
Inspection Stations. This display contains top and side views of the engine
part with color-coded flaw indications, and specific summary data such as
relative flaw sizes and locations, inspection start/stop times, the cumulative
number of part inspections, date of inspection, accept/reject status, engine
cycle number, and scan plan version. The Diagnostic Display provides a
continuously updated operational status display of the inspection system,
including the communication networks. The Part Tracking Display shows the
current status of the part inspections at each NDE Inspection Station.

The Operator Console also has an intercom system for communication with the NDE
Inspection Stations; a color printer for hardcopy graphic printouts; and a
letter printer for inspection data reports. The Operator Console's software
resides on the System Computer. All communication between the System Computer
and the Operator Console is via an RS232 interface.

Typically, a dual VAX 11/780 configuration functions as the System Computer.
This dual configuration (Figure 3) provides the central intelligence for the
entire RFC/NDE Inspection System, and meets redundancy and back-up
requirements. The System Computer performs advanced data processing,
system-wide communications, and sophisticated, high-speed mathematical and
scientific data analysis critical to the inspection process. The primary tasks
of the System Computer are part tracking, Operator Console/NDE Inspection
Station interface and communication, NDE data cross-correlation, archival data
base storage, system diagnostics, advanced signal processing, RFC proprietary
data analysis, and graphics processing.

Figure 3. Dual VAX 11/760 System Computer Configuration.
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Each VAX combines a 32-bit architecture, efficient memory management, and a

virtual memory operating system to provide essentially unlimited program space.

?L VAX/VMS virtual memory operating system provides the multiuser,

!ultiprogrdlrifng environment (critical to the RFC System's application. In

adILtion, the VAX Floating-point instructions and accelerators, efficient

scheduler, and FORTRAN-7' programming language are ideal for the System's

real-time and scientific computational environments.

The combined disk space for the dual-VAX configuration totals 1,44b MB. The

permanent on-line storage space is dedicated to storing all archival data,

RFC-aoplication software, and engine manufacturer proprietary data, thus
ensuring ready access and increased software security. The removable disks are

allocated for part-specific scan plan software storage thus providing easy

software updates and file expansion.

Dual RS232 optical links provide communications between the System Computer and

the NDE Inspection Stations. This dual structure provides redundancy,
high-speed data transfer, flexibility, and the capability to map functional
elements around failed components. The two VAX computers are directly
interfaced with DECNET.

The RFC/NDE Inspection System employs both eddy current and ultrasonic

inspection techniques. Ultrasonic "squirter" technology is used to detect

volumetric flaws and voids. Eddy current is used for surface flaw detection.
Each eddy current station (Figure 4) and ultrasonic station (Figure 5) consists
of a mechanical assembly and an instrumentation cabinet.

-S
4U

Figure 4. Eddy Current Inspection Station.
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Figure 5. Ultrasonic Inspection Station.

The eddy ourrent and ultrasonic mechanical assemblies consist of an X-Y-Z axes
mechanical manipulator (manufacturerd by M&M Precision Systems, Inc.), and
subassemblies that provide up to seven axes of motion and automated operation.
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GENERATOR
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CONTROL PANEL

16D @ MAIN JUNCTION BOX

Figure b. Eddy Current Mechanical Assembly.

The eddy current mechanical assembly (Figure b) has seven primary subassemblies
mounted directly to the base manipulator. A rotary scanner physically couples
the probe to the mechanical manipulator and electronically couples the flaw
signals to the eddy current instrument. The scanner has a drive mechanism (CC
Axis) for rotating RECHII probes up to 15U0 rpm; an air plenum to supply air to
the air-bearing surface probes; and rotary transformers and specialized printed
circuit cards for signal transfer and enhancement.
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The calibration plate assembly consists of a metal riser upon which calibration
plates with known flaws are mounted. The calibration plates are used to ensure
that the eddy current instrument and probes are operating properly, before and
after each geometry inspection.

The part fixture assembly holds and rotates an engine part during an
inspection. The rotary table operates in either a continuous rotation mode (at
0 to 20 rpm) or an index mode. The pneumatically activated part fixture
automatically clamps the part (on the outer or inner diameter, as required) to
the rotary table.

The probe changer is a carousel assembly that holds up to 24 eddy current
probes on its outer diameter. The carousel automatically indexes the correct
probe into position for retrieval by the mechanical manipulator. The bar code
reader scans each probe in the probe changer prior to the part inspection to
ensure correct probe placement by the operator. A pneumatically activated rod
pushes the probe into the scanner collet.

The alignment reference generator is a low-power laser that generates a thin
reference beam across the engine part after the part has been placed on the
part fixture. The operator uses the beam as a reference to properly align tne
part on the fixture.

The B-ZZ assembly provides the robotic wrist action for the eddy current
mechanical manipulator. The B axis rotates in a sweep pattern parallel to the
X axis and the ZZ axis provides linear thrust on the B radial.

The ultrasonic mechanical assembly (Figure 7) has six major subassemblies, two
of which are identical to eddy current units (the part fixture assembly and the
alignment reference generator). The other four subassemblies are unique to tne

T3 MECHANICAL MANIPULATOR
4 ( M&M UNIT)

". ALIGNMENT REFERENCE
GENERATOR

303 DRIP TRAY ASSEMBLY

.* j I A-B GIMBAL ASSEMBLY

2 SAFETY SCREEN (MESH)

GMAIN JUNCTION BOX

O WATER PUMP SYSTEM

® PENDANT (REMOTE)
CONTROL PANEL

0 CALIBRATION PLATE

PART FIXTURE

Figure 7. Ultrasonic Mechanical Assembly.
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ultrasonic station: the calibration plate assembly, the water pump/filtration
assembly, the splash guard/drip tray assembly, and the A-B axes gimbal
assembly. The ultrasonic calibration plate assembly is mounted inside the
splash pan assembly and is used for squirter/DT instrument calibration prior
to and after each part inspection. The block contains 4 interior voids of a
known size and depth.

The water pump/filtration assembly circulates and cleans the water during the
squirter inspection process. The splash guard/drip tray assembly fits around
and under the rotary table and catches the water used during the part
inspection and returns it to pump/filtration assembly.

The A-B axes gimbal assembly physically couples the squirter to the mechanical
manipulator and provides the mechanical robotic wrist action for the ultrasonic
statibns. The A axis has a bOo range of motion and the B axis has 1300.

The instrumentation cabinets (Figure 6) are the inspection station operator's
control units. Each cabinet assembly contains an inspection module computer, a
visual alarm, a color CRT display, a pushbutton control panel and auxiliary
keyboard, an intercom link to the Operator Console, the mechanical manipulator
controller, and an NDE instrument.
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Figure 8. Eddy Current Instrumentation Cabinet.

The RFC System's eddy current and ultrasonic NDE instruments represent the most
advanced computer-controlled instrumentation available. The eddy current
instrument is the NORTEC NDT-25 with dual channel digital sampler and a
frequency range of 10 KHz to b MHz. The SRL Model 1712A Computerized
Ultrasonic Instrument (CUI) is computer interfaceable and contains a
microprocessor-controlled square-wave pulser, high-speed digital sampler (55
MHz), and multibus-compatible receiver boards.
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The Inspection Module Computers provide local intelligence and operator
communications for the inspection stations. The computer is an Intel 8b/36U
microprocessor which contains multiple Intel microcomputer boards for
individual processing functions (e.g., I/O, mechanical system scan control, and
instrument control) and specialized instrument boards. The Intel 6b/360 System
features a 32 MB Wincnester Disk Drive, I MB floppy disk, iRMX operating
system, and 12 multibus card slots for specialized user functions. The Intel
86b/U features delineated functions, modularity, an, component board plug-in
capability to enhance modification, diagnosis, and repair of the Inspection
Module Computer.

The RFC System's data acquisition module includes all probes and transducers
used for flaw detection, adaptive positioning, dimensioning, and scanning.
Advanced technology incorporated into this module includes Southwest Research
Institute's air bearing probes and ultrasonic squirter, NORTEC's RECHII probes,
and SRL's ultrasonic squirter.

CONCLUSION

The RFC/NDE contract was awarded to SRL in October 19d1. During the first two
years of the program, major effort was directed toward organizing and
coordinating subcontractor program activities, establishing the core in-house
project team, defining the system's performance criteria and specifications,
and designing and fabricating a prototype inspection system.

In March 1964, the prototype system (operator console, one eddy current
station, one ultrasonic station, one system computer) was successfully
demonstrated to the Air Force and subcontractor participants. During 1984 and
1965, the RFC/NDE team performed a planned in-depth system evaluation and
upgrade to meet production inspection performance specifications.

Phase I Qualification and Acceptance Tests were successfully conducted at SRL
in the fall of 1985. The tests examined system reliability and NDE flaw
detection capability/reliability under simulated production conditions. NDE
tests included automatic scans of engine disks and enough representative
fatigue-cracked specimens to yield a statistically significant prediction of
detection reliability. The data indicated a 90/95% confidence level for
detecting surface flaws in the 5-mil to 10-mil depth range in bolt holes and on
flat surfaces. An encou.iraging aspect of the data was a strong correlation
between the apparent-vs.-actual flaw depth data. Of particular interest were
the variability test results, which showed the system to be virtually
unaffected by operator changes, probe changes, part loading, flaw orientation,
and repeated scans.

Phase II tests were conducted in the pr.duction eavir..nmet of the "elly Air

Force Base Engine Overhaul Facility in July-August 196b. Preliminary Phase II
test results were extremely encouraging. Data indicated a 90/95% confidence
level for detecting surface flaws in the 4-mil depth range for rivet holes.
Bolt hole and flat surface data again showed reliable :etection in the desired
5-mil to 10-mil depth range. Based on these results, the RFC/NDE Inspection
System began production inspections on selected F100 engine components in
mid-October 198b, with no major implementation difficulties being experienced.
Figure 9 shows the production RFC/NDE Inspection System at Kelly AFB.
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Figure 9. Production RFC/NDE Systemn Installation.
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPOSITES FOR AIRCRAFT

John I. Lincoln

The process for certification of composite structures
for USAF aircraft has been evolving for approximately
fifteen years. The technology for the certit'inatlon
process has been developing and is now mature enough
t6 support the process. This paper describes how the
Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) is tailored
to the specific requirements of composito structures.

IVTRODUCTJON

The establishment of the requirements for structural integrity of composite
structure for an aircraft has long been a challenge for the certification
authorities. This challenge is much greater when the aircraft is operated
in an environment where heating of the structure is a factor. However, even
for structures where heating does not appreciably affect the structural
capability, there are some major considerations. One of these is the
scatter in strength and fqtigue date. This scatter, which is larger than
observed in metals, is not a deficiency in composites but i fact that must
be accounted for in the certification process. Another consideration is the
difficulty in establishing the growth characteristics of manufacturing or
service induced defects due to load application. This difficulty is due to
the mathematical problems in simulatinz this growth and to the apparent
inconsistent empirical results from presumably identical damage conditions.
Still anothe- consideration is the effect of low energy impact on thin
laminates. This is a durability issue that should be considered in
establishing requirements for composite structures.

There have been several efforts that have been aimed at addressing the
issues related to composite certification. One of the contributions in this
area was made by a TTCP (The Technical Cooperation Program) HAG-5 panel in
1q83. This panel brought the major issues into focus and described some
al-ternative approaches that could be used. Another contribution was a Navy
sponsored effort by Northrop (Reference (1)). This work concentrated on
approaches relating to rel'ahility and made recommendations on probablifty
distribution parameters that could be used for both strength and durability
certification. In addition, the Air Force Wriaht Aeronautical Laboratories
have sporsored numerous programs that have contributed to the understanding
of composite behavior. Some of which that should be mentioned are the
Fatigue Sensitivity program performed by Northrop, the Environmental
Sensitivity of Composites program performed by Grumman, the Wing/Fuselage

*ASD/ENFS, Wright-Patterson AFB OH
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Critical Components program performed by Northrop, and the Damage TolerancA
of Composites program performed by Boeing and Northrop.

PROCEDUVE OF OIlIER AGENCIFS

The Fedpral Aviation Administration (FAA) has published their certification
procedure for composite structures in The Advisory Circular 20-107A, 25
April 1984. They are currently placing the following interpretation on this
document. For single load path structures they require the use of A basis
allowables and for redundant load path structures they permit the use of B
basis allowables. They accept the property data published in MIL-HDBK-17
for these allowables. Otherwise, it is incumbent on the manufacturer to
develop the required data with the methods described in MIL-HDBK-17. They
require the structure to survive a static test to ultimate after the
structure has been impacted to the point of barely undetectable damage from
a realistic threat. The effects of repeated loading and environmental
exposure which may result in material property degrition should be addressed
In the evaluation of the static test results. They are allowing the static
test to be performed at room temperature and dry when there is comparable
test data for establishing a knockdown factor from room temperature dry
components and from environmentally conditioned components. Also, when the
contractor can compute the change in strain due to the environment by a
finite element analysis supported by test data he may use this computation
to interpret the results of i room temperature static test. Otherwise an-
environmentally conditioned Static test is required. The only other major
test required is a damage tolerance test of the structure.The movable
control surfaces are included when their failure could result in
catastrophic loss of the airoraft or result in a flutter condition. The
structure is subjected to damage that is detectable by appropriate non
destructive inspection techniques. The test article is cycled with this
damage using the load amplification and/or life enhancement approach as
described in Reference (1) to demonstrate a B basis life capability. The
effects of humidity are accounted for in the cyclic portion of the test 'nd
the ensuing residual strength test results must account for both temperature
and humidity. Care is taken to ensure that the test frequencies are not
high enough to bias the results. Also, no truncation of high loads is
allowed. During the cyclic portion of this test no significant damage
growth is allowed. These damage tolerance rules apply to both Part 23 and
Part 25 aircraft certification.

The U.S. Navy has completed tne certification of composites in the F-18 and
the AV-8B aircraft and arc in the process of certifying the composites in
the V-22 and the A-6 wing replacement. They have adapted the lower of a B
basis allowable or a 85% of the mean for a strength allowable to be used in
design. They require a component test program that inelud-s envirc mentally
conditioned static and fatigue test specimens. The fatigue test components
as well as the full-scale fatigue test article is loaded with a severe
(critical point in the, sky) spectrum. The full-scale static test article
and the fatigue test articles are not environmentally conditioned. They are
currently requiring an environmental knockdown on the full scale static test
results. The full-scale fatigue test article is cycled for two lifetimes of
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the severe usage. In recent procurements, the Navy has added requirements
for damage tolerance. They require that the structure after being damaged
to the point of being readily de!tectable with an external visual inspection
have ultimate strength capability fully compensated for the knockdown
described above. No growth of this damage is allowed from cyclic loading.

The U.S. Army is planning to use for design a B basis allowable that
includes the effect of moisture and temperature. They are planning for a
development test program with durability and damage tolerance testing for
the helicopter airframe to be completed at the component level. They are
also considering a full scale helicopter airframe static test to ultimate
with the test article not environmentally conditioned. The helicopter rotor
components are planned to be qualified with a durability test only.

USAF COMPOSITES CFRTIFICATION

The USAF has qualified several composite structures for flight. Among these
are the F-111 horizontal tail, the F-4 rudders, the A-7 outer wing, the F-16
empennage and the B-1 horizontal tail. Each of these structures was
qualifipd for flight on an ad hoc basis. Consequently, there was little
commonality in the qualification processes. For example, the -A-7 outer
panel was subjected to an environmentally conditioned durability test and
the F-16 horizontal tail was subjected to a proof test to ensure its
structural integrity.

In 1976 a paper was written (Reference (2)) by members of the Structures
Division of the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD/ENFS) that reflected the
status of the certification process in the Air Force at that time. This
paper painted a rather bleak picture mainly because the technology base for
composites had not matured. The value of this paper was that it looked at
the certification of composites in the light of the Aircraft Structural
Integrity Program and it cited the need for the technology development
required for certification of future aircraft.

By 1981 there had been sufficient progress in technology development that
ASD/ENFS felt there should be an update of the position taken in the 1976
paper. This paper (Reference (3)) was significantly influenced by the
Fatigue Sensitivity program and the Environmental Sensitivity of Advanced
Composites program. In this paper a position was taken on the primary
aspects of composites certification. However, this p6sition was taken
without the benefit of the results of the Wing/Fuselage Critical Components
program and the Damage Tolerance of Composites program. Consequently, there
are certain aspects of the 1981 version of the certification process that
are inadequately defined. Now that these programs are essentially complete
amd since the Air Force nticipates near term development of aircraft with
extensive use of composites, it Is believed timely to update the 1981
position.

Past experience in the development of the certification process has shown
that the Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP), as defined in
MIL-STD-1530A and required by Air Force Regulation 80-13, is flexible enough
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to be used for composite structures. The major differences between the
applications for meta] aircraft components and composite aircraft components
is a change of emphasis in several of the elements of ASIP. The five major
tasks that comprise ASIP are:

I. Design Information
II. Design Analyses and Development Tests
III. Full-Scale Testing
IV. Force Management Data Package
V. Force Management

In each of these major tasks, there are elements that are appropriate to the
task heading.

Within Task I there are several aspects relating to the composites design
that must be addressed. In the area of structural design criteria the
requirements for strength, damage tolerance, durability, flutter, vibration,
sonic fatigue and weapons effects must be defined for both the metal and
composite structural elements. For composites, particular emphasis must be
placed on the issue of battle damage from weapons since the containment of
this damage may well dictate the design configuration. In addition to a
composite design that can contain weapons damage, the design must also be
repairable from that damage to maintain operation readiness. The composite
structure must also be designed to be easily repairable for expected
in-service damage. Another Task I effort that must considered carefully is
the selection of the design usage. The design missions must be adequately
defined such that the potentially damaging high load cases are properly
represented.

In Task II of ASIP, there is an element for establishing material allowables
that needs to be discussed. The '.IL-A-87221 requirement for metallic
structure is that components other than multiple load path structure which
are subjected to structural tests shall use A basis or S basis allowables.
Those tested multiple load path structures may use B basis allowables. B
basis allowables will be accepted for the design of all structurally tested
composite strucures. However, these allowables must be established including
the effects of temperature and moisture. The temperatures will be derived
from the design operational envelope of the aircraft and the moisture
conditions ranging from dry to tne end of lifetime condition expected from a
basing scenario that is re presentative of the worst expected moisture
exposure.

The allowable for a given flight condition will be based on the temperature
appropriate for that flight condition combined with the most critical of the
range of possible moisture conditions. The factor of safety to bc uzed in
the application of the allowables derived above is 1.5. Since the strength
of a composite structure is inherently dependent on the lay up of the
laminate, geometry and type of loading, the B basis allowable must include
these factors. However, the cost of a test program involving the number of
complex components necessary to determine the B basis allowable could be
prohibitive. An accept9ble approach would be to determine a B basis
allowable from coupon data generally representative of lay up and loading.
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This B basis allowable divided by the mean strength of the coupons used for
the B basis allowable calculation would be the fraction of t.bE strength
allowed when intcrpr ting the results of single complex component tests. it
was shown by Kan in Reference (1) that the scatter in strength of composite
structural is greater than thut exhibited by metal structure. This was
quantified by a Weibull shape parameter for composite strength of
approximately 20. The Weibull shape parameter' for aluminum structure is
somewhat larger indicating less scatter. It 3ppears that a shape parameter
of approximately 25 is representative of the aluminum materials. The
question of the impact on safety from the composite strength variability may
be addressed as follows. Suppose that the once per lifetime loading on an
aircraft is defined as limit load. This is the most unconservative
assumption possible based on the requirements of MIL-A-87221. Further,
suppose that the stress cumulative probability is characterized by a Weibull
shape of six. This appears to be reasonable since it is generally
representative of measured stress exceedance data. Further, from an
examination of measured flight data the exceedance of ultimate load is
approximately 1000 times less likely than the exceedances of limit load.
Therefore, the cumulative probability of exceeding a given load in one
lifetime was defined by a Weibull distribution function with a shape
parameter of six and a 0.001 probability of exceeding ultimate load. For
the case of undamaged structure, the joint probility density funtion for
stress can be combined with the probability density function for strength
(see Figure 1) to determine the probability of failure for a single aircraft
in its lifetime. This is accomplished by forming the joint probability
density function for load and strength from the product of the probability
density function for load and the probability density function for strength.
The probility of failure is the volume under this joint density function
that is over the region where the load exceeds thestrength. This
computation yields a failure probability of 1.5x10 . The same type of
computa ion for the aluminum structure yields a failure probability of
1.0xiO . Although this calculation shows that the aluminum may be less of
a risk, the absolute risk levels in both cases is more than two orders of
magnitude less than the failure rate from all sources and therefore is
judged to be acceptable.

The AFWAL programs alluded to earlier have demcnstrated that compotite
structures are relatively insensitive to low cycle fatigue loading for the
low stress cycles, but much more damaged by the high stress cycles.
Unfortunately, the data base from which the high stress cycles for a new
aircraft are derived is somewhat meager. Consequently, there will have to
be extreme care used in defining the design usage element of Task 1.

As for metal structures, the strength, durability and damage tolerance
analyses elements in Task II for composites are inexorably linked to the
design development tests element also in Task !I. For support of all three
of these analyses it is envisioned that the design development testing will
consist of "building blocks" ranging from coupons to elements, to
subcomponents and finally components. These building block tests must
include room temperature dry laminates. Also, if the effects of the
environment are significant, then environmentally conditioned tests must be
performed at each level in the building block process. The test articles
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are to be strain gaged adequately to obtain data on potentially critical
locations and for correlation with the full scale static test, and in
addition, the test program is to be performed so that environmentally
induced failure modes (if any) are discovered. The design development tests
are complete when the failure modes have been identified, the critical
failure modes in the component tests are judged to be not significantly
affected by the non representative portion of the test structure and the
structural sizing is judged to be adequate to meet the design requirements.
For static test components, this judgement is based on adjusting the failure
loads to the B basis environmentally conditioned allowable.

For durability test components, the success criteria is somewhat more
complicated by the relatively large scatter in fatigue test results and the
potential of fatigue damage from large spectrum loads. It has been
demonstrated, however, that the durability performance of composites is
generally excellent when the structure is adequate to meet its strength
requirements. Therefore, the thrust of the durability test must be to
locate detrimental stress concentration areas that were not found in the
static tests. An acceptable way to achieve this goal is to test the
durability components to two lifetimes with a spectrum that is expected to
be the upper bound of loading for the aircraft. One possibility of
acquiring this spectrum is to use the "worst point in the sky" approach that
has been used extensively by the U.S. Navy. When the effects are judged to
be significant, the durability tests for design development tests will be
moisture conditioned. In addition to the testing performed to the baseline
design usage spectrum, testing will be performed to determine sensitivity to
potential usage changes. Also, it is evident from the approach described
above that separate tests may be required for the metallic and mixed
metallic and composite structural parts.

Composite structures as well as metal structures must be designed to
minimize the economic burden of repairing damage from low energy impacts
such as tool drops, etc. To accomplish this goal, the structure is to be
diviced into two types of regions. The first type is one where there is a
relatively high likelihood of damage from maintenance or other sources. The
second type of region is one where there is a relatively low probability of
the structure being damaged in service. The specific requirements for these
two areas are given in Table I. There are two other threats to the
structure that may cause an economic burden. These threats are hail damage
to parked aircraft and runway debris damage to iircraft from ground
operations. The hailstone size for which the structure must be hardened was
chosen such that this sizP or smaller was representative of 90 percent of
the hailstorms. The runway debris size was also chosen to be include most of
the objects potentially damaging objects found in ground operations. The
velocity of these objects is dependent on the weapon system. The details of
the hail and runway debris requirements are shown in Table IT. The loading-
spectrum and environmental conditioning for the testing associated with the
Table I and Table 11 requirements will be the same as that described above

= for the durability tests.

In addition to the threats described above, the safety of flight structure
must be designed to meet other damage threats. These threats are those
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associated with mqnufacturing and in-service damage from normal usage and
battle damage. The non-battle damage sources are described in Table III for
manufacturing initial flaws and in-service damage. These flaws are

discussed more fully in the draft damage tolerance requirements discussed in
Reference (4). The design development tests to demonstrate that the
structure can tolerate these defects for its design life without in-service
inspections will utilize the upper, bound spectrum loiding and the
environmental conditioning developed for the durability tests. These two
lifetime tests will need to show with high confidence that the flawed
structure will meet the residual strength requirements in Table IV. These
residual strength requirements are the same for the metallic structures. To
obtain the desired high confidence in the composite components it may be
necessary to show that the growth of the initial flaws is insignificant. As
for the durability tests there will be a program to assess the sensitivity
to changes in the baseline design usage spectrum.

For many composite structures, the damage tolerance requirements will
determine the allowable strain. However, the battle damage requirements are
likely to influence the composite structure arrangement. For example, the
need to contain battle damage to prevent catastrophic loss of the aircraft
may well dictate the use of fastener systems and/or softening strips. The
battle damage threat must be examined in the initial phase of the design. A
fall out capability for battle damage based on configurations that meet all
other requirements may not be adequate.

Task III of ASIP is composed of the full-scale testing elements. There will
normally be a full-scale durability and damage tolerance test in the
development of n weapon system, however, these tests will generally be for
the verification of the metal structure. In the cases where the metallic
structure durability and damage tolerance capability can be confidently
established in the design development tests then the full-scale durability
and damage tolerance tests may not be required. For example, a structure
that is primarily composite, but contains a limited number of metallic
joints may fall in this category. Normally, the durability and damage
tolerance capability of the composite structure can be verified by the
design development tests of Task II. The full-icale static test, however,
is essential for the verification of the composite structure. This test is,
of course, also essential for the verification of metallic structure. This
test to ultimate may be performed without environmental conditioning only if
the design development tests demonstrate that a critical failure mode is not
introduced by the environmental conditioning. To provide assurance that the
component static tests were representative of the component tests, these
articles must be extensively strain gaged. A test of this structure to
failure will be a program option. if the failure mode criterion above

cannot be met, then the static test article must be environmentally
conditioned.

With one exception it is expected that the tracking program requirements in
Task IV of ASIP will change very little for the composite portion of the
aircraft. Since the composites may be critical for the severe loading cases
then care must be exercised that these high level occurrences are properly
recorded.
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SUMMARY

The Aircraft Structural Integrity Program may be easily tailored to provide
the essentials of a certification program for composite structures. It is
believed that the program described will provide a structure that is safe
and economical to operate. Furtner, it Js believed that the effort involved
in the certification process for composites is approximately the same as a
metals certification program. The specific features of the USAF program
have been strongly motivated by the AFWAL programs and experiences from
military and commercial applications of this technology. However, it must
be pointed out that no certification program can be successful without the
skill of engineering, quality control and manufacturing organizations in
industry. The cost effective use of the composites technology ultimately
depends on their capability.
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ENGINE DAMAGE TOLERANCE REQU!REMENTS
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Abstract

This paper summarizes the damage tolerance
requirements that are applied to Air Force engine ,.. ,IBY Tx-

development and acquisition programs. The impor- i I
tance of the damage tolerance control plan and
the use of reliable inspection methods during 09tw~ us'A WON I -VUH.J ,l *

development, production, and life management is .Oft, .Im M 1.s M

emphasized. It is highlighted that development Z
efforts In the last five years have Identified - u . ,, ,
process Improvements for Fluorescent Penetrant .umM&N, .en , ,"11
Inspection (FPI). These improvements must be 6c" *YMLI VA,6"tNN

Implemented within industry and Air Force depots ,m,s .a *M SUNIT MA,

to improve reliability to detect small flaws. (A I&M om *I ,
Case examples of damage tolerance design are pre- u"$

sented for an improvement to an existing engine . , asau
(FIOO-PW-220 Increased Life Core) and for a new
engine (PW5000). The Increased Life Core (JLC)
information shows that damage tolerance require- Fig. 1 The ENSIP tasks.
ments oere met with small or modest increases in
component weight, with cost savings and reduce6 The primary need for damage tolerance
inspection requirements and with lower life requirements has occurred due to the ever present
cycle costs (LCC). The importance of early trade drive to minimize engine weight through develop-
studies to define the optimum life (Low Cycle ment of materials with increased strength and
Fatigue-LCF) and inspection Interval requirements resistance to crack initiation. An undesirable
for a new engine design is shown for the PW5000. but attendant feature of these newer materials has
Data presented for both of these examples clearly been decreased resistance to crack growth. Some
Illustrate that damage tolerance is achieved trends are shown in Figure 2. The conventional
without adverse impact on conventional measures
of merit (i.e., weight and cost).

Background
Na~mTo 0= *GwmT

The Deputy for Engineering, Aeronautical in
Systems Division, has developed an aggressive
program for engine mechanical and structural 1 1...."

integrity which is applied to each development
program. This program is commonly referred to as
the Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP) a * I
and is contained in MIL-STD-1783 (USAF) dated 30
November 1984. The ENSIP tasks are shown in 12
Figure 1. A new ard critical element now con-
tained in ENSIP is the damage tolerance require-
ment which is highlighted in Figure 1. The damage -

tolerance requirement has been incorporated into
USAF aircraft and engine development programs to Fig. 2 Some material trends - resistance to
prevent safety of flight structural failures that crack growth.
have been caused by material defects, manufac-
turing defects or fatigue induced cracks. Many of approach to life management of cycle limited com-
t"se ic ,ds,, ,.ud have been dvoided by proper ponents is shown in Figure 3. Components are
material selection; control of stress levels; use designed so that the low cycle fatigue (LCF)
of fracture resistant design concepts, manufac- limit exceeds the required usage interval in
turing and processing controls; and use of terms of engine flight hours or cycles. The LCF
reliable inspection methods during production limit is based on the lower bound (-3 sigma or
and periodic in-service maintenance. 1/1000) of the distribution of crack initiation

times. The lower bound limit has been chosen to
prevent occurrence of cracking and resultant
failure and the need for repair (economics). The

"Technical Advisor main concern with the conventional approach is
Deputy for engineering that no recognition or provision exists regarding
Senior Member AIAA the impact initial defects can have on total

This paper is declared a wort of the U.S.
Government and therefore Is In the public domain.
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component life (i.e., component failure can and It is required that the "cost" as a function
has occurred prior to reaching the LCF limit), of the "requirement" be defined via trade studies
An additional concern with the conventional since the magnitude of the safety limit impacts
approach is that the majority of components will overall engine configuration variables such as
be discarded prior to reaching their crack Ii- weight, costs, material selection, inspection
tiation time if the LCF li it is less than the methods, detail design. Trade study results are
full life requirement. Onge again, this used to set the damage tolerance requirement and
situation has occurred frequently in the past due associated variables. Examples of redesign of an
to several factors such as the usage being more existing "off the shelf" engine and a new engine
severe than assumed in design, system life exten- design are provided later. Additional discussion
sion beyond the original requirement, deficient of the damage tolerance requirement and associated
detail design, etc. In summary, our concerns variables follows.
with the conventional life management approach
involve both safety and economics. Fracture Critical Components

Fracture critical components are defined as
SITthose components whose failure will result in pro-

r - . bable loss of the aircraft as a result of noncon-
CRA L _,tainment or, for single engine aircraft, power

'---0Z loss preventing sustained flight due to direct

part failure or by causing other progressive part
failures. Damage tolerance requirements are

[IS .GIftUSAI IUIC I applied only to fracture critical components and
A ' . f=11AONUM,3" not, in general, to durability critical com-

ponents. As can be expected, component classifi-
ACT IW P PATMAUNI, IATIUWT cation is affected by aircraft/engine

TOT F ,&M configuration; i.e., single engine or multi-
u~M engine. Component classification can, in some
,.N.O, TA(WD-MOA TO AN instances, be rather subjective and historical

, wLUTJTI1USS ,ARPTuUU(I records and experience gained during development
Fig. 3 Conventional approach to life manage- tests should be used to aid in classification.

ment of cyclic limited engine Component classification is established early and
components. is identified In the contract specifications.

Damage Tolerance Requirements Initial Flaw Size
Initial flaws are assumed to exist in frac-

General ture critical components. Aircraft and engine
Damage tolerance is defined as the ability of experience reveals that premature cracking (i.e.,

the engine to resist failure due to the presence crack initiation prior to the LCF limit) occurs at
of flaws, cracks or other damage for a specified high stressed areas and initial conditions have
period of unrepaired usage. The damage tolerance included both material and manufacturing related
approach to life management of cycle limited quality variations (i.e., voids, inclusions,
engine components is shown in Figure 4. machining marks, scratches, sharp cracks, etc.).
Components are designed so that the safety limit The damage tolerance requirement uses a sharp
exceeds two times the required inspection inter- crack initial flaw assumption to characterize
val. The safety limit or residual life is the these abnormal initial conditions. Assumed ini-
time for assumed initiaLflaws to grow and cause tial imbedded flaw sizes are based on the Intrin-
failure. Since the requirement is to inspect at sic material defect distribution or the
one-half the safety limit, the design goal for the Nondestructive Inspection (NOI) methods to be used
safety limit is two times the required design life during manufacture. Assumed initial surface flaw
(i.e., no inspections). The minimum design sizes are based on the NDI methods to be used
requirement for the safety limit is two times the during manufacture. An inspection reliability of
planned depot visit interval. The basis and 90 per cent Probability of Detection (POD) at the
assumptions for initial flaws are covered lower bound 95 per cent Confidence Level (CL) is
elsewhere in this paper. requireti for the assumed initial flaw sizes.

or" W4 W uwT MUTJ-1 An initial flaw size not less than 0.030 inch
S / / length (surface) or 0.015 inch by 0.015 inch
/ ' 'length (corners) for nonconcentrated stress areas

3601 -- (bores, webs, etc) is required. The basis for
- .- -- this requirement is twofold: (1) to establish an

6M initial flaw size that can be screened by use of
____ 1__________ ..- I -- 1 1 - - ICMv% - .

tow,9ma090. Mstandard NOI method ad (2) to provide capability
___ , APMn U M F for application of upgraded NOI methods at a few

04 OIuSCAmA1 locations when required. Initial flaw sizes for
,,,, AT 4 SL 1,WWTM AL 111 other surface locations (holes, fillets, scallops,
em,P IMS 0MW M. etc) will be consistent with the demonstrated

IP '"T MIM I capability (90% POD/95% CL) of the inspection
0,, immI110101Osystem proposed for use.

Fig. 4 Damage tolerance approach to life
management of cyclic limited engine
components.
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The assumed initial flaw sizes for use in the design life may be prohibited on some
design are summarized in Figure 5. components/locations. Therefore, inservice

inspections will be allowed on some components
subject to justification. The basis for the

* 0.030INCHSURFACELENGTHWHEREN METHOOIS justification is characterization of the cost as
FLUORESCENT PENERANT a function of the requirement as established by

* 0O.OINCH SURFACELENGTH ERE NOI METHOoISEOY trade studies. Cost is usually expressed in
CURRENTOULTRASONICS - terms of weight or life cycle cost (LCC) and the

9 0.002SOUAEINCHAREAFOR IMB.EDODED ECTSUnUZiNG requirement in terms of safety limit or flaw
ULTRASONICS growth interval.

* 0.200 INCH SURFACE LENGTH ANO IMIEDOED SPHERE - 0.2 xt
FOR WELOVENTS The depot or base level inspection interval

* WHEN INITIAL FLAW SIZES ARE BASED ON MATERIAL DEFECT for damage tolerance considerations must be com-
OISTRIIUTION, SELECTED SIZESHAL ENKOPASs ."%OF patible with the overall engine maintenance plan.
THE DISTRIBUTION Once again, it is highly desirable that the

e OEMONSTRATIONTHATASSUMEDFLAWSIZESCANBEREUABLY inspection interval be equal to the hot part
OETECTEDAT /ISREQUIRE. design service life as this is the expected mini-

Fig. 5 Assumed initial flaw sizes used in mum depot or maintenance interval for the engine
design. or module. It is required that the damage

tolerance inspection interval be contained In the
Residual Strength contract specification.

Residual strength is defined as the load
carrying capability of a component at any time Flaw Growth
during the service exposure period considering Flaw growth Interval, safety limit and
the presence of uamage and accounting for the residual life are used Interchangeably in this
growth of damage as a function of exposure time. paper. It is required that the assumed initial
The requirement is to provide limit load residual flaw sizes will not grow to critical size and
strength capability throughout the service life cause failure of a component due to the applica-
of the component. Expressed in another way, the tion of the required residual strength load in
minimum residual strength for each component (and two times (2X) the inspection interval. The flaw
location) must be equal to the maximum stress growth Interval is set equal to 2X the inspection
that occurs within the applicable stress spectra interval to provide margin for the variability
based on the design duty cycle. Normal or that exists In the total process (i.e., Inspec-
expected overspeed due to control system tion reliability, material properitles, usage,
tolerance and engile deterioration is included stress predictions, etc). Factors other than two
in the residual strength requirement but fall should be used when individual assessments of the
safe conditions such as burst margin are variables that affect crack growth can be made
excluded. A pictorial presentation of the rest- (e.g., to account for observed scatter in crack
dual strength requirement is shown in Figure 6. growth during testing).

MIUA"smewh It is very important that the effects of
oao *___ ITU Tvibratory stress on unstable crack growth beVA" UM accounted for in establishing the safety limit.

Experience shows that the threshold crack size
I can be significantly 'ess than the critical crack

Ssize associated with the material fracture tough-
ness depending on the material, major stress

nMMLO== 3CCU~C €cycle and the vibratory stress. Indeed, as shown
fby Figure 7, the conventional Goodman Diagram may

not disclose the true sensitivity of initial
I _, v / defects to vibratory stresses.

UZI

TWWI4ITLVUI TLI .YMf,, DMAS CYCLIS I.

Fig. 6 The residual strength requirement. - 0UW -a FW

% t -

Inspection Intervals - -m
It is highly desirable to have no damage

tolerance Inspections required during the design N "
lifetime of the engine. This inservice non- -
inspectable classificati'n requires that com- I ,
PGAI~hLb be designed sucn tnat tne safety limit be III...L..L.J.L Ii I I I N'~ II a
twice the design life. Designing components as ' u " ,M K M -=P#
Inservice non-inspectable is a requirement for u WnW M
those components or locations which cannot be Alomn o.on" ,-MW V

inspected during the depot maintenance cycle Fig. 7 Interaction of vibratory stress and
(i.e., imbedded defect considerations and other and initial flaws - example.
non-inspectable areas).

Verification
It is recognized though that the weight -Verification that damage tolerance criteria

penalty incurred to achieve a safety limit twice is met is assured via development and implemen-
tation of a damage tolerance control plan, by
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analysis and test, and by implementation of Analysis and Test Requirements. A summary
reliable inspection methods during manufacture of thennalysis and test objectives for damage
and field/depot maintenance. tolerance is shown in Figures 10 and 11.

Particular emphasis is placed on establishing
Damage Tolerance Control Plan. This plan correlation between analytical predictions and

identifies and schedules ah of the tasks and test measurements for growth of cracks In criti-
interfaces in the functionai areas of design, cal areas. Refined analysis models that predict
materials selection, test, manufacturing control the stress state at and away from the surface as
and inspection. Specific tasks that are well as multiple cyclic tests of coupons, subcom-
addressed in a control plan are shown in Figure ponents and full scale components in the presence
8. A typical schematic for the several func- of initial damage are required. Test require-
tional areas is shown in Figure 9. Most of the ments are summarized in Figure 12. Engine test
tasks to be contained in the damage tolerance with components that are pre-flawed or cracked In
control plan have been accomplished by engine critical locations is important to determine the
manufacturers in past development and production effects of the "real" environment (temperature
programs. However, the damage tolerance require- and gradients, vibration, etc). Such tests must
ment now established by the Air Force imposes the be closely controlled and monitored using the
need for new tasks as well as tighter controls inspection requirements planned for service engl-
and more involvement between the functional nes to assure safety of the test engine. A sum-
areas. Experience indicates that the development mary of the damage tolerance test conducted on
and implementation of a damage tolerance control the F1O0 engine is shown in Figure 13. Test
plan is very difficult but experience also shows requirements for damage tolerance as conducted on
very strongly that development of a plan results a recent development program are discussed in a
in an improved understanding of what must be later section of this paper.
done.

1. T RADE STUOIES DiESIGN CON EPTSJATE1,XiWEJT. FoR £cC CI uA AREA DATA
PERFOOIKANC.COST . soY STATI

2. ANALYSISM

3. DEVELOPMENT ANO OUAIJFiCATiTOJ "JC ' =Z, AREA
•C F, IFIIALAT

4. FRACTURE CRITICAL PARTS LIST

S. ZOMNM OF DAWNOIS 
C

3. BASIC MATERIALS FRACTURE DATA 1o0 tACH CRITtRIA PART AND AREA

7. MATERIAL PF4OPERMiE CONTROL$

S. TRACEA3ILZT

f. NONDESTRUCTIVE IN51ECTION (1401 MiQtJIREMENTS

Fig. 8 Tasks - damage tolerance control plan. Fig. 10 Development of stress spectra.

MARISAMU.

. .I nT

Dow tu DAu

~Fig. 11 Residual life analysis and test

procedures.

• "'O OW 'O ! Sm
WAO LOTI aA~m WGRfRIW5 DOATV4 VL AOWA I

• O.TM PO N UMTS COM M

* PAVCCA)O*6 OM cSA"X GCTN IO.I oS o

• MIJIAfTVI[ STrUCTraAL 04rT1U.$ IO.i NOLI., SCR., I.", lrrd
•AA. wUT SdJTMSS SWC11hMparticuarly important part of the damage J

tolerance control plan is the requirement for
early trade studies for design concepts! ,~o

material/weight! performance/cost. These trade .A1PAM. . Om, T., A LS R UC.s+h,,,L.O..IA+.

studies are critical to defin g cost versus

requirement (e.g., weight impact versus inspec- ., ICA_ IoOIA. U tMO wd

tion interval). A later section of this paper . PMS., A T1W ,b .gI SS SFI 7 , 1. A.w f

illustrates how trade studies are used to set . - , m-,
the design for a new engine. Fig. 12 Damage tolerance test requirements.
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In general, flourescent penetrant inspection
(FPI) is specified for areas requiring 0.030 inch
surface length or larger to achieve the required
residual life. The ability of current FPI pro-
cesses in comnon use today to reliably detect
.030 inch flaws is not clear. Therefore, in some

an ,, _ instances eddy current may be specified for large
t . .a1,,,MR. surface areas or for additional locations if)I .. u,,,cuMr,, susceptibility to inservice damage exists, If the

b.,IITEAIUMLWO area is not readily accessible or if reliability
'-' ,}-data indicates the need. Data generated on

numerous demonstration programs clearly indicates

.Vthat the FPI process can be significantly
improved over that in general use today via
implementation of upgraded training, equipment

A . V ,* " and procedures (e.g., proper cleaning including
etch, hydrophilic emulsifier, wet developer) and

Fig. 13 F100 residual life engine test. by doing redundant (multiple) inspections. These
demonstration programs have been conducted on

,4on Destructive Inspection 0N00. NDI several Air Force engine development programs
requirements are imp lemented on fracture criti- (FI0, F101, F110) and laboratory technology
cal parts during manufacture and during programs (Air Force Wright Aeronautical
field/depbt Inspection to protect safety. Laboratories). Detection improvements that have
Specific inspection requirements are derived via been demonstrated for improved surface prepara-
design analysis trade-offs between initial flaw tion including etch are shown in Figure 16. A
size assumption, stress level, and material pro- critical near term need is to implement the best
perties for a given usage (stress environment
spectrum). As discussed in the section on inital
flao size, a flaw size assumption less than 0.030
inch surface length requires implementation of
enhanced NOI (i.e., eddy current). Primary,,_____
emphasis on use of eddy current is for stress -a ruWIS-

concentration areas where a small flaw size
assumption is required to achieve the required a"
residual life without excessive weight penalty.
Typical probability of detection data for eddy
current is Shown in Figure 14. A summary of nAM Wvt, tg V ,r,, 1,

enhanced inspection requirements for Air Force "a UKME NUAVI ALM

engines is shown in Figure 15. Fig. 16 FPI flaw detection improvement - etch
surface preparation.

-* |, / FPI process within industry and within the Air
__ _ IForce Logistics Centers since FP[ will remain toHe) be the most widely used nethod to inspect largeI areas for crack-like iJamage. Another critical

- i need for whole field inspection is development of
011140K advanced methods for c',ger term applications.
@,I The most promising approaches appear to be refi-

,kneent of existing methods wt emerging tech.

Ss",M nologies such as laser scanning with FPI and high
- --- - ,w--,1-M speed eddy current or ultrasonics. Finally, we-T F I need to quantify the POD of ultrasonics to detectimbedded defects in bulk volumes and to develop

&M, M,. , 1 "4 u " ,, oa . inspection methods for finished shapes. Very
-- am, limited data indicates that reliable detection

Fig. 14 Probability of detection - eddy limits may be as large as 2000 square mils (i.e.,
current. - approximately equal to a planar disc of 3/64 inch

FIOO ENGINE diameter). The goal is to develop and implement

EDDY CURRENT , DEPOT 3180 ultrasonic inspection methods such that a resi-
EDDY CURRENT - PRODUCTION 11182 dual life equal to 2X the required life or
FAN DISK CRYOGENIC PROOF TEST 1184 inspection interval can be achieved assuming the

TF34 ENGINE aIlqutet udeLe eLtble I'law sIze withOut excestve

EDDY CURRENT ', DEPOT 1184-12184 impact on weight.

F10 ENGINE IMPLEMENTATION FlOO-PW-220 Increased Life Core (ILC_
EDDY CURRENT 4, PRODUCTION PLAN DEVELOPED
LDEPOT The Increased Life Core (ILC) of the Fl00-PW-220

FUTURE IMPLEMENTATIONS BEING DEFINED engine provides an excellent case example of the
FlO application of ENSIP based damage tolerance
F109 requirements to a significant evolutionary change
ATFE to an existing engine. The ILC contains major

Fig. 15 Status- implementation of upgraded design improvements to the "heart" of the engine
NOI requirements, giving the Fl00-PW-220 the capability of extended
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inspection intervals and part lies thereby obtaining the improvenents in life.and damage
reducing-costs and increasing readiness. The tolerance to achieve the ILC goals without major
current F100 core provides a firm baseline redesigning of structural components in the
against which cost and weight impacts to meet compressor. As an example, selection of a
ENSIP can be measured as well as benefits in substitute material for Astroloy rin spacers
maintenance intervals and life extension. illustrates the potential benefits possible

UM, through material choice. Substitution of
The Fl00-PW-220 is a-fully qualified new Waspaloy for Astroloy in the aft (10th, 11th and

engine model. However it provides many of the 12th) compressor spacers was possible by very
benefits of an off-the-shelf engine because of slight thickness changes which added less than
its high degree of commonality with current -100 .25 pounds. The resulting benefits include both
and -200 production nodels. This commonality was improvements to LCF life and damage tolerance.
achieved in part through the requirement that The improvement in damdge tolerance provides an
interchangeability of design improve,nents be increase of 100% in residual life at operating
maintained with current production parts, sets, stresses and temperatures typical of mission
and modules. Altiough this constraint on usage as shown in Figure 18.
interchangeability existed for the ILC design,
major improvements were nevertheless possible in The importance of design detail on damage
the areas of durability and damage tolerance, tolerance can be seen through the example of the
These impeovements resulted in th3 following fifth stage disk which Is made of high strengtn
benefits. titanium. The web of the fifth stage was

strengthened to resist the loading of the rim
* 4000 TACs* minimum inspection iiterval spacers which heat up and thermally expand faster

than the bolted structural backbone of the
4 4000 TACs hot section part life compressor. Modest recontouring of the disk web

and its transition to the disk bore resulted in
* 8000 TACs cold section part life .25 pounds increase in weight. Bending stresses

were reduced 50 percent and overall combined
These advances in part life were made possible (effective) stress was reduced 40 percent.
through the use of advances in materials and spe- Improvement in damage tolerance is reflected in
cial attention to design details to enhance an increase in the flaw size required to attain
damage tolerance. an inspection interval equal to the depot

IUlm
, 8 ".

C ++

j.~gU W 10

3 --- en , l#IA

.0.*1 *0le~t fmlCll IS. +

101 |1 ilO eO O C.t&01

Fig. 17 F1O0 ILC compressor rotor design. ,000 CTCul

Fig. 18 Effect of material choice on component
Comoressor Rotor Design life.

Basic construction of the compressor rotor
features a combination of integral arm and flat interval of 4000 TACs. Eddy current inspection
disks as shown in Figure 17. Tiebolts at the at production is not necessary with the larger
flat disk locations connect the disks to form the flaw size at the reducea stress level. Figure 19
basic rotor backbone. The first three disks are shows that a threefold increase in permissible
made of titanium alloys whereas the latter stages flaw size was obtained. Cost of inspection was
are nickel-base alloys. Spacers with integrally thereby reduced witi no increase in cost of the
machined coated wedge shaoed seals are assembled disk.
between adjacent disk rimi-to limit rim vibratory
stresses and deflections. Most of the high Overall weight increase to the IL. high
strength alloys and integral parts that have been pressure compressor to meet damage tolerance
proven in the FI00 are retained in the requirements total a 7odest four pounds.
FO0-PW-220 9PC roto.

Turbine Rotor Sejimn
However, a number of changes were .nade to The ILC turbine rotor system shown in Figure

enhance damage tolerance capability consistent 20 is a new and advanced configuration designed
with Ehsi1 IP criteria and are also shown in Figure for damage tolerance. It is unique in that there
,17. are no life limiting cocling air or attaciiment

holes in either the rim, web, or bore area of
t4aterial selection was a key factor in either uisk. Since holes in these areas were

*TACs =-Total Accumulated Cycles = LCF cycles + .25TFTC
wnere LCF cycles Cold start - Intermediate and Above - Shutdown
and-Ful-l Throttle Cycles (= r cycles Idle - Intermediate and Above - Idle
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too Improved crack growth capability of the ILC
HPT rotor design has been verified by a hot

itCREOESIN cyclic spin test of a preflawed rotor (Figure
122). Initially a rotor constructed of current
8000 tACs production processed PWA1074 (Gatorized TM INIO0)

was used to verify tte design improvements in
7- crack growth relative to the current production
- - rotor. After 12,000 cycles a damage tolerance
4 processed 1st stage disk was substituted for the

C010 PWA1074 disk and testing continued to 17,000
CURRENT cycles. Testing was conducted at 350F. Rotor

speed was cycled from 1000 to 14,500 rpm.Maximum engine speed is 13,500 rpm. The higher
test speed was used to accelerate testing. P
total of 109 preflaws were introduced by EOM
(Electrical Oischarge Machining) and Tack Welding

102 103 I04 In critical stress locations. The preflaws were
RESIOUAL LIFEITACSJ slow to propagate as detectable cracks. By com-

parison, the current production HPT rotor has
Fig. 19 F100 HPC 5th stage disk web residual been tested in four similar tests with 107

life. preflaws from 1,000 to only 13,500 rpm at 50"F.
Propagation to detectable cracks and subsequent

found to severely limit the fracture life of the crack growth In these tests agreed with predic-
disk, a configuration was identified that did not tions and were much faster than In the ILC rotor
require life limiting holes in the disk body. test.
Eliminating these holes reduces stesses to a much
lower level than those of the current F100 pro-
duction rotor. The two-stage configuration has
been maintained to ensure interchangeability and
commonality wit' the F100, minimize overall
weapons systems Height, and provide maximum per- , ,
formance with moderate physical speeds. a hlots

i..Mile "M"S F111

* . Fig. 22 F100 Cyclic spin test F100 ILC
-turbine rotor.

-........ C'.,.

CSAt MCUC1M
-P 1" ? 0"Mil -"Oq

Fig. 2.O F130 ILC turbine rotor design. ,r

Temperatures and pressures used for analysis of
te HPT rotor were verified in an experimental
core engine. L.ow stresses of the ILC HPT rotor ,
have been verified in two room temperat.Jre spin
tests. Figure.21 shows a conparison of predicted
stresses converted-from measured strains for the "a "-i-
spin test condition. , ,14 ,, ,l a

F; ig. 23 Actual and predicted flaw growth.

w .it ', W A comparison of the fastest growing cracks
of the ILC and current producti,.:,i rotors Is shown

I r in Figure 23. The !LC coer'-te wa~s chosen for
IV" -comparison because it das the irst component to
C C=, exhibit cracks. Even at the higner rotor test

, ' speed, the ILC rotor has demonstrated improved
cratc' growth life and improved damage tolerance.

94 The earliest ILC preflaws became detectable

$--"' -1311 0 411"MA cracks at 4,000 spin cycles 4hile the current
production rotor exhibited cracks as early as 500

Fig. 21 Correlation of measir-d and predicted spin cycles although eotor test speed was only
stresses. 13,500 rpm.
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The ILC HPT rotor was designed to be Penetrant Inspection (FPI) for the bulk of
capable of meeting typical crack growth of 8000 inspections performed on production parts. Eddy
T C's -from inspectable flaw sizes. To current use is limited to three locations. The
achieve -this capability it was recognized that total specialized inspection requirements are
extensive eddy current inspections, approaching significantly reduced when compared to the
whole field capability, would be required if current production rotor even though its inspec-
current material was ret hed. iTamage tolerant tion interval has increased from 1800 TACS to
processing which was shownI under an IR&D program 4000 rACs. Comparison of requirements is shown
to have promise of increasing crack growth by at in Table 1. Significant cost avoidance has
least a factor of two, and for some stress/flaw resulted by the use of OTP to meet the Inspec-
inspection sizes up to four times, was placed tion criteria. The cost of inspection for the
under a full scale characterization program to HPT would be approximately two times higher if
allow its use in the ILC. A comparison of crack conventionally processed material were used.
growth of PWA1074 and OTP Satorized TM INI00 is
shown- in Figure 24. Through the use of OTP it 3ecause the tensile and yield strength of
was possible to maintain the use of Flourescent ITP is reduced somewhat compared to PWA1074 and

the rotor was designed for lower stresses to
maximize damage tolerance, a weight Increase of
25 pounds was required relative to the earlier
production HPT.

0 U t PIW Io npm

N , NOR "' l, Assessment of Damage Tolerance Cost

,', IIncreased part costs occur due to the
increase in input weight and due to slightly
higher machining costs associated with DTP
material. These costs for both the HPC and HPT

ti. in the ILC have been assessed and are shown in
Table 2.

CioiS
Fig. 24 Flaw growth life comparison.

Table I Comparison of eddy current inspection requirements

Number of: Current Fl01 at 1800 TACs ILC at 4000 TACs

Locations 10 3

Individual Inspections 382 70

Table 2 Damage tolerance design cost increase (approx)

Increased Inspection Costs S 800/engine

- Focused Zyglo Inspections

- Eddy Current Inspections

Increased Fabrication/Machining Costs $ 500/engine

Increased'Materials Costs $2300/engine

Total-Increased Cost $3600/engine

Another s;3nificant cost factor is asso- costs for damage tolerance analysis -were assessed
ciated-with increases in design and development to be $2 million.
casts. In the design arena a very large invest-
nent in finite element analysis is required to In the area of development similar cost
define internal stress and strain states for impacts are felt. Material characterization,
crack growth analyses. Experience in the !LC hhs especially crack growth testing for da/dn over
shown a 100% increase in stress analysis effort the wide range of temperatures and I ratios
during the design phase of new components. The required for mission analysis, adds significant
crack'growth life computation for all critical costs to the already expensive costs of new
areas. is also a significant factor because of the material characterization such as the OTP
complexity of typical fighter missions in which Gatorized TM INI00. In addition, verification
time dependent relationships of pressures, ten- tests for damage tolerance along with expensive
peratures and rotor speeds interact. Added prototype test parts must be accounted for.
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These additional development costs of material - CC) to the Air corce. Therefore, a study qas
characterization and verification testing needed in the early days of the ATFE program to

totalled approximately S2 million. Total addi- determine the optimum life and inspection inter-
tional design and development costs therefore val goals for the P.5000.

approximated S4 million. Although this repre-

sants a substantial incre in total costs, on Based on initial durability goals provided

a per engine basis, it is..a modest investment. by the procuring activity, a preliminary engine
For example, on a one thov.and engine fleet, configuration qas defined for the PW5000. As

cost is $4000 per engine. iart of the configuration definition, several
features were incorporated into the design to

In contrast to a moderate initial cost improve durability. This 4as accomplished by
increase per engine, very considerable benefits two methods. First, stress risers are mininized
will be realized in reduced maintenance costs by eliminating such things as bolt holes, oil
and increased utilization of parts. Increased drain holes, etc. Secondly, materials are uti-
maintenance interval (i.e., time between inspec- lized which have improved Low Cycle Fatigue
tions) from 1800-2000 TACs to 4000 TACs is pro- (LCF) and damage tolerance capabilities. Upon
jected to save $120,000 per engine over the 8000 completion of this effort, the stidy was inl-
TAC design life by eliminating two shop visits. tiated to define "optimun" life and inspection

Even greater savings are realized wnen the interval.
ootential for extended utilization is examined.
It Has found that design for damage tolerance PW500 Study Overview
usually resulted in minimum LCF life margins of The study oDjective was to define the opti-
50% to 200%. Thus marts can be used for another um life and inspection interval for the ATFE.

one-half life resulting in :arts replacement This was accomplished by defining weight impacts
costs savings of $140,000 per engine. This and the resulting LCC associated with various
coupled with another $60,000 per engine savings life goals and inspection intervals. The
to eliminate an additional shop visit results in following is a brief discussion of the ground
additional savings of S200,000. Total cost ules defined for the study.
savings per engine over 12,300 TAC usage is thus
330,500 per engine. Life Limits. Weight and LCC impacts were

defined for assumed LCF life values of 8000 TACs
The bottom line in cost based on a 'current engine life), 12,000 TACs and 16,000

hypothetical one thousand enline fleet is then a TACs (future engine desirable goals).
benefit to cost ratio of 40 ti 1.

lamaqe Tolerance. Weight and LCC impacts
lenefits/enaine = $320,000 = 40 were defined for inspection intervals of 3000,

Costs/engine 7,600 4000, and 5000 TACs. A margin of safety of 2.0
was ised on all crack growth calculations to

This extremely advantageous benefit to cost jetermine the inspection interval; i.e., the

ratio is oronised for a icry small eotor weignt insoection interval was equal to one-half of the
Increase, less than i' in engine weigit. lamage Cracture mechanics safety limit. Oeterministic
tolerant iesijn conceots nave been accepted on craclJre necnanics techniques were used for all
t'e basis of increaset safety. Clearly Vhe :LZ crick jrowth calculations.
exanole also orovides a conoelling argument :or
damage toieeant design fr^m a cost viewpoint and lission Usaae. To reduce the amount of
justifies its use as rine criteria 4n new .analysis required, a single mission was defined
engine programs. vnich is representative of 'he anticipated

'light isage of tne ATF.
'w5000

To meet ootentia '.-artime threats in the Thermal Analysis. Detailed component tem-

1390s, an advanced aircraft known as the oeritures were defined throughout the mission
Advanced Tactical Fignter 'ATF) is being deve- for the oarts studied.
loped. The oower plant to oe used to power tnis
aircraft has been designated is the Advanced laterials. Proje.ted improved LCF and
Tactical Fignter E;igine ( TFE). Dratt crack irowti orooerties 4ere utilized The fan

hi:ney's engine for this Wplication Is the zotor comoonent materials 4ere assumed to oe
5O100. This engine "s an advanced, twin Spool, titanium. "he remaining components Mere assumed

3ugmented turbofan wiit', thr~ust vectoring ana to he nicel alloys.
reversing capability. The engine cycle has
been structured to provide a ;alance .etween Flaw Sizes. :law sizes 4ere based on pro-
supersonic dry power capability and transonic lected inspection techniques and :neet the
maneuverability requiremerts. 'or both flignt -eouiremnents of Figure 6 for flourescent
and rcndPeraon, nrjs: ;Pctor .g and penetrdnt anu eddy current. Philosophicaily,
reversing caoabilities are provided to improve the number of locations requiring eddy current
aircraft maneuverability and -educe landing (EC) were .ninimized. However, to minimize
distance. 4eight imnpacts, improved inspection techniques

'i.e., smaller flaw size associated with EC)

!mproved durability and reduced maintenance Mere incorporated at disk limiting locations
requirements over current Jay engines are orior to increasing the component weight. This
required for the ATFE. At the same time, the resulted in an increased number of EC inspec-
aircraft/engine must oe maneuverable (lignt tions, but minimized the weight and LCC
welgnt) and affordable (minimum Life yycle ^ost increases.
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Structural Limits. Short time Units such inspection intervals, the LCF life was kept
as disk burst margin, local yield and plastic constant at 12,000 TACs. Sizing of the disks
growth (deflections) were adhered to for all was accomplished by determining allowable stress
parts studied, levels for all critical features in each of the

components studied. The allowable stress levels

St3dy !esults - LCF Life- were then input into a disk synthesis computer
The !S-ults -5T"NeTsudy for the ATFE program which produced an .stimated geometric

showed that variations in inspection intervals shape. Figure 26 is an example of two synthe-
had considerably more impact on engine weight sized disks. The smallest disk was sized for
and LCC than changes in.LCF. Therefore, only a 3000 cycles and the larger disR was sized for
brief discussion of the life goal study is pre- 5000 cycles. ipon completion of the disk

sented herein. synthesis, all critical features were analyzed
in detail to determine the safety limits and

Three disks were selected for detailed resulting LCF lives.
stress and life analysis to represent all other
dis<s. To insure that the study was represen- = 0L0UCOUS
tative of the entire rotor system, "typical" On YCLES

disks were chosen to accomplish the detailed
analysis. This prevents a bias from occurring .

when determining rotor system weights and LCC. ,"I

Also, the inspection interval was kept constant "
relative to the LCF design goal. For example, . ,

the inspection interval was 3000 TACs for a life
goal of 12,000 TACs(1/4 inspection interval).
Similarly, 4000 TACs inspection interval was
used when the life goal was 16,000 TACs.

Fig. 25 Impact of inspection interval on
-he life goal study showed that the optimun configuration.

rotor part life is equal to the planned opera-
tional usage; i.e., eoual to the aircraft design To determine the safety limit and subsequent
life. This is illustrated in Figure 25 where inspection intervals, deterministic fracture
the operational usage was 12,000 TACs and mechanics techniques 4ere utilized. As men-
results in the minimum L:C for the system. tioned earlier, to 'inimize weight increase,
Increasing the design life above the planned additional EC inspections were assumed prior to
usage causes unacceptable increases in disk changing the disk size to neet the respective
weight hich means 3 heavier aircraft and mre inspection intervals of 3000, 4000 or 6000 TACs.
fuel used. Conversely, designing the rotor to a If incorporation of the added EC inspections
life goal less than the planned usage results in resulted in an inadequate safety limit, then
a significant increase in the number of replace- weight was added to the dis- to meet the
ment parts. This increase in the number of required inspection interval.
replatelnent parts does not compensate, fron a
L 3 standpoint, for the resultant rotor weight In addition to qei.jht :hanges, it is extre-
savings. nely imoortant -o define "fundamental" con-

figuration impacts. onfiguration changes may
result in a significant impact to the basic
design conceot resulting in additional .eight

" ,Pi i~sW" penalties other tnan *ust the disks being
.Mo, -S Ills studied. in the case of the engine section

'00aI shown in Figure 26, additional design changes
__ were required. The added disk woight caoused a

rotor critical speed oroblem. In order to
'acorrect this critical speed concern, hA eotir

backbone had to' e ncreased in diamt .

resulting in an additional veight )ena:ty.
-;001

For the purposes -)f the study -ie )000 ' C
"'00' _ 'IAW"I00f"'AI"' ' I inspecticn nterval ,vas assumed to be Jhe base-

line. All eignts, L numbers and i;ncraoes ,
,00 0000 ,,0O0 ,1000 000 the number of fC inspections vere done retative

to this baseline. -letailed results of this
ig.?5 Life cycle cost impact vs design study are shown in the following paragraphs:

life (PW5000).
EC Insnection :,noact. Table 3 shows how

Study Results - :nsoection Interval the number of EC inspections increases with an
As in the LCF life'portion of the study, increase in desired inspection interval. 4ith a

three "typical" disks yere chosen to determine 3000 7AC inspection interval is the base, a
the optimum inspection interval. A disk waq significant increase in the number of features
selected from each of the Fan, HPC and HPT rotor needing EC is required for 4000 and 6000 TAC
sections. Weight and LCC imDacts were then inspection intervals, respectively.
estimated for the remaining stages.

Weight :oact. Table 4 shows the weight
inspection goals of 3000, 4000 and 6000 increases as a function of inspection interval.

TACs were selected for the Study. For ill To increase the :nsoection 'iterval from 3000 to
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4000 TACs only requires a 20 pound weight Study Summary
penalty. However, a 6000 TAC inspection inter- To accomplish a new engine design and get
val would require a weight increase of 190 the engine to test in a reasonable period of
pounds when compared to a 3090 TAC interval, time, specific structural requirements are
This agnitude of weight increase (190 lbs) needed at the initiation of the program. This
would not be acceptable,"r a high thrust/weight is especially true for component life and
oeapon system like the AT. However, a 20 pound inspection interval requirements. If these
weight penalty would not b,. considered requirements are not defined early in the pro-
excessive, gram, then there is a high risk that either

significant redesigns are required "down the
LCC Imoact. Figure 27 illustrates how LCC road" to meet the life and inspection require-

changes with inspection interval. As in the ments, or the engine may be overly penalized in
weight summary, a 4000 TAC inspection interval weight and LCC. Therefore, trade studies like
would increase the weapon system LCC by a modest the one performed on the ATFE engine are needed
S44 million. However, going to a 6000 TAC early in the design phase of a new engine
inspection interval would result in a signifi- program so that the weapon system can be opti-
cant and unacceptable LCC increase of S1,170 mized for weight and LCC.
million.

In the case of the PW5000 engine, the
following conclusions can be made:

Table 3
Features requiring eddy current inspection The optimum LCF life goal should be

300CYCLE AOOCYCLE 6OCOCYCLE eqLal to the weapon system life. Signlflcant
INSP. INSP. 1NSP weight and/or LCC penalties are incurred when

the engine is designed to a life different than

FAN BASE + +10 that of the weapon system.

HPC BASE + +0 The damage tolerance portion of the
study showed that a 3000 TAC inspection interval

NPT BASE + 2 4 5 is the lowest weight and LCC for the weapbn
system. However, for modest weight increase,
the inspection interval can be increased 33%.

LPT BASE +- .+2 Conversely, an inspection interval increased to
+27 6000 cycles results in unacceptable weight and

TOTAL: BASE +LCC increases as well as 500% increase in the
number of features requiring EC inspection.

Summary

Damage tolerance requirements that are
Table 4 applied to Air Force engine development and

.4eignt impact vs inspection interval acquisition programs have been summarized.
These requirements are an integral part of the

3000CYCLE 4000 CYCLE WW CYCLE Enaine Structural Integrity Drogram (E JSIP) con-
NSP INSP. INSP. tained in .IIL-STD-1733 (USAF) dated 30 November

A +1984. Recent applications exoerience clearly
FAN BASE +10LBS + 50LOS demonstrates that damage tolerance is achieved

iit'out adverse impact on conventional measures
,PC BASE +1OLBS * 3SLBS of merit (i.e., weight and cost). Case examples

for the F100-DW-220 ILC and tOe PW5000 have been
HPT BASE 0 LBS + 75 LOS presented.

LPT BASE 0 LBS + 30LBS

TOTAL: BASE +2 LOS + 1 LBS

"'"

0W W" Z I

'ia. 27 1"e cycle costs impac vs inspection

interval.
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Some ENSIP Application
Perspective

(The General Electric View)

By

Dr. L. Beitch
General Electric Company
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 With the increasing use of composite materials in aircraft structures, greater use
of computer-based analysis techniques will be required to ensure structural integrity.
A major item of software with a composite laminate analysis capability is the MSC
NASTRAN finite-element code that is widely used in both government and commercial
applications.

1.2 The intent of this presentation is to give a brief overview of the capability of
MSC NASTRAN and give an example of its use for analysis of the F-15 radome.

2.0 14SC NASTRAN COMPOSITE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY

2.1 Details of the MSC NASTRAN composite analysis capability can be found in the "MSC
NASTRAN Application Manual" [I]. MSC NASTRAN uses classical lamination theory to
perform static, dynamic, eigenvalue and buckling analyses on four thin shell element
types: QUAD4, QUADS, TRIA3, and TRIA6. The elements are viewed as a stack of
orthotropic materials for which data on ply thicknesses, material properties, and
relative orientations are supplied by the user. Matrices of elastic moduli are
calculated by MSC NASTRAN for internal calculation from the input data. For static
analysis, which can include thermal and gravitational loads, stresses, and failure
indices for individual plies, and interlaminar shear stresses bonding failure indices
may be output. Three failure theories; Hill, Hoffman, and Tsai-Wu; may be used by
NASTRAN for calculation of failure indices.

2.2 MSC NASTRAN accepts material and element properties for composite laminates by
reading MATS and PCOMP cards respectively. The MATS card supplies the elastic
properties of a single ply as in Figure 1. The PCOMP card defines the actual layup of
the composite, including the thickness, orientation, and material identification of each
ply; as well as defining the output data format. An example of a PCOMP card is shown in
Figure 2.

2.3 For a composite eleme't, MSC NASTRAN produces output in two forms, both of which
are shown in Figure 3. Data available for each ply of the layup are stresses in the

-fiber and matrix directions, interlaminar stresses, principal stresses, failure indices

for each ply, and interlaminar bonding stresses. Interlaminar bonding stresses are
calculated by an approximate technique which does not take account of edge effects, so
these results must be used with care.

2.4 When 14SC NASTRAN is given element and material properties on MAT8 and PCOMP cards,
--it calculates equivalent MAT2 and PSHELL cards. Each PCOMP card is replaced by a single

PSHEL-L card which references up to four MAT2 cards. The MAT2 cards describe the
469
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"smeared" elastic properties of the whole layup, in matrix form, for membrane loads,
bending loads, transverse shear and membrane-bending coupling. An example of the MAT2
and PSHELL cards created by MSC NASTRAN is in Figure 4. In this example, only three
MAT2 cards have been created as the transverse shear properties of the material were not
entered on the MAT8 cards.

2.5 The PSHELL and MAT2 created by NASTRAN can be reformatted for re-input (as they are
in Figure 4) to treat the composite layup as a single layer orthotropic material. The
advantage of this technique is that these cards and the output obtained when they are
used is compatible with the SDRC SUPERTAB pre- and pcst- processing in use at WR-ALC.
This allows easy identification of the stress distribution in the model and enables
model error checking. The stress output if these cards are used takes the form shown in
Figure 5. In this case, the stresses expressed along the element co-ordinate axis, the
principal stresses and the Von-Mises stresses are output for both the top and bottom
surfaces of the element.

3.0 F-15 RADOME FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

3.1 As an example of the MSC NASTRAN capability, an analysis of the F-15 radome is
presented here. The analysis has been carried oat as a step in determining structural
repair limits for the radome. Figure 6 shows a radome with typical repairs and Figure 7
shows the geometry of these repairs which remove all of the original radome material.
MSC NASTRAN cannot easily be used to analyze these repairs, bat stress output obtained
from the unrepaired structure can be used as input to other analysis software such as
the Grumman CADAS programs [2].

3.2 The radome is composed of a composite shell that is fixed to the aircraft structure
through an aluminum support ring. The composite shell is a five layer, filament-wound
fiberglass-epoxy structure that has a [90/01/900/Oo/90°] layup as shown in Figure 8.
The 0* plies lie along the aircraft longitudinal axis. The shell tapers in thickness
from the nose to the support ring; the individual plies are varied in thickness by the
winding process. The geometry of the support ring is shown in Figure 9. The ring is
attached to the composite shell with two rows of mechanical fasteners, and is attached
to the fuselage forward bulkhead at four points.

3.3 The finite element model was constructed using the SUPERTAB pre- processing
software which makes use of high resolution computer graphics to display modelling
entities as they are generated. SUPERTAB does not support the composite modelling
features of MSC NASTRAN, so it was used only to generate the geometry of the model.
Details of the finite element model are shown in Figure 10.

3.4 The forward two-thirds of the radome is a solid of revolution about an axis 5.4
off the aircraft centerline. This portion was easily generated by SUPERTAB by creating
one row of nodes and copying them circumferentially at 10 intervals. The remaining
portion of the radome was created by entering loft data directly, and interpolating
using SUPERTAB's spline and surface generators.

3.5 The composite shell was modelled using QUAD4 and TRIA3 thin shell elements. These
elements support bending, membrane, and transverse shear loads, and are compatible with
MS. NASTRAN's composite analysis capability. Because these are flat elements, included
angles had to be kept less than 100 to minimize excess flexibility errors. The shell
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consists of twenty-nine circumferential rings of elements, referring to twenty separate
property tables to account for the longitudinal change in thickness. In all, the
composite shell was composed of 1008 QUAD4 elements and 36 TRIA3 elements.

3.6 The support ring was modelled as a ring of CBEAM elements with moments of inertia
equivalent to the built-up section. The beam elements support bending in two
directions, torsion, and axial loads. The beam elements were attached to the composite
shell at existing nodes using the appropriate offset vectors to locate the axis.

3.7 Rigid bar elements model the stiff structure which attaches the support ring to the
forward fuselage bulkhead at the four attach points. These four points were restrained
for all six degrees of freedom. The most aft ring of nodes around the lower half of the
radome were restrained in the longitudinal direction only, to simulate contact between
the radome and the forward fuselage bulkhead under design load.

3.8 Material data used for the analysis so far have been typical properties for
fiberglass-epoxy obtained from composite material textbooks [3,4]. These data are shown
in Figure 11. Material data for the support ring were readily obtainable from the
"Military Standardization Handbook - Metallic Materials and Elements for Aerospace
Vehicle Structures" [5].

4.0 LOADS

4.1 Two different loads systems have been applied - a uniform gravitational load, and
element pressure loads corresponding to the aerodynamic loads for the design flight
condition.

4.2 The gravitational lads are input to NASTRAN using the GRAV card which defines the
magnitude and direction of the field. To use this card, the element mass must be
entered on the property cards. The low density of the composite shell resulted in very
low stresses for gravitational fields up to 12g. It was concluded from this that for
the purposes of this analysis, stresses due to inertial loads were negligable and could
be ignored.

4.3 The critical flight condition for the radome is a -3g symmetrical pushdown
maneuver, resulting in a positive pressure on the upper surfaces of the radome, and a
negative pressure on the lower aft surfaces (Reference 6). Circumferential pressure
distributions at four radome stations were taken from Reference 6 and interpolated to
produce a smooth, continuous pressure over the entire surface. Plots of pressure versus
degrees from vertical are shown in Figures 12A and 12B. Each curve on these figures
corresponds to a particular ring of elements. Due to the symmetry of the flight
condition, only half of the pressures were calculated. These pressures were then
applied to the model using PLOAD4 cards which describe the magnitude of the normal
pressure to the element surface. As the pressure distribution varies continuously over
the surface, each of the pressures had to be input by hand.

5.0 ANALYSIS RESULTS

5.1 Figure 13 shows a plot of the Von Mises stresb distribution in the outer surface of

-the radome as produced by SUPERTAB from the NASTRAN run using PSHELL and MAT2 cards.
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Thio plot it] low,,l ifhntific ti on of' the inost highly :atreoied lomunt., in the ralorne.
lhjing the 'ln:ni-Wu l'-iiluru theory, a maximum failure index of 0.06 was calculated,
indicating that the radome structure is generally not highly stressed and should be able
to accept large repairs without detriment to its mechanical characteristics.

6.0 SUMMARY

6.1 MSC NASTRAN's composite laminate analysis capability is widely available and will
be used more often as composite materials become more prevalent in aircraft structures.
The use of MSC NASTRAN for the analysis of the F-15 radome has proven the value of this
tool for the solution of aircraft structural problems.

7.0 FIGURES

1. 'MAT8 CARD
2. PCOMP CARD
3. MSC NASTRAN Composite Laminate Output
4. MSC NASTRAN Created MAT2 and PSHELL Cards
5. Output from MAT2 and PSIIELL Cards
6. Radome with Typical Repairs
7. Typical Repair Geometry
8. Radome Composite Shell Layup
9. Radome Support Ring Geometry
10. Radome Finite Element Model
11-. Typical Fiberglass-Epoxy Properties
12. Applied Pressure Load Distribution
13. Outer Surface Von Mises Stress Distribution
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PROPERTY VALUE

Tensile Strength, O 160 ksi

Tensile Modulus, 00 5656 ksi

Tensile Strength, 900 4.35 ksi

Tensile Modulus, 900 1160 ksi

Compression Strength, 900 17.4 ksi

Compression Strength, 00 87 ksi

In-Plane Shear Strength 10.15 ksi

In-Plane Shear Modulus 580 ksi

Longitudinal Poisson's Ratio 0.25

Bonding Shear Strength 4.5 ksi

Figure 11: Typical Fiberglass-Epoxy Properties [3,4]
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ABSTRACT
of a technical paper

by edvins e ts
to be presented at

The 1986 USAF Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) Conference
2-4 December 1986, Capitol Plaza Holiday inn, Sacramento, California

sponsored by the Air Force Logistics Comand

This paper defines the general aircraft structures damage tolerance con-
cept, places it prespectively in the USAF Aircraft Structural Integrity
Program (ASIP), regard]ess of airframe material, and briefly reviews the
recent history of military aircraft standards and specifications, their
role in and application to current systems with respect to structural
damage tolerance. The problems of and needs for design and qualification
criteria of damage tolerant composites airframes are listed and cu.rently
developed supporting experimental data are presented.

The paper discusses the current understanding of damage tolerant design
concepts in fiber-reinforced matrix composites structures and lists the
associated problems. Tie experimental data of deliberately damaged campos-
ite specimens illustrate: the relative severity levels for each of the
various types of flaws/damages examined; the characteristics of cyclic
loading effects and the static behavior; damage tolerance sensitivities to
desin configurations and specimen complexity levels and some currently
erployed means to achieve a damage tolerant composites structural design as
specified by the cner/user. Solutions to the various problems identified
are proposed.
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SUMRY

of a technical paper n

DAMAGE 7OLERAT DESIGNq C EPIS IN OCMPOSITES

by Edvins Deu!its

to be presented at

The 1986 USAF Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) Conference
2-4 December 1986, Capitol Plaza Holiday Inn, Sacramento, California

sponsored by the Air Force Logistics Command

CURPJM UNDERSTANDING

The requirement for airframes to be damage tolerant stems fran safety

considerations and is to prevent catastrophic failures due to unsuspected or

undetected damage. This is achieved by designing a structure with an

assumed initial damage as prescribed in a user's specification. Assuming

that a visible damage will be detected and repaired, the logical initial

damage for design purposes wild not have to exceed the maximum invisible

damage possible. In ccmposites, this is the maxirun internal damage possi-

ble without any external evidence or signs of the cause on the surface that

receives the damage. Such damage visibility thresholds have not been

established in a uniform, rigorous and comprehensie fashion for different

laminate thicknesses and vaiious materials.

Past and current research of graphite epoxy ccnposites have provided the

following evidence. Impact damage is the most severe among the many types

of possible flaws and damage. The fatigue S-N curves for canoyn laminates

are relatively flat and if the ratio of maximum spectnxn load to static

damaged strength is below 0.6 the fatigue life exceeds 106 cycles. Hence

itdatic d-luie6L.JJ 1Lz govern Le design. I,= -- A ry .. LA=.. ... 9s11

based on coupon data end to be conL arvative as real strm:.ures with greater
complexity and number of load paths picovide more damage resistance than a

flat and relative ;, small coupon could. Damage tolerance of cvposite
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structures is quite sensitive to configuration. The above evidence is based

primarily on experimental data.

The following list is a sample of the numerous damage tolerant design

concepts that have been developed and'some of which have applied with

varying degrees of success in actual aircraft. Among skin concepts: 100% of

±450, 10%/80%/10% of 00/±450/900; stitching, fastener rows, buffer strips,

softening strips, planks, tear straps, hybrid materials, fabric, braided

reinforcement, 3-d reinforcement, stitched woven fabrics, adhesive inter-

leafs, localized adhesive strip interleaving. Other concepts: blade, I, hat

stiffeners, isogrid stiffening; multiple load paths; hybrid structural box;

tougher materials. The damage tolerance aspects in these concepts are more

empirical than analytical and reflect the experience and ingenuity of the

designer who knows that the concept works but may not be able to explain

why.

CURRENT AND FUTURE PROBLEM AREAS

1. Lack of adequate analysis to predict the following: damage resulting

from an impact, structural behavior of a damaged structure, damage growth

characteristics including growth rat2, fatigue life and residual strength of

a damaged structure. Current analyses are relatively primitive and unable

to properly model the very complex damage state in composites. Analytic

deficiencies must be substitjted by much more expensive testing.

2. Nonuniformity and absence of standards in experimental characterization

of damage pertain to: size, shape, layup, configuration of test specimeits;

specimen support, prestress level, impactor shape and size, impact energy

level; fixtures and procedures of post impact test. A great deLl of the

abundantly available damage tolerance data, unfortunately, cannot be com-

pared for lack of common standat J basis. This prevents data base expansion

and statistical allG~ables determination without penalty for a low number of

specimens.
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3. Inadequate quantification of penalty and benefits for providing a degree

of structural damage tolerance.

4. Identification and prioritization of the most influential configuration

parameters in damage tolerant designs.- Deterimination of the type and degree

of their influence.

5. As new composite materials become available, the need arise, for uniform

criteria in comparing and assessing their contribution to the structure's

damage resistance early in the design. Current ability of material se-

lection may not reflect optimum satisfaction of all needs.

6. Lack of uniform definition of damaged area in a laminate that is also

physically meaningful in an analysis: cumulative area as seen in plan form

by NDI versus either just one found between any two plies or the sum of all

damaged areas ttrough the thickness. Use of improper damage area may lead

to incorrect analytic predictions.

7. inadequate investigation of multiple damage involving the number,

proximity and intensity of damage.

8. NDI and damage repair techniques are not totally adequate for more

complex structural configurations. This may hamper the applications of

these design concepts.

METHODS FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS

1. Expand efforts on the development and validation of damage tolerance

analysis. Improvement to the prediction of static strength, damage growth,
fatigue life and residual strength of damaged structure will reduce other-

wist needed testing and associated costs.
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2. Attempt to convince structure users to realize the need for stan-

dardization in damage tolerance characterization and assessment. A uniform

approach must be developed and implemented. The goal - ability to use all

available data on a standard basis. This will reduce design development

costs.

3. Develop methods for quantifying penalties and benefits associated with

damage tolerant designs - weight, performance, reliability, acquisition and

life cycle costs. This will aid in achieving optimum designs.

4. Determine the. effect of various design parameters on damage tolerance,

preferably by using improved analytic methods and experimental verification.

Results of such assessment will considerably reduce trade studies and design

efforts.

5. Develop a criterion for assessing a material's contribution to the

structural damage tolerance - as a tool for the designer to select a materi-

al system.

6. Examine the effect on analytical predictions of using damaged areas due

to various definitions. Recommend the use of the most meaningful defini-

tion. A break through in analysis development may be expected.

7. Investigate the effects of multiple damage and bound the problem by

determining the most influential combinations of the number, proxiimity and

intensity of impacts. Examine the effects of these combinations o. the

structural design, determine the critical bne and develop corresponding

design criterion and qualification method.
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Eric E. Abbell Alan P. Berens
ASD/TASE University of Dayton
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433 JPC 224

Dayton, OH 45432
J. C. Aiello
CFC, Inc. R. J. Birdseye
11 W. Monument Ave. Suite 612 Dept 72-73 Zone 53
Dayton, OH 45402 Lockheed-Georgia Co.

86 S. Cobb Drive
Sal Alestra Marietta, GA 30063
437 Berthoud St.
Sacramento, CA 95838 Stephen J. Blewitt

System Engineer Manager
Robert Anderson Boeing Vertol CO.
2510 S. Center St. JVX
Arlington, TX 76014 P32-19

P.O. Box 16858
Al Aponte Philadelphia, PA 19142
ASD/BIEFS
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433 Bernard W. Boisvert

P.O. Box 1375
Rocky R. Arnold Dayton, OH 45401
Anamet Laboratories, Inc.
3400 Investment Blvd. 0. D. Bolton
Hayward, CA 94545 SM-ALC!MMKRC

McClellan AFB, CA 95652

Herman Axelrod
222 Seton Dr Col Mark Burroughs
New Rochelle, NY 10804 112 Buckeye Circle

AFLC/MME
George Bachman Wright Patterson AFB OH 45433
O0-ALC/MMAIT - F-16 TCG
Hill AFB, UT 84056 J. G. Byrne

University of Utah
Norman Baker Dept of Metallurgy
4th Air Force/LGMAF 412 Wm C. Browning Bldg
McClellan AFB, CA 95952-6002 Salt Lake City, Utah 84112-1183

John Beard Robert A. Carlson
OC-At C/MMZE General Dynamics/Fort Worth
Tinker AFB 112 Hidden Valley Dr.
Midwest City, OK 73110 Aledo, TX 76008

Dr. Leonard Beitch Mark A. Carteaux
GnenrAl Elrty-ir rnmn_:nA/ 2306() Duncan Dr . Apt- #7
Mai Drop G60 Fiirborn, OH 45324
Cincinnati, OH 45215

Anthony G. Carvelli
Lt Col Guenter Benecke 4th Air Force/LGMAV
German Ministry of Defense McClellan AFB, CA 95952-6002
Postfach 1328
5300 Bown I
West Germany
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Robert Champoux Maj T. Cornelis
Fatigue Technology Inc. Belgian Air Staff
150 Andover Park West Kwartier Kon Elisabeth
Seattle, WA 98188 40 Brussels (Belgium)

Francis Chang William D. Cowie
General Dynamics 1841 Trebein Rd.
MZ 5984 Xenia, OH 45385
P.O. Box 748
Forth Worth, TX 76101 Matt Creager

SIE
Brent Christner 23728 Gerrad Way
Martin Marietta Conaogh Park, CA
P.O. Box 179 M/S H9626
Denver, CO 80201 L. G. Darby

Dept 72-78, Zone 80
Fred Shui-Nnan Chuang Lockheed-Georgia Co.
HQ AFLC/MMEEP S. Cobb Dr.
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433 Marietta, GA 30063

Al Clark Wayne Davidson
OC-ALC/MMHR 302 Idlewood Dr.
Tinker AFB, OK 73145 Bonaire, CA 31005

Bob Cole John Davies
Lockheed-Georgia, Co. Canadair Limited
86 S. Cobb Dr. 1800 Boul. Laurentier
Marietta, GA 30063-0001 Montreal, Quebec, Canada H4R 1K2

Don Condra Edward R. Del Real
720 Hickory Hollow Road JQ MAC/LGMW
Troy, OH 45373 Scott AFB, IL 62225
Don Kilgus
4724 Neptune Drive Edvisn Demuts
Alexandria, VA 22309 4931 Silver Arrow Drive

Dayton, OH 45424
Fred M. Conley
86 S. Cobb Dr. Anthony G. Denyer
Zn 80 072-71 6941 Larkvale Dr
Marietta, GA 30063 Rancho Palvs Verdes, CA 90009

Vince Consentino 1lT Brian J. Duddy
SA-A'C/MMVTE SA-ALC/MMSA
Kelly AFB, TX 78241 Kelly AFB, TX 78241-5000

Thomas D. Cooper Lt Col Alon Dumanis
AFWAL/MLSA c/o Lt Col Dai Bar Tinkua/GOI
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433 850 3rd Avenue

Suite 607
James Corbin New York, NY 10022
ASD/AFEF
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433 Denzil M. Duncan

1300 W. Redbud Dr.
Hurst, Texas 76053
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Eric Easterbrook Michael B. Gibson
Fatigue Technology Inc. 2067 Fairknoll Dr.
150 Andover Park W. Beavercreek, OH 45431
Seattle WA 98188

Rocco Girolamo
Rod Eddleman P.O. Box 655907
OC-ALC/MMKRA M/S 194-51
Tinker AFB, OK 73145-5990 Dallas, TX 75265-5907

Michael Eivers William H. Goesch
Aeronca Inc. USAF/AFSC/AFWAL
1712 Germantown Rd. FIBA
Middlestown, OH 45042 Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433

Dick Engman Jorge F. Gonzalez
Universal Technology Corp. ASD/BIEFS
1270 N. Fairfield Rd. Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45440
Dayton, OH 45432-2634

Danny E. Good
David L. Evans Aviation Applied Technology
OC-ALC 600 Ashley Dr. Directorate
Moore, OK 73160 SAURT-TY-ATS

Ft. Eustis, VA 23604-5577
A. Fahr
National Aeronautical Establishment Maj Sherif Seddik El Hardary
NRC, OLtawa KIAOR6 Egyptian Air Force

Cairo West AFB, Reg 222
Dr. A. Fahr
Structures & Materials Laboratory Kermit W. Helmke
Bldg M-14 AFLC LOC/CFEN
National Research Council Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433
Montreal Rd.
Ottawa, Canada KIAOR6 Robert H. Hemp

Headquarters Air Training
Steve Farrell Command
14 Ivy Way Weapons Systems Division
Port Washington, NY 11050 Randolph AFB, TX 78150-5001

Sftephen Forness William L. Herron
McDonnell Douglas General Electric
P.O. Box 516 1 Neuman Way/G8
St. Louis, MO 63166 Cincinnati, OH 45215

Norman Fossheim Ray E. Horton
prisftl aoAn~en The D - r.
Box 874 Box 3707, MS 33-04
Winnipeg, Canada R3C2S4 Seattle, WA 98124

Tony G. Gerardi Evan E. House Jr.
250 Whaley Rd. 2-3621 MS 2E-78
New Carlisle, OH 45344 Boeing Aerospace Co.

P.O. Box 3999
Seattle, WA 98124
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J. C. Huang Rex L. Key & Associates
1415 Johnson Dr. P.O. Box 975
EM-UW No. Highlands, CA 95660
Madison, WI 53706

Troy T. King
Capt. Jaun A. Hurtado 16673 95th Ave. N.
AFALC/EREM Jupiter, FL 33478
Wright Patterson, OH 45433

Dr. Eckarol Knorr
Philip Idle Einsteinstr 20
WR-ALC/MMFRB 8012 Ottobrunn
Robins AFB, GA West Germany

Randall Ivey Col Kaya Konakkuran
WR-ALC/MMEMC ASD/YPXI-SNR
Robbins AFB, GA 31098 Turkish Air Force

Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433
Elwin Jang
SM-ALC/MANE James Kraft
McClellan AFB, CA 95952-6002 Fatigue Technology Inc.

150 Andover Park West
ILT Randy L. Jansen Seattle, WA 98188
WR-ALC/MMSRD
Robins AFB, CA 31098 Michael A. Landy

Fatigue Technology Inc.
Maj. David Jirele 150 Andover Park W
SA-ALC/MMEI Seattle, WA 98188
Kelly AFB, TX 78241

George Law
H. Arthur Johnson General Dynamics
O0-ALC/MMARA P.O. Box 748 MZ 2163
Hill Field, Utah 84056 Ft. Worth, TX 76101

Capt Vance Johnson Capt. T. Leversedge
U.S. Air Force BAS Eng 6-3-3-
OC-ALC/MMETM National Defense Headquarters
Tinker AFB, OK 73145 Ottawa, Ontario Canada KIA OK2

Warren P. Johnson John W. Lincoln
AFWAL/MLS ASD/ENFS
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433 Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433

Cliff Y. Kam Douglas Ling
McDornell Douglas Corp. 4308 Paradise Dr.
3o55 , 1 .. A ,oIA rrmirh~1 rA 95608
Long Beach, CA 90846

Sen. Msgt Paul G. LomparsKi
Tim Kelley Gernian Air Force Liaison Staff
E-Systems O0-ALC/MMS-L-GY
Greenville Division Hill AFB UT 84056-5609
P.O. Box 1056-CBN 35
Greenville TX 75401
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William A. Lucier Dr. Robert N. Miller
Boeing of Canada Lockheed-Georgia Co.
Arnprior Division Dept. 72-53, Zone 319
Arnprior, Ontario, Canada K7S 3MI Marietta, GA 30063

Audgier Lunde Craig Mitchell
RNOAF Materials Command Ogden Air Logistics Ctr
K Jeller, Norway 47-2-717701 OB-ALC/MMSIT

Hill AFB, UT 84056-5609
Hans Maentins
111 S. 34th St. Robert L. Moore
Pheonix, AZ 85010 HQ AFLC LOC/CFEN

Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433
Robert Marker
2800 Indian Ripple Rd. FLTLT A. S. Morrison
Dayton, OH 45440 AIRENG 5C-AF

Dept of Defense - Air Force
Graham W. Markes II Office
Eaton Corp. Russell offices
P.O. Box 766 Canberra ACT, Australia
Southfield, MI 48037

Artnur E. Nettleton
Clifford Massey OC-ALC/SIOM
SA-ALC/MMSA Tinker AFB, OK 73115
Kelly AFB, TX 78241

Lt Col Friedhelm Neutert
David Maynard Material Luffwaffe III
Rockwell International Postfach 902500/503
P.O. Box 92098-MCGDO4 500 Koln 90
Los Angeles, CA 9009 West Germany

Jeffrey L. McFarland Mark J. Nienhaus
6271 Sandy Creek Ct. General Dynamics
Florissant, MO 63033 P.O. Box 748 MZ 2816

Ft. Worth, TX 76101
David R. McLemore
I Neuman Way/G8 Lt Col Sam D. Nimmo
Cincinnati, OH 45215 OC-ALC/MMO

Tinker AFB
B. R. Meadows Oklahoma City, OK 73145
449 ivy Crest Ter.
Kettering, OH 45429 Neil Obright

Dir Marketing
Bud Meadows 4225 Campus Pt Crt
nr Atr AT T kne% Iny

"finker AFB San Diego, CA

Robert Mellyn Gene Ogden
1200 Hicks Road 6242 Westchester Pky.
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008 Suite #200

Los Angeles, CA 90045
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Capt Sinasi Ozkisi Lt Col Klaus Rodelay
Turkish M.O.D Material Luftwalle III
Ankara/Turkey Postfach 902500/503113
C. C. Perry 5000 Kolir 90
Consulting Engineer West Germany
P.O. Box 980
Wendell, N.C. 27591 P. Rolston

U.S. Army Materials Technology
Clovis L. Petrin, Jr. Lab
HQ ASD/ENFS SLCMT-MS
Wright Patterson FB, OH 45433-6503 Watertown, MA 02172-0001

Raymond A. Petty Kenneth Ronald
Douglas Aircraft Co. 2057 Whipp Rd.
34855 Lakewood Blvd. (M/S 35-98) Kettering, OH 45440
Long Beach, CA 90846

Kevin M. Rotenberger
Richard P. Plourde AMSAV-EF
HQPACAF/LGMW 4300 Goodfellow Blvd
Hickman AFB, HI 95853 St. Louis, MO 63130

Willy Pound Michelyne Roy
1537 S. 69th E. Ave Canadair Limited
Tulsa, OK 74112 Military Product Support

Stephen J. Powers James L. Rudd
ASD/AFEF 214 Honey Jane Dr.
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433 Beavercreek, OH 45385

Lt. Catherine M. Prescott Bob Rutledge
841 Peachcreek Dr. IMP Group Ltd.
Centerville, OH 45459 Aerospace Division

Suite 400,
Jack Reichel 2651 Dutch Elege Rd.
Esprit Technology Inc. Nova Scotia, B3L4T1
144-A Mayhew Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94596 R. S. Rutledge

Manager - ASIP Programs

Ted Reinhart Suite 400
345 Forrer Blvd 2651 Dutch Villiage Rd.
Dayton, OH 45419 H, ax, NS B3L4T1

John Resnicky Col Haiba Sayed
ASD/TAEF Egyptian Air Force

John Richter George J. Schnieder
Instron Sikorsky Aircraft
465 S. Mathilda Ave. N. Main St
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 M/A S314A

Stratford, CT 06601
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Kurt H. Schrader Bill Sutherland
6220 Culebra Rd. 3221 Chenu Ave.
c/o Southwest Research Institute Sacramento Ca 95821
San Antonio, TX 78284

Gerald K. Sutherland
Lt Col Voker Schulz SM-ALC/MMKRC
ASD/XR-GLO McClellan AFB, CA 95652-5609
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433

Donald Svejkovsky
Colin Scott 1705 Oakhili Rd.
The Dehavilland Aircraft Co. of Canada Bethany, OK 73008
Garrett Blvd.
Downsview, Ontario Canada M3K1Y5 David Takata

12O Hicks Road
G. G. Semark Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
Manager, Military Product Support
CANADAIR LIMITED P. A. Tanouye
P.O. Box 6087 8900 E. Washington Blvd.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3C3G9 Dept V512-3B

Pico Rivera, CA 90660

Col Mete Seyithanoglu
OOALC-MMA-L-TK Brett 0. Taylor
Turkish Air Force Noetic Technologies
Hill AFB, UT 86056 7980 Clayton Rd.

St. Louis, MO 63117
Alan Shewmaker
7300 Dunhill Terrace Delmar Teet
Atlanta, GA 30328 OC-ALC/MMOA

Tinker AFB, OK
Thomas D. Shimnerr
Eaton Corporation Jack Terceno
26201 Northwestern Hwy Sikorsky Aircraft
P.O. Box 766 60 Maureen St
Southfield, MI 48037 Stratford, CT 06497

Ozkisi Sinasi Capt Michael Theofilou
MSB (MOB) F-16 Dept Hellenic Air Force
Turkey/Ankara General Staff (HAFGS/G1/2)

Holargeos Athens, Greece
W. H. Sproat
D/72..51, Z303 Joseph F. Tilson
Lockheed-Georgia Co. HQ AFISC/SESO
Marietta, GA 30063 Norton AFB, CA 92409-7001

Ran qfal CMI nfD M I 1rk4

2800 Indian Ripple Rd. RAAF Technical Liaison
Dayton, OH 45440 Warner Robins ALC/MM-AT

Robins AFB, GA 31098
Jim A. Suarez
Grumman Aircraft Systems Billy R. Trussell
M/S Bldg. 25 115 Weleyati Dr.
Bethpage, N.Y. 11714 Warner Robins, GA 31093
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Lt Col Hayri Ucar Robin Whitehead
SM-ALC/MM(3) Northrop Corp.
McClellan AFB, CA 95652-5609 One Northrop Ave.

tCol Rodday Uaus Hawthorne, CA 90250

Zum Alten Tor 5 David P. Wilhem
5210 Troisdorf Northrop Corp.
GAF, Air Material Office One Northrop Ave.

Hawthorne, CA 90250
Steven N. Vacca
P.O. Box 65590? James Williams
M/S 194-51 SM-ALC/MMKRD
Dallas, TX 75265-5907 McClellan AFB, CA 95652

Micheal D. Vance Raymond F. Wojcieszak
U.S. Coast Guard General Electric Co.
7121 Aevoushine Rd. 1 Neumann Way MD C-65
Alexandria, VA Cincinnati, OH 45215

Dr. S. Rao Varanasi Howard A. Wood
Boeing Aerospace Co. ASD/ENF
AWACS Structure Technology Org 2-6600 Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433
Seattle, WA 93124

Leonard R. Wright

Charles R. Waitz Boeing Military Airplane Co.
AFWAL/FIBAA MSK76-03 P.O. Box 7730
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433 Wichita, KA 67277

Ken Walker Hsing C. Yeh
Box 422 ASD/AFEF
Fillmore, CA 93015 Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433

Tom Walton Nick Zack
ear Siegler P.O. Box 3155

4141 Eastern Ave. S.E. Westlake Village, CA 91359-0155
Grand Rapids, MI

John T. Zylkowsi
LCOR Stan Walz OC-ALC/MMZE
USCG Aircraft Program Office Tinker AFB, OK 73145-5990
520 Perrin Rd.
Marietta, GA 30060-2724

Don F. Weber
3061 Blue Green Dr.

Janet Weiss
ASD/YPEF
Wright Patterosn AFB, OH 45433

Kevin Welch
291 Woodlawn Ave.
Fairborn, OH 45324
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